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ABSTRACT 

DENSITY-FUNCTIONAL THEORY: CHEMICAL TEST AND 

EVALUATION OF EXCHANGE-CORRELATION FUNCTIONALS 

Wei Qua. Tian Advisor: 

University of Guelph, 2001 Professor John D. Goddard 

This thesis reports an investigation of density bctionai  based rnethods for the study 

of selected orgaaic reactions and simple atomic and molecular systems to evaluate and 

rationalize the role of exact (Hartree-Fock) exchange in hybrid density functional 

methods and the performance of density fiinctional methods in the prediction of chemical 

property. The performance of deasity functional methods has been compared with certain 

conventional ab  initio methods: HF, MP2 and CCSD, and avaiiable experimental results. 

The chernical systems and density functional methods investigated were: 

(1) The Reactions of a Triplet Orygen Atom ('P) with Ca Fragments. The stnictures 

of Cm hgments and their oxides were snidied at the HF, BHandHLYP, and B3LYP 

levels with the 6-3 1G* basis set. The reaction barrier and the transition state structure for 

the initial reaction of a triplet oxygen atom with these fhgments were hvestigated 

theoretically. The nucleus-independent chemical shih (NICSs) of Schleyer were adopted 

as criteria of aromaticity in polycyciic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and used to study 

the reactivity and properties of the Ca f'ragments. The initial reaction of a triplet oxygen 

atom with Cm fragments is exothennic with a low reaction barrier. 



(2) Reaction of Triplet Oxygen Atom @) with Benzene and Isomerization of 

Benzene Oxides. The reaction of a triplet oxygen atom and the potentiai energy surfaces 

for isomerization of the benzene oxides were studied to explore the reaction rnechanism 

and find the reaction pathways. For these reactions, the role of exact exchange (Hartree- 

Fock (HF) exchange) was examined through the performances of the HF, BHandHLYP, 

B3LYP, BILYP, BLYP and mPWlPW91 methods in the prediction of the reaction 

barrier and in potential energy surface modeling in cornparison to the results from MP2. 

The 6-3 1 G* basis set was used throughout. The theoretical predictions were compared 

with available experimental results when possible. 

(3) Numericd Examination of Density Functional Methods. The exchange fiinctionais 

B, PW91, mPW91, LG, G96 and the correlation functionals LYP and PW91 were 

examined numerically in combination with HF exchange to scnitinize the role of HF 

exchange in hybrid densiîy functionai theory. Both energy and electronic properties were 

studied for the simple atornic systems H, He and Li. One-electron systems (H, Hz', ~ e * )  

were employed to investigate the seIf-interaction error in the exchange and comlation 

functionals. The highest occupied orbital energies of these systems were examined with 

the various exchaage correlation hctionals. A new combination of exchange and 

correlation fiinctionals within the one-parameter protocol of the hybnd method, 

mPW1 LW, was evaluated on the reduced G2 data for geometric and thermodynamic 

predictions. This new method was employed in studies on some inert gas dimers, weakly 

interacting complexes, low barrier reactions, and the electronic spectra of some mal1 

moledes. The overail performance of rnP W 1 LYP is promiskg. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 



1.1 Quantum Chemistry 

With the development of quantum mechanics, an amazing change occurred in 

chemistry. The application of quantum mechanics to chemistry leads to a new 

subdiscipline in chemistry - quantum chemistry, as foretold by Dirac's famous statement: 

" The underlying physical laws necessary for the mathematical theory of a large part 

of physics and the whole of chemistry are thus completely known, and the difficulty is 

only that the exact application of these laws leads to equations much too complicated to 

be soluble. It therefore becornes desirable that approximate practical methods of applying 

quantum mechanics should be deveioped which can lead to an expianation of the main 

features of complex atomic systems without too much computation." ['I 

The development of quantum chemistry enables us to study larger and larger chemical 

systems with the aid of computational tools. As the fundamental basis of quantum 

chemistry, Schr6dinger's equation uses the N-electron wave function Y(xi, xz, ... xN) of 

the system, which is very complicated. The wave function contains d l  the information we 

can possibly know about the system it descni .  The solution of Schriidinger's equation 

with a wave h c t i o n  approach leads to conventional ab initio theory. 

However, there is a remarkable b r y  that ailows us to replace the complicated N- 

electron wave fiinction and the associated SchrBdinger equation by the much simpler 

electron density p(r) and its associated computational scheme, which is known as density 

h c t i o n d  theory. 



1.1.1 Conventional ab W o  theory 

After the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the Schrodinger equation, for an N- 

electron system in a stationary state is: 

A 

H ,lm: electronic Hamiltonian operator (in atomic units) 

IVele): total electronic wave hc t ion  

ha: total electronic energy 

Because of the interelectronic repulsion tems Ilri, for a multielectmn atom or 

molecde this equation is not separable. Only for the hydrogen atom and hydrogen like 

ion is the exact solution of the ScMMinger equation known. The SchrBdinger equation 

wouid separate into N oneelectron hydrogenlike equations with zeroth-order wave 

fiinction as the hydrogen atomic orbital if the electron repuision were ignored. The 

zeroth-order wave fiuiction wouid be a product of the N hydrogenlike (oneelectron) 

orbitals: 

The centrai-field approximution is adopted in this procedure which is known as the 

H m e e  self-consistent-fleïd (w method, and the interaction between electrons is 

averaged. With the modification due to Fock that the wave function be anti-symmetric, 

we obtaîn the Hartree-Fock SCF method. 



A 

h the Hartree-Fock SCF method, there is a single-electron operator f : 

1 N A 

f(i)= -- V $ ~ & + X [ ~ ,  (i) - i , [ i ) ]  
2 A r, ,ut 

The total energy of the system is: 

where the average repulsion of the electrons in the Hartree-Fock orbitals are subtracted 

from the sum of the orbital energies, and where the Ji, are the Coulomb integrals. 

In the Hartne-Fock method, the instantaneous electronelectron interaction or 

correlation is not considered. Electron correlation accowits for about 0.5% to 1% of the 

total energy of a system, which is of the magnitude of a single-bond energy, and thus 

although smdl in absolute value, is very important in considering chernistry l2]. 

hprovement of the Hartree-Fock solution leads to post-Hartree-Fock theory. MP2 

(MolIer-Plesset) is the simplest correction for electron correlation, though higher order 

perturbation is desirable. Confguration Interaction is another way of including electron 

correlation, which involves the excitation of electmns fiom the reference state. The first 

order correction is configuration interaction with single and double substitutions (CISD). 

The Coupled-cluster (CC) method is an accurate but very expensive method, while 

quadratic configurafion interaction (QCI) method is intermediate between the CC and CI 

methods, but is usualiy considered to be a variant of CC. 

A IÏnear combination of several confgwatio~ stateftoictio~~s (CSF) produces a rnuW 

configuation self-consistent Jeid (MCSCF) approach. The popularly used MCSCF 



method involves cornNete active space self-onsistent field (C ASSCF), in which several 

highest occupied orbitals are optimized by varying both the coefficients of the 

configuration state hctions and the orbitals. A M e r  improvement on CASSCF with 

perturbation theory results in Multi-configurationul Second-order Perturbation Theos> 

(CASPTZ). 

Although high Ievel ab initio methods (for example CC or CASPTZ) can give very 

accurate predictions in chemistry, their prohibitive computer resource requirements 

prevent such methods being widely applied. CCSD scaies as about dv4 for CPU tirne 

and @ for disk space. A single SCF scales about I!f for CPU the .  MP2 (conventional) 

energies and gradients scale as about oI!~ for CPU t h e  and b14 for disk space. N is the 

total number of basis fiuictions, O is the number of occupied orbitals and V is number of 

unoccupied orbitals. New accurate methods which demand Iess computer resources for 

their application are required. Density functional theory is such a method. 

1.1.2 Density functional theory 

Density fiinctional theory considers the particle density to be the fiindamental variable 

to describe the state of a system in an extemal potentid. The extemal potentid itself may 

result from particles obeying classical or quantum mechanics l3]. 

Historicaily, the density functiond approach was initiated with the idea that locally the 

behavior of a collection of paxticles, the electron cloud, could be represented and 

approximated by a fiee electron gas of the same density at that point 

The Thomas-Fermi O model I4-'], an early density bctionai theory, showed the 

basic steps to obtain the density functional for the total energy by using standard quantum 



mechanics based on the wave fiinction. From a we1I-defined model (and some extra 

assurnptions, averages and practicd simplifications guided by physical considerations) a 

direct relation, a fiuictional, between the total energy and the density was obtained. The 

TF model allows for the direct determination of a charge density for a given extemal 

potential. It was the fint rnethod to exploit the idea of a local densiy functional theory 

when it considered a fwictional depending on the variables at only one point in space. 

The TF theory provides a dserential equation for the self-consistent determination of the 

charge density without the intermediate use of a wave fiuictions. It stands as an important 

model for the study of an atomic system without the use of wave fiuictiom 14'. 

Later, Dirac included a local density f'unctional for the electron-electron exchange 

energy [61 and Wigner in i934 included a local electron-electmn correlation energy 

hctiond m, which made it clear that density functional theory was computationally 

feasible. 

The fomalization of den* hctional theory began with the existence theorem of 

Hohenberg and ICohd81. The total energy of a many particle system in its ground mte is a 

unique hctional of its particle density and there exists a variational principle for the 

energy bctional. Kohn and Sham invente4 in 1965, an ingenious approach to the 

kinetic-energy functioaai T[p], the Kohn-Sham methodL9l. They proposed introducing 

orbitals into the problem in such a way that the kinetic energy can be computed simply 

but to good accuracy. A mail residual correction is handled separately. Thereby they 

tunied density functional theory method into a practical tool for rigorous calculations. 

Thereafter, many approximations to the exchange-correlation fûnctionai have been 

proposed, which roughly cm be classified into three types: 



I Local Spin Density Approximation (LSDA), the functionai depends only on the 

density (p) at a point in the space, such as SVWN["-"! 

2 Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA), the fictional depends both on the 

density itself and its gradient. 

3 Hybnd Density Functional Method, which involves the mixing of exact exchange into 

the fiuictionai. A typicai approach is Becke's 1993 three parameter exchange fiuictional 

B3 II21 

Previous studies indicated that DFT can predict molecular properties comparable to 

those from MP2 at a lower computational cost [l3]. 

1.13 A comparison between conventional ab initio theory and density funetional 

theory 

Although there exists fiindamental Merences between conventionai ab initio theory 

and density bctional theory, these two theories are conceptually complementary. The 

following scheme shows a formal comparison between the two theories with respect to 

their Hamihonian, fundamentai variable, approximations made, reference system, and 

starting point for improvement. 

The HF cdculation formally scales as o4 for cornputhg time, O is the site (usudly 

the number of basis functions) of the system studied. DFT methods scale as 0'. Higher 

Ievel a& initio methods such as CCSD scde to much higher powers of O. 



r 

Conventional Ab Initio Theory Density Functional Theory 

Wave fiinction as the 
fundamental variable 

fiom the Kohn-Sham fictitious orbitals 

for a molecular system 

Start fiom HF for Post KF Local Spin Density Approximation as 
calcuiation (comlation) 

Starthg point for Post-LSDA 

Single Slater deteminant 
as HF wavefiinction a Uniform Electmn Gas as reference system 



1.2 Organic Chemistry 

The reaction of an oxygen atom with aromatic organîc molecules piays an important 

role in atmospheric chemistry photochernical air pollution, and in combustion 

processes. Earlier experimental studies on C60 indicated that this oew type of carbon 

molecule has new chemicai properties with three-dimensionai I electron conjugation and 

a unique structure 116*'7*'81. In Chapter 3 of this work, the reactivity of the double bond in 

Cm will be studied through examining the reactivity towards an oxygen atom of its 

hgments (CisHs, Cl&Il2 and C2&i12) dong with 0 t h  systems (CzH4, C6H6, and Cia8) .  

Benzene, a typical aromatic molecule, serves as a prototypical mode1 for aromatic 

molecules. The reaction of benzene with a triplet oxygen atorn, which is important in 

atmosphenc chemistry, is studied in Chapter 4 dong with the isomerization of the 

benzene oxide. There have been no extensive studies on this reaction or on the 

isomerization of benzene oxide. 

1.3 Analysis of exchange correlation functionals 

Becke's three-parameter exchange protocol (B3) L'21, which was inspired by the 

aâîabatic comection mechanisrn (ACM) Ilg1 in combination with the LYP correlation 

fllnctionai has been very successfiil in chemicai applications. It senes as a standard 

density bctional method for much chemical modeling. Although the role of exact 

exchange (HF exchange in t e m  of computation) has been rationalized the behavior 

of hybnd DFT methods for property prediction with variation in the weight of the HF 

exchange is not so clear. The different behaviors of the functionais and the role of HF 

exchange are examined in the isomerization of benzene oxides. In Chapter 5,  the 

9 



available exchange and correlation functionals are studied by varying the weight of HF 

exchange in the hybrid method to detennine the total energies for simple atomic systems 

(H, He and Li) and for H~'. The total energy is decomposed M e r  into its energy 

components (kinetic, potentid and electron-electron interaction energies) to examine the 

contributions of the exchange and correlation huictional to each component of the total 

energy. The orbital energies of these systems predicted by the various exchange and 

correlation fwictionais are examined. These studies are expected to give insight into the 

detailed behavior of the fiuictionals. They shouid provide preliminary guides to future 

improvement of the hybrid method and the construction of new functionals. 

At the end of Chapter 5, the new method mPWlLYP (a combination of exchange 

(mPW In') and correlation functionals (LYP 1201) dong with Becke's one-panuneter 

protocol IU1) is examined. Results for the reduced G2 data IZ4' and other chernical systems 

were computed and compared with those fiom other methods 12? The purpose of this 

work is to check the role of the correlation functional in predictions of chemicd 

phenornena and to seek the best combination of existing exchange arci correlation 

hnctionals. 
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Chapter 2 

Ovemew of Quantum Chemistry 



2.1 OveMew of Conventional Ab Initio Theory 

This chapter will discuss generd aspects of conventional ab inirio and density 

functional methods, the computer resources used and the programs involved. More detail 

on the computational methods and procedures will be found in the "Computational 

Details" section of the following chapters. Since density functional methods are most 

important to this work, conventional ab initio theones will be introduced and briefly 

discussed in a way that helps the understanding of density functional theory. Electron 

correlation is the central problern in quantum chemistry and will be discussed in both the 

ab initio and density fùnctional approaches. 

2.1.1 The adiabatic and Born-Oppenheimer approximations 

The total Harniltonian of a srjtem can be written as the kinetic and potential energies 

of the nuclei and electrons Il1: 

Hwt= T,+ T, + V, + V, + V, 

For the system transformed to center of m a s  coordinates: 

Hat=Tn+&+Hv+Vm and &=T,+V,+V, 

H, is the electronic Harniltonian and H, is called mas-polarkation, Mtot is the total 

mass of dl the nuclei and the surn is over al1 electruns. H, depends ody on the nuclear 

position (via equation (1.2)) and not on their momenta 

For &, the electronic Hamiltonian, the Schmodinger equation is: 

E&@)'E'i(Rs)=E@)Yi(Etr), i = 13.. .a 



R denotes nuclear positions and r electronic coordinates. Without introducing any 

approximation, the total wave bction can be written as an expansion in the complete set 

of electronic functions, with the expansion coefficients being hctions of the nuclear 

coordinates. 

m e r  derivation Il1, we obtain: 

or d e r  multiplyuig Yj' and integrating under orthonormality, 

from which the electronic wave fiinction has been removed, while the last one is the m a s  

polht ion.  The non-adiabatic couphg elements are important for systems involving 

more than one electronic surface, mch as photochernical reaction~ Ili. 

In the adiabatic approximation the fom of the total wave fiinction is restricted to one 

electronic surface, Le. al1 coupling elements in equation 2.5 are neglected (only the ternis 

with i = j survive). Except for spatially degenerate wave fiinctions, the diagonal fbt- 

order non-adiabatic element is zero. 

P.Z + Ej + ~~lvjlV.21~~) + W j l H m p I ) ) n j  = Euit y n j  2.6 



NegIecting the mass polarization and reintroducing the kinetic energy operator gives 

(Tn + Ej + w ~ I v ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ) ~ ~ ~  = Emr 'f'nj 2.7 

or 

U ' n  + Ej@) + U(R))vnj(R)= Esi ynj(R) 2.8 

U(R) is the diagonal correction, and is smaller than Ej(R) by a factor roughly equal 

to the ratio of the electronic and nuclear masses. It is usually a slow ly v q k g  function of 

R, and therefore the shape of the energy d a c e  is determined almost exclusively by 

E,(R)[~'* 

In the Born-Oppenheimer approximation the diagonal correction is neglected, and the 

resdting equation takes on the usual Schrodinger form, where the electronic energy plays 

The Born-Oppenheimer (and adiabatic) approximation is usually a good 

approximation, but breaks down when two (or more) solutions to the electronic 

ScMfdinger equation corne close together energetically. 

2.1.2 Hartree-Fock theory and electron correlation 

2.1.2.1 Hartree-Fock theory 

in Hartree-Fock theory (as described in Chapter l), if each spatial orbital is restricted 

to have two electrons with opposite spin (one with a and one with P spin), Restricted 

Hartree-Fock (RHF) results. If no restriction on the form of the spatial orbital is made, 

then Unrestticted Hartree-Fock is obtained. As the restricted wave hctions 

constrain various parameters, the energy of the UHF wave fiinction is always lower than 



or equal to the correspondkg restricted wave fiinction. However, the UHF description 

has the disadvantage that the wave function is not normaily an eigenfunction of the s2 

operator (unless it is equal to the RHF solution). s2 evaluates the total electron spin 

angular momentum squared, and the UHF suffers nom spin contamination fiom higher 

multiplicity States. 

2.1.2.2 EIectron correlation 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the Hartree-Fock method generates solutions to the 

Schr6dinger equation where the real electron-electron interaction is replaced by an 

average interaction due to the introduction of a single Slater deteminant as the wave 

function. With a complete basis set, the HF wave fùnction is able to account for up to 

-99% of the total energy. The ~maining energy, which is the electron correlation energy, 

is o k n  very important for desmibing chernical phenornena The electron correlation 

energy has almost the same order of magnitude as a singie bond energy. For practicai 

purposes, we adopt the definition of the Electron Correlation (EC) energy as  the 

ciifference in energy between the HF and the lowest possible energy in a given basis set 

within the 6=amework of conventionai ab initio methods Physically the electron 

correlation corresponds to (and results fkom) the instantanmus Coulombic interactions 

that keep the electrons fwther apart than the average interaction in HF, causing the 

energy for a correlated method to be lower than the HF value. Unrestncted Hartree-Fock 

(UHF) does introduce some relaxation relative to reseicted HF. The EHF below is the 

gmeral Hartree-Fock energy and, 

&,=Lt-Ew 2.10 



AIthough the correlation bebveen pairs of electrons belongîng to the same spatial 

molecuIar orbital (MO) is large, as the size of a rnolecule increases, the number of 

electron pairs belonging to different spatial MOs grows faster than those belonging to the 

same MO. So the inter-pair correlation is often comparable to the intra-pair contribution. 

Since the correlation between opposite spins has both intra- and inter-orbital 

contributions, it will be larger than the comlation between electrons having the same 

spin in a restncted reference state. 

The opposite spin correlation is sometimes called Coulomb correlation, while the 

same spin correlation is termed Fenni correlation. The Coulomb correlation is the larger 

contribution. There is a reduced probability of hding one electron in the immediate 

vicinity of another electron, the Coulomb dole for opposite spins, and the Fenni hole for 

the same spins. 

In full CI (including al1 possible excitations in configuration interaction) there are 

three (not munially exclusive) categories of correlation corrections relative to the 

reference wave fbnction (usually the HF solution) that should be distinguished 13'1: 

Category 1 is called dynamic correlation because it enables the electrons to stay 

m e r  apart. It usually represents the largest part of the total correlation energy. 

Category 2 occurs for an open-shell singlet such as Hz (the correct separation of H2 

requires two determinants Ci 1 iaflla&3 1 I cz 1 laualaup 1 where Ci=C2 at separation 

but Ci»>C2 at RJ. This is cded static correlation, or symmetry required correlation. 

Generalized valence bond (WB) theory includes this static correlation. 

Category 3 is ofien cdled nondynamk correlation and is perhaps best described by 

conside~g the simplest possible conelated function for F2 that can correctly dissociate. 



For F2, the wave fiinction consists of two detenninants Ci lcore2pqp2pc@l f 

~21core2po~a2p43l in GVB theory. UHF predicted that two F atoms are lower in 

energy than is the FI molecule (UHF can not describe the correct wave function for F2), 

thus UHF does not predict the existence of the Fz molecule C o m t  description of the 

wave function of F2 by GVB ensures that GVB correctly predict bonding in F2. 

However, electron correlation can be divided into two parts l4]: dynarnic comlation 

and non-dynamic correlation. Dynamic correlation was descnbed above, and occurs with 

a 'tight pau' of electrons as in He or in the (2pz)2 in Ne, etc. Non-dynamic correlations 

arise from degeneracies or neardegeneracies. Categories 2 and 3 can be assigned to non- 

dynarnic correlation. Nondynamic and dynamic correlation occur in the sequence: 

HF+ CASSCF + CASPT2 

CASSCF 19 introduces nondynamic correlation (also including some dynarnic 

comlation), and CASPT2 [61 improves the CASSCF results by including dynamic 

comlation. Such theones were developed to overcome the deficiencies of the Hartree- 

Fock method Le. the lack of electron correlation. 

However, the defmitions of exchange and correlation in DFT are not completely 

quivalait to their wave mechanical counterparts ['l. The correlation rnergy in wave 

fiinction theory is usually de- as the clifference between the exact energy and the 

comsponding Hartree-Fock value. The exchange energy is the total electron-electron 

repulsion energy minus the Coulomb energy. These energies have both short- and long- 

range parts (in term of the distance between two electrons). The long-range correlation is 

essentidly the "static" correlation energy (i.e. the "multi-refemce" part for the 

appropriate description of the electronic state) while the short-range part is the 



b'dynamical" correlation The definitions of exchange and correlation in DFT are local 

(short range). They only depend on the density at a given point and in its hunediate 

vicinity (via denvatives of the density). This is at least mie for the GGA and LSDA. 

2.1.3 Many-body perturbation theory ( Meller-Plesset perturbation theory ) 

The idea in perturbation theory is that the problem at hand only differs slightly fkom a 

problem that has already been solved (exactly or approximately). So the solution should 

be close to that for the already solved system. The Hamiltonian consists of two parts, a 

reference (Ho) and a perturbation (H'), and El' which in electronic structure theory 

introduces the electron correlation is much mialler than HQ. Perturbation theory c m  be 

used for adding corrections to solutions that employ an independent particle 

approximation, resulting in Many-Body Perturbation Theory (MBPT). If we choose the 

unperturbed Hamiltonian as a sum of Fock operators, then we obtain Mdler-Plesset 

Perturbation nieory (MP) [? 

The total unperturbed wave fbnction is IY) = 1 ~ ~ ~ 2 . .  .&), xn is the single electron wave 

fiinction, or orbital, and the wave hc t ion  of the systern 0 is a Iinear combination of the 

unperturbed wave fûnctions: 



H~ k,p~lO) Fi) 

Ei is the eigenvalue of the unperturbed wave fiinction 

, ) = 1 i ) is the unpemubed wave function. 

H = H o  + kv k is an ordering pararneter 

Hl@i) = (Ho+v)lOi) = Eilai) 

H is the electronic Hamiltonian of the system. 

SU, 

substituting 2+1 1 and 2.1 7 into 2.18, and since al1 the terms are linearly independent, 

each order m should only relate to itselt Then multiplying fiom the left by 9 for each 

order and using intamediate nomalization results in 

and 

E'~')= (\YO~V~Y(~)) 2.22 

Actually, the HF mergy is correct to k t  ordr, thus, the pextwbation contribution starts 

at second order. Since the Hamiltonian contains only one- and two-electron tems, ody 

single and double excitations cm contniute via direct rnixing with Y? in the lowest 

orders. However, the self-consistent optimization of the HF wave Funaion prevents direct 

mixing between single excitations and 9 (Brillouùi's theoran). Thus, the second- and 

third-order energies have contributions only h m  double excitations. In higher orders, 



there is indirect couphg via double excitations and thus the fourth- and fifth-order 

energies have contributions fiom single, double, triple and quadruple excitations. 

Perturbation theory tnincated at any order is size-consistent. The most important 

contribution in MPn cornes from the second order correction I3*l. Due to its Iow 

computational cost and consideration of the size of the second order correlation 

correction, MP2 is by f i  the most commonly used conventional ab initio method for the 

treatment of electron correlation. 

2.1.4 Quadratic configuration interaction(QC1) 

Among many schemes introduced to address the electron correlation problem, perhaps 

the most simple and general technique is the method of configuration interaction (CI) 18! 

The CI wave fûnction mixes the Hartree-Fock wave function with single, double, triple 

quadruple, . . . excited configurations, and the coefficients which detemine the amount of 

mixing are computed variationally. If d i  possible excited configurations are uicluded, the 

method gives the exact soIution within the space spanned by a given bais set and is 

referred to as full configuration interaction (KI). Clearly, FCI results are not practical 

for many-electmn systems. However, used with modest basis sets, FCI aids in evaiuating 

the inherent emrs due to the deficiency of electron comlation methodology. In practice, 

only tnmcated CI schemes are applied to rnany-electron systems with large basis sets. 

The most common treatment is CI with single and double excitations (CISD) where 

triple and higher excitations are neglected. Double excitations contribute dorninantly to 

the electron comlation energies. Single excitations contribute relatively little to the 

correlation enerpies, aithough they appear to be important for the accurate evduation of 



certain molecular pmperties. However, CISD is not size-consistent which is a very 

important drawback to the successfid application of this method on molecular complexes. 

Quadrutic configurtion interaction (QCI) is a technique suggested by Pople et 

which introduces size consistency exactly into CISD theory. It can be viewed as 

intermediate between configuration interaction and coupled cluster theory (CC) ['O1. 

Quadmtic configuration interaction uses the substitution operator T that generates new 

configurations and the HF wave hct ion  as the reference wave fùnction. 

1 A 

abc abc Tf=- C a ,  tyk 
36 4- 

* a  *ab A& 

t i  , tij , t ,p . . . are elementary substitution operators, the a arrays involve coefficients to 

be determined. The wave function is, 

Y= f (Ti,T2, . . .)Yo Vo is HF wave hction. 2.26 

The TZ and TiT2 tenns make the QCED (quadratic configuration interaction single and 

double excitation) method size-consistent. These terms are needed for size consistency in 

the CISD rnethod. It has been shown that these equations are identical to CCSD (coupled 

cluster with single and double substitution) where some of the tems have been omitted 

["! In practice, QCISD and CCSD of'ten gîve similar results II2'. QCISD scales as o'P, 



O is the number of occupied orbitds and V is the number of virtual orbitals. The same 

scaling occurs with CCSD. 

2.15 MuIti-configuration self-consistent Field: complete active space self-consistent 

field (CASSCF) and complete active space plus perturbation correction to second- 

order (CASPT2) 

2.1.5.1 Complete active space self-consistent field (CASSCF) 

The HF method is a singledeterminant based method. By the aid of natural orbital ["I 

aaalysis and unrestricted HF methods, UHF can simulate multi-configuration character in 

some problems. inûinsically, it is still a single-determinant method and can not handle 

M y  problems with degeneracies, or ndegeneracies  between different electronic 

configurations, where non-dynamic correlation is especially important. Nondynamic 

correlation is important, for example, in the transition state for syrnmetry-forbidden 

chernical reactions and in the dissociation of a molecule especiaily when the hgments 

are at a large distance. In such cases, the electronic state can only be described by severai 

electronic configurations. 

The multi-confîguration stlkonsistent field (MCSCF) model is an attempt to 

generalize the HF method to the problem of degeneracies or near-degeneracies. The 

molecular wave function is written as a iinear combination of configuration state 

fiinctions (CSFs) Oi and not only the expansion coefficients ai in V=&aiOi, but also the 

forms of the orbitals in the CSFs are optimized One of the most popular MCSCF 

methods is the complete active space self-consistent field model (CASSCF) [? In 



CASSCF. the molecular orbitals are divided into three subspaces: inactive, active, and 

extemal orbitals [14! The active and inactive subspaces constitute the intemal (occupied) 

orbital subspace and the extemal orbitals are unoccupied. The CASSCF wave function is 

fonned as a iinear combination of configuration state fùnctions (CSFs) generated koom 

these orbitals in the following way ['41, 

1 The inactive orbitds are doubly occupied in al1 CSFs. 

2 The remaining (active) electrons occupy the active orbitals. The CASSCF 

wavefiinction is written as a linear combination of al1 the CSFs constnicted from the 

electrons and orbitals in the active space, which comprises a complete expansion in the 

active orbital subspace. 

The CASSCF configuration space becomes unmanageably large when the number of 

active orbitals is increased. At present more than 12 toi4 orbitals cannot be handled 

within CASSCF [lS1. For the case of degeneracies or near-degeneracies, CASSCF studies 

these effects without bias, since the ody decision made by the user is the selection of the 

inactive and active orbitals and the atomic orbital basis set. In fact, studies on CI, N2, BH 

and N204 show the success of CASSCF in problems with multi-configuration character 

lt4*. CASSCF CM give a correct zerothsrder description of the wavefùnction in situations 

where the single detenninmt bas& methods fail. In spite of its success, CASSCF cannot 

describe the bonding in Cr2 properly and other transition metal dimers in which dynamic 

correlation is also important. CASSCF emphasizes the description of nondynamic 

corre1ation- 



2.1.5.2 Complete active space plus perturbation correction to second-order 

Complete Active Space plus Perturbation Theory in Second-order (CASPT2) 16*14 is a 

correction to CASSCF accounting for the dynamic correlation of electrons. The idea of 

treating dynamic correlation in CASPT2 is similar to using a low-order perturbation 

approach to the correct Hartree-Fock result. The CASSCF wavefunction acts as the 

A 

zerothsrder approximation. A perturbation term h H  1 is added to the unperturbed 

A A A 

Hamiltonian H 0 to fom the total Hamiltonian H . In terms of H , the eigen-equation can 

be expanded in a Taylor series. In CASPTZ, the series expansions are truncated to fint 

order in the wavefunctions, and second order in the energy, 

VsD is a subspace spanned by single and double replacement states, which foms the 

total configuration space with the other subspace Il4. 

{Ci , i =1,. . ., M} is a solution of the system of linear equations, 

ob tained from, 

n 

and F is a one-particle operator. 

CASPT2 has been s h o w  to give an accurate description of molecular structures in 

both ground and excited states. A large number of applications have s h o w  that CASPT2 

cm be applied with good accuracy in calcufating excited state properties and excitation 



energies [15'. The m r  , predicting excitation energies is usually 0.5eV or less. In 

general, CASPT;! is comparable to MRCI or CCSD(T) in property prediction. The time 

consuming calculation and the limitation of the active space (number of orbitals included 

in active space) are major problems for the application of CASPT2 in chemistry. 

2.2 O v e ~ e w  of Density Functional Theory 

Over the past 30 years, density functional theory has become the physicist's method of 

choice for descnbing the electronic structure of solids, the original purpose behind its 

development [16! More recently, chemists have also used DFT extensively to study 

molecules. 

Density functional theory is prirnarily a theory of electronic ground state structure, 

couched in ternis of the electronic density distribution p(r). It has become increasingly 

usehl for the understanding and cdcuiation of the ground state density, p(r), and energy, 

E, of molecules, clusters and soli&. It is an alternative, and complementary, approach to 

the traditionai methods of quantum chemistry which emphasize the manyelectron wave 

function Y(rl,r2,.. .jn). Although both the Thomas-Fermi (TF) [''I and the Hartree-Fock- 

Slater [181 ma) method can be regarded as ancestors of modem density hc t iond  theory 

(DFT), those models are intriasically approximate, while modem DFT is in principle 

exact I16*191 

A wave fiuiction for an N-electron system contains 3N coordinates, three for each 

eIectron (four if spin is included). The electron density is the square of the wave functioo. 

In the Kohn-Sham version Il"], the fictitious single-particle orbitais are integrated 

over N-1 electron coordinates to calculate the density. This density depends only on three 



coordinates independent of the number of electrons. Kohn-Sham theory is a rigorous 

ab initto framework for multi-electron calculations that has the appearance of an 

independent-paaicle model. It thus holds great promise for applications to large chernical 

systems beyond the reach of wave function based methods [*O1. 

Although the ground-state electronic energy of the system is determined completely 

by the electron density p(r), i.e. there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the 

electron density 

with the energy 

proposed [Ig1. 

and the energy the exact functional comecting the electron density 

is not known. Thus many approximations to the functional have been 

and 

is an unknown but universal f'unctional of the density p(r) only. vat(r) is the external 

potentiai. The non-interacting refennce system is a system of independent non- 

interacting electrons in a common one-body potential Vu yielding the same density as 

the %al" fully-interacting system. In mathematicai tems, the one-body potential VKS 

generates independent orbitals (pi through the one-body Schrodinger equation 

such that, by co11stmction, the total independent-parûcle density is 



We obtain Ts[p J, the kinetic energy of the non-interacting reference system, as 

I~,(r)~(r)d'r is the potential energy of interaction with the extemal field. &[pl is the 

classical Coulomb self-interaction energy, and everythîng else is called the Kohn-Sham 

exchange-correlation energy The scheme is motivated by the supposition 

that Exc is a relatively mal1 part of the total energy. Since T,[p] is not the kinetic energy 

of the real system, Exc contains a kinetic energy correlation term as well. 

At the hart of DFT is the exchange-correlation functiond Vxc whose exact form is 

not lmown. Many different approximate fiuictionals have been proposed. It is customary 

to separate the Exc unto two parts, an exchange Ex and a correlation part Ec, although no 

ngorous grolmds have been given for such a separation. The exchange mergy is by far 

the largest contributor to Exc ['*lgl. According to the dependence of the exchange- 

correlation fitnctional on the electron density, the functionals cm roughly be classified 

into two categories: local and non-local. Both the local density approximation and 

generalized gradient approximation (GGA) are based on localized mode1 exchange- 

comIation holes. Though the GGA also depends on the electron denvatives, it is still a 

local DFT. Hybrid DFTs which incorporate the exact-exchange are non-local 

2.2.1 Local density approximation &DA) 

The simplest method is the local density approximation (LDA) which is: 

hcLDA [p(r)] s 1 ~xc[p(r)]p(r)d~r 2-3 8 

exc(p(r)) is the exchange-correlation energy density of a uniform interacting electron gas 

of density p. The LDA becornes exact when the length scale 1 over which p(r) varies is 



large, Le. the density change is very slow. When introducing the spin into LDA, we get 

the local spin density approximation for E ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  The LSDA depends onIy on the 

electron density p. 

[~a(r(C), PB(~)I I EXC[P~(~), PB(~)] p(r)d3r 2.39 

P(r) = P&) + P&) 2-40 

The most popular LSDA correlation bctional was constructed by Vosko, Wilk and 

NUS- 1'6c1 and the accompanying exchange hctional is oflen the simple Slater 

exchange S LSDA might be expected to be a crude approximation, since the electron 

density varies rapidly in atoms and moiecules and thus the LSDA is a poor description. 

In tests on atoms, the LSDA typically underestimates the exchange energies by a few 

percent and overestimates correlation energies by a factor of roughly NO. In tests on 

molecules, the LSDA yields very good geometries (at least for main-gmup molecules). 

Vibrational fiequemies, densities, and ionization potmtials tend to agree well with 

experiment for normal chemicd bonds. Hydrogen bonds and Van der Waals 

interactions are not weli treated in the LSDA fiinctionaL The LSDA has notonous 

overbinding tendencia ['O1. 

2.2.2 Generalized gradient approximation (GGA) 

Due to the rapid change of the electron density in atoms and molecules, the next 

logical step to comct the LSDA is to introduce the electron density gradient into the 

f'ctional. This results in the so-called generalized gradient approximation 

ExcmA = 1 f (PM, IVp(r)Ddr 2-41 

GGA is considered to be a local DFT mode1 since the functiond depends ody on the 



density and its derivatives at a given point, and not on a space volume as for example 

does the Hartree-Fock exchange energy. [n other words, properties at a point in space as 

descnbed by GGA do not depend on any other points in space. 

Perdew and Wang [241 proposed a GGA for the exchange energy based on the gradient 

expansion of the exchange hole, with rd-space cuto ffs chosen to guarantee that the hole 

is negative everywhere and represents a deficit of one electron, 

x is a dimensionless gradient variable1241, and a , b and c are constants (summation over 

equivalmt expressions for the a and P densities is irnplicitly assumeci). a=1 .î96, b=14 

and c4.2.  The PW86 exchange huictional is a parameter-fkee coordinate-space mode1 

for aa inhomogeneous system. Its performance is much better thaa that of LSDA [241. 

Becke 1251 proposed a oue-parameter exchange hctional (B) motivated by the lowest- 

order gradient correction (LW) to the Iocaldensity approximation 

E ~ ~ ~ ~ = E ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~  1 W 3 r ,  where B is a constant. 2.44 
= Po 

determined on semi-empirical grounds 1261 as, 

p is detennined by a Ieast squares fit to the exact atomic Hartree-Fock exchange energy 

and fkQ.0042 best fits the six noble gas atoms heiium through radon. 

I V 4  = 7 a: spin either "up" or "down" A 
P m  



Test calculations with B of thermochemistry 

2.46 

on the G1 [27* 281 database indicate that the 

gradient correction improves the performance of the new functional. Further calculations 

with B indicated that DFT does not discriminate between molecules containing light 

atoms and those containing heavy atornsl2'! 

Perdew and Wang [301 proposed an exchange hctional PW91 simila. to Becke's 1988 

exchange fiuictional (U1 to be used with the PW91 correlation functional 

E X ~ ~ 9 1 =   EX^^^ ( 1 + *aI sinh-' (xa, ) + (a, + a,ëhZ )x2 1 2.47 
1 + xa, sinh-' (xa,) + a,x2 

where a1.s and b are suitable constants and x is the same variable as in equation (2.45). 

Recently, Gill introduced a new gradient-corrected exchange hct ional  (G96) [321 with 

a semi-empincai parameter chosen to fit the exchange energy of the argon atom, 

While similar to Becke's B fimctionai, it is simpler and its potential in a h i t e  system 

is asymptotically unbounded. Combined with the LYP [33* correlation fimctional, it 

pexforms similady to BLYP on the standard G2 Pq benchmark set of molecules. 

Along with the approximate exchange fuoctionals, there have been many 

approximations for the cocrelation bctionai. Perdew proposed a gradient correction to 



A = b[e-"r(?~)< f(03 -11'' 

x is as defined in equation (2.43) and C(p) is dehed above, where ~(r , ,s )  is the Pw91 

parameterkation of the LSDA correIation mergy, 

~~~~'(~)=-2a~(l+ax~)h(l+l/l2a(~~x+~~x~+~3x~+~4x4]} 2-51 



ka, Pi, P L  B 3 r  and P4 are constants. 

Another popularly used correlation functional is due to Lee, Yang and Parr (LYP) B31, 

qb,c are the same as in the Colle-Sdvetti (CS) functional l3'l by fitting data for the 

helium atom, 

Y = 2[ 1 -(d+p;)/p21 

the t, hctional is known as the Weizsacker kinetic energy density. Note that the y- 

factor becomes zero when dl the spins are aligned (p=p,,p@), i.e. the LYP functional 

does not predict any paralle1 spin comlation in such a case (e.g. the LYP correlation 

energy in triplet He is zero)ri1. 

Recently Becke proposed certain "minimal" requirements for functionals The CS 

["* 3v fimctionals incorrectly give zero comlation energy in a ferromagnetic system (Le. 

d l  spins aiigned). Both P86 and PW91 give small but nonzero correlation energies for the 

hydrogm atom where the vaiue should be zero. These mors are dortunately large if the 

goal of density-fûnctiond thermochernistry is precision on the order of a few kcaVmol or 

a few miili-Ha-. Becke's B and CS do not attain the exact uniform electron gas hnit 

p81. Thus Becke proposed a new gradient correction correlation functional B96 adopting 

the uniform electron gas model (UEG) f391: 

E ~ = E ~ ~  + E~, + E~~~ 2.55 

~=opp' ll+ ~ ~ ~ ~ ( X ~ + X ~ ) I - ' E C O ~ ~ ~  
UEG 



UEG 
ECopp and kmUEG are nom Stoll, Paviidou and Preuss l3']. C,, C,, are fit to the 

correlation energy of the helium atom (C,), and neon (C,) atoms. Caol=0.038 

Copp=0.003 1. B96 satisfies ail four requkements for exchange and correlation functionals 

13'! However, no asymptotic scahg condition has been considered. Combined with 

the new one parameter exchange functional B 1 i381, B 1 B96 performs better than the BB96 

combination in a test of thermochemistry on the G2 molecules 56 atomization 

energies, 42 ionkation potentials, and 8 proton affinities are included in the fit used in 

constnicting the new hinctiond. Electron affinity is omitted fiom the G2 data set due to 

the instability of negative ions in LSDA [381. 

Depending on what constraints and critena are used in the construction of a new 

hctional, the functionals cm be classifiecl into two categories. One has a serni-empirical 

parametenzation, e.g. LYP, B, G96, and the new Becke fiuictionals. The other contains 

non-empincal functionais which include only fundamentai constants, e.g. P86, PW9l. 

Usuaily, the fiuictional contains oniy exchange or correlation parts (although not p w  

exchange or correlation). There is another type of bctional which includes both 

exchange and correlation, e.g. Perdew, Burke, and Emzerhof's 1996 generalized gradient 

approximation (PBE) [" l. 



These authors analyzed the problems with PW91 [4'1 and the derivation is long and 

depends on a mass of detail. Levy's uniform scaling to the high-density lirnit is not 

satisfied. They suggested a new exchange-correlation functionai, 

~ x c ~ * [ ~ ~ ~ p p ] = I d ) r F  xUnif(~)~xdr~&s) 2.56 

<=(pcpB)/p, is the relative spin polarization. Fxc(r&) is an enhancement factor over 

the local exchange. r, is the local Seitz radius p=3m2/4. Without semi-empirical fitting, 

PBE is expected to predict molecular properties without regard to the elements and to be 

a new approach to creating fiinctionals. 

22.3 Hybrid density functional theory 

A Hamiltonian is written in the following form with OS h S1 Ill.  

HL = T + Vat@) + XV, 2.57 

The V,, operator is equai to V, for k=1. For an intemediate h value, it is assumed 

that the extemal potential V, is adjusted so that the same density is obtained for both 

)c=l (red systern) and k=O (the refmnce systern: a hypothetical systern with non- 

interacting electrons). The generai DFT' energy expression can be written as 

EDFT[P~=TS[P] + &[PI + J[P~ + Exdd 2.58 

By equating EoFT to the exact energy, we can d e h e  the exchange-correlation energy Exc 

in density functional theory. It is the part which remains after subtraction of the non- 

interacting kinetic energy, and the & and I (electron self-interaction) potential energy 

ternis, 

Exc[d= (T[P~-Ts[P~) + &[P~-J[PD 2.59 

Exc contains, burîed within it, al1 the details of two-body exchange and dynamicaI 
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correlation and a kinetic-energy component as well [421. From equation (2.57), (2.58) and 

(2.59). an exact connection can be made between the exchange-correlation energy and the 

corresponding potential comecting the non-interacting reference and the actual system. 

The Adiabatic Comection Formula (ACF) [431 results and involves an integration over the 

parameter h which "tums on" the electron-electron interaction. 

EXF 1 w [ V x c ( ~ ) ~ ~ r ) d X  2.60 

Based on such a comection, Becke 1421, in 1993, suggested a functional manying the 

exact-exchange Kohn-Sham theory and the local spin-density approximation, 

1 l LsDA 
Exc 7 Ex + 7 Uxc 2.6 t 

which is referred to as "Becke's HaEand-Hdf or BHandH" fiinctional. We should note 

that Ex is not, strictly speakhg, the conventional Hartree-Fock exchange energy, since 

Kohn-Sharn and H m - F o c k  orbitals are not the same. From a practical perspective, 

however, there is linle numerical difference. The models that hclude exact exchange are 

ofien called hybnd methoâs. 

Equation 2.61 is an average of the exact-exchange energy at h==û (non-interacting 

model) and the LSDA for the exchange-correlation potential energy at L=1. Thus, it 

employs the electron-gas model at hl1 interaction strength only and discards the 

problematic k=û lllnit of LSDA (for example the lefi-right correlation in H2) [? 

However, BHandH is just a crude approximation since the coefficients are given by 

intuition rather than on sound theoretical grounds. Thus Becke suggested another exact- 

exchange mixed exchange fimctional, a three-parameter exchange fimctional (B3) kW and 

shidied the role of exact-exchange, 



LSDA Exc=Exc + a o ( ~ x - c t - ~ x L S D A ) + a ~  B 8 8 + a ~ ~ ~ P  W91 2.62 

ao,ax,ac are semi-empirical coefficients from a linear least-squares fit to the G1 Data set 

a0=0.20, ax=0.72, a~-Q.8 1 

E"' is the exact exchange energy, AEXBS8 is Beckels 1988 exchange, AECPW9' is the 

1991 gradient correction for correlation of Perdew and Wang. The E&'" Functions is 

the leading tem. The second term replaces some electron-gas exchange with exact 

exchange to capture the proper maIl h limit of equation 2.59. AEXB8* is the gradient 

correction. kpW9' is included to account for the flexibility of the functional. It is worth 

noting that G1 includes the 56 atomization energies, 42 ionization potentials, 8 proton 

anities, and the 10 ht- row total atomic energies P7' 281. However, the electron 

afhities were not considered because the LSDA exchange-correlation potential does not 

bind negative ions, a well-known failure of the local-spin-density-approximation [441. 

In 1996, Becke reviewed the role of exact exchange in Kohn-Sham DFT, and 

introduced a new one-parameter functional (B 1) [381. 

Given any local exchange-correlation DFT, the simple correction for the k=O problem 

Wl is, 

Exc = E ~ ~ ~ "  + - E ~ ~ ~ )  2.63 

Replacing the quafitatively incorrect DFT behavior near A=O (namely, the DFT pure 

exchange part) with exact li=0 behavior (namely, the exact exchange energy of the Kohn- 

Shan Slater determinant) properly represents the A 4  region of the Adiabatic Comection 

Formula (Equation 2.60). Or in another fom, 



The parameter ao, reflecting a system's "Hartree-Fock character", controls the amount of 

this replacement, and is determined by fitting to the G2 themochemical data. In 

conjunction with 8896, the best value for is 0.28, and the method is B 1 B96. 

2-23 Thedependent density functional theory 

2.23.1 Time-dependent Hartree-Fock theory 

Solving the tirnedependent SchrCidinger equation, one can obtain molecular p roperties 

that change with tinte. Dirac [49 and Frenkel daived the tune-dependent Hartree-Fock 

equations, which are aiso known as the random phase approximation ( R ~ A ) [ ~ ~ .  Karplus 

and Kolker 1481 extended the theory to inchde extemal perturbation in the uncoupled 

approximation. McLachlan and Bell extended it to a coupled approximation in 1964. 

Dalgamo and Victor reformulated the coupled Hartree-Fock approximation for 

describing the effects of time-dependent pemirbations on manyclectron systmis. This 

becarne the working mode1 for later tirnedependent Hartree-Fock methods (TD-HF) IS'* 

in which the tirne-dependent part is treated as a perturbation V(r,t), 

V(r,t)=h {exp(io t) + exp(-io t)} 2 &(ri) 
d 

Staning from the Hartree-Fock approximation, we solve the perturbeci time-dependent 

equation 2.66 to first order, 



N 

Ji'(r,t)=u""(r)exp(-i~#)t/ ti 1, ~(~)(r~ ,r2,. . . ,rN)=An u 7' (ri ) 
j=1 

Hi is a single-electron HF operator. 

and resuIts in, 
. 

(1) . (Hi-~i(0)k h (rt)+~l+(')(q)+~di'(r,)-(~i(o)l~a(i)l~/o?~ h &U,'O'IU~~~')]U~(~)(~)=O 

2.69 

the t cornes from the exp(d3ot). 

With different perturbations V, Equation 2.69 can be applied to different 

phenomena ld9* "* a. However, time-dependent Hartree-Fock approximation neglects 

comlation effects. Inclusion of such effects in DFT would require the time-dependent 

analog of the Kohn-Sham stationary equations. 

2.2.3.2 Tlme-dependent deosity funetional theory 

Density functionai theory was originally developed for stationary systems [lbl. 

However, with the development of the theory, it was successfblly applied to time- 

dependent problems: Atomic rS31 and nuclear lY1 scattering processes, photoabsorption in 

atoms I I ,  and the dynamical response of an inhomogeneous metallic system nl were 

considend Starting with the thedependent SchrBdinger equation, Runge and Gross 

gave a complete and generd fomaiism for timedependent density functionai theory rS81. 

A timedependent version of Thomas-Fermi theory was proposed as early as 1933 by 

 loch^'^^. 

The first, and rather successful, steps towards tirne-dependent Kohn-Sham theory 

were taken by Peuckert L601 and by Zangwill and Soven The authors took the hear 

density response of rare-gas atoms to a tirne-dependent extemal potential as the response 



of the non-interacting electron to an effective time-dependent potential. By anaiogy to 

stationary KS theory, this effective potentiai was assurned to contain an exchange- 

correlation part, v,(rt), in addition to the time-dependent external and Hartree terms: 

v,n(rt) = v(rt) + [p(tt)/lr-r'ld3r' + v,(rt) 2.70 

Zangwill and Soven adopted the Functional fom of the static exchange conelation 

potential, 

v x m  = ~Exc[p(ft)]/~&Q, 2.7 1 

where &[p(r',t)] is the exchange-correlation energy fùnctional of ordinary density 

fitnctiond theory. For this fûnctionai, Zangwill and Soven empioyed the local density 

approximation, 

Exc[~(ft)] = IE xc[p(ft)] p(ft) d3f, 2.72 

where E&(x'~)] is the exchangecorrelation energy per particle of a static uniform 

electron gas of d d t y  of p. The static approximation is obviously valid only if the t h e -  

dependence of p(r,t) is sufficieatly slow [621. 

Runge and Gross provided a novel feature of the fomaiism for tirne-dependent 

density hctional theory not present in ground-state density functional theory, the 

dependence of the respective density fhctionals on the initial (many-particle) state Y(t0). 

Also they proved that the exact the-dependent density p(rt) of the system cari be 

computed kom the single-particle orbitais #(r,t), 

~ ( r t )  = z+j'Yrt) +j@h 2.73 

while the single-particle orbitals k(rt) satisfy the time-dependent Schfidinger equation, 

( iWt + W2)$,(rt) = v,&t, ~(rt)] +,(rt) 2.74 

with an effective one-particle potentid givcn by 



~,rr[rt, PW)] = + ~ d ~ f ~ ( ~ ~ ~ ( d )  + ~ A X C / W ~ ~ )  2.75 

Axc is the "exchange-correlation" part of the action integral. 

If the bctionai Axc[p] is known, then the correspondhg densities can be calculated 

kom equations 2.73 to 2.75. This provides a quantum mechanical structure in the most 

naturai way Y 

Further, Gross and Kohn t621 gave a one-to-one mapping between time-dependent 

potentials and time-dependent densities for a given initiai many-particle wave hinction 

y09 

'Uo=y(to) 2.76 

So the timedependent density determines the external potentiai uniquely within an 

additive purely time-dependent function. The potentiai uniquely determines the the -  

dependent wave fhctiond, which can therefore be considered as a hctionai of the the-  

dependent density, 

'w = 'Wl(9, 2.77 

where Y[p] is unique to within a purely time-dependent phase factor. As a consequence, 

the expectation value of any quantum mechanicai operator ~ ( t )  is a unique fiuiction of 

the density which implicitly depends on the initiai state \Yo, 

= ~r[~l(t)lô(t)l Wpl(t)) d[pl( t )  

With the initial condition by Equation 2.77, the solution of the tirne-dependent 

SchrBdinger equation corresponds to a stationary point of the quantum mechanicai action 

integral, 



B[p] is a universal (YO dependent) hctionai, defined as 

Starting h m  the non-interacting electron model and solving the Euler equation 

where s denotes the non-interacting particle model (U-O), the tirnedependent Kohn- 

Sham scheme can be derived. A single-particle potentiai vs(r,t) exists such that the 

interacting density is identical with the deflsity 

of the non-interacting system descn'bed by the Schr6dinger equation 

De fine Axc[p], the "exc hange-correlation" part of the action functiona as, 

Employing the variational principle for the interacting system and by cornparison, we cm 

obtain the explicit representation for v&), 



Equations (2.8 1 ), (2.82) and (2.84) constitute the the-dependent KS scheme. 

Compared with the tirnedependent Hartm-Fock rnethod, this scheme has two 

advantages: 

a The tirne-dependent erective potential v&t) is local (Le. a multiplication operator in 

real space). 

b. Correlation effects are included. 

When we consider the ground-state responses of the electronic system, most cases fa11 

in the regime of linear response. The initial density po(r) resulting nom the potentiai vo(r) 

can be calculated from the ordinary (ground state) Kohn-Sham scheme. At a tirne- 

dependent perturbation vI(rt) is switched on, i.e. the total extemai potential is given by 

p;) fir t a o  
)' O( ) + Y , ( ~ J )  j~ t q  2.85 

The Iinear density response pi(r,t) is conventionally expressed in terms of the Full 

response fiinction x as 

p ,(fi) = 1 d 3 f d a o d t t x ( ~ t 7 ~  t ( f q  2-86 

Since the the-dependent Kohn-Sham equations (2.81), (2.82), (2.84) provide a 

fonnally exact way of calculating the time-dependent density, the exact Iinear density 

response of the interacting system cm altematively be calculated as the density response 

of the non-interachng Kohn-Sham system: 

pi (rt) = ~d3r '~œdt 'XKS(~t ' )~~) ( rY)  2-86 

v!')(rt) is the tirne-dependent Kohn-Sham potentid (2.84), calculated to fint order in the 

pertwbating potentiai. It cm be written in the fom 



f, denotes the exchange-correlation response kemel which is fomially defined as the 

fiuictional derivative of the thedependent exchange-comlation potential 

cdculated at the initial groimd-state density po(r). 

Equations 2.86 and 2.87 constitute the Kobn-Sham equations for the linear density 

response. is relatively easy to calculate Given some approximation for the 

exchange-comlation kemel f,, these equations provide a seif-consistent scheme to 

calculate the density response pi (rt). If an approximate expression for Axc[p] satisfies 

for al1 ground-state densities p(r) and is local in the ,  then it has the form 

In practical applications, the action functional Axc[p(rt)] is approximatcd by Exc - the 

exchange-correlation hctional of the-independent Kohn-Sham theory and p (rt) is a 

function of space at fixeci time t . This local approximation in time is usually refmed to 

as the adiabatic approximation and works best for low-lying excited States of valence 

type when used in conjunction with standard fimchonals [641. 

TD-DFT has been shown to be very useN m the prediction of the excitation energies 

of molecular system [65n66*6n, it inchdes substantial double excitation character and is a 



significant Unprovernent over HF-based theones such as TD-HF and single excitation 

configure interaction (CIS) 

2.3 Computational Details 

23.1 Programs and facilities 

AH calculations are carried out with the Gaussian quantum chemistry package 

versions G94 and (398 (AS and A.7) 1691. Spartan Plus and Spartan Pro were used to 

produce initial geometries ['O1. For v i m a h g  the resultant geornetries and vibrational 

modes, Molekel and Molden ln1 were employed. 

The caiculations in Chapter 3 were nui rnainiy on a Silicon Graphics (SGI) Octane 

(EU0000 processor with 256MB memory and 4 GB hard drive) under lRIX 6.4 and on an 

M g 0 2  (R4000 processor with 96MB memory and 5GB hard drive) under the IRIX 5.3 

operating system. These workstations are in our quantum chernical research laboratory. 

Some of the larger calculations such as C2&Ii20 were performed on the cornputer from 

the former Numericaily Intensive Computing (MC) facility at the University of Guelph. 

This SGI server has 8 RU00 processors with 512MB memory and a 6 GB hard drive. 

This facility was moved to the Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry at the 

University of Guelph and mnamed the Guelph Research Intensive Numencal Computing 

Hub (GRINCH) and brought up with the k IX  6.5 system. 

Most of the caiculations in Chapter 4 were perfomed on the SGI Origin 2000 semer 

of 4 RI2000 processon with 4GB memory and a LOOGB hard drive at the University of 

Waterloo. Gaussian A.7 was irnpiemented on this server under the M X  6.5 operating 

system. Some calculations m Chapter 4 were nm on the Octane workstation or an Intel 



Pentium II 300 MHz computer with 128MB memory and 9 GB hard drive under Linux in 

our mearch laboratory. The Linux operating systerns instdled were Red Hat 5.2 (for 

Gaussian AS) and then Mandrake 6.0 (for Gaussian A.7), Gaussian A.7 was compiled 

with the Portland Group Fortran compiler version 3.1 (Version 1.7 for Gaussian A.5) on 

this computer. 

Most of the calculations for Chapter 5 were nin on the Ongin 2000 server at the 

Universisr of Waterloo and the Pentium II computer under Linwc. Some calculations of 

Chapter 6 were performed on another SGI Indigo 2 workstation with an RlOOOO 

processor with 384 MB memory and a 4GB hard drive ninning IRIX 6.5 in our research 

laboratory. 

23.2 Methods, basis se4 geometry optimizations, and vibrational freqttencies 

The Hartree-Fock Inl method was employed as a starting point in al1 cdcuIations. The 

density functional methods were then used for more reliable calculations. The density 

hctionals methods employed were BHandHLYP [421, B3HLYP P3* 34* BlLYP P81, 

BLYP lZ1 and ~ P w I P W ~ I ~ ~ ~ .  The IOP options in Gaussian allow the user to use self- 

defined hybrid density fiinctionai methods ITS1, and this technique was used in Chapter 5 

for the studies of the density fiinctionals. For open shell species, mestricteci densiSr 

functionai methods were used. For cornparison, MP2 was employed when computer 

resources allowed. [n some situations requiring a more accurate energy determination, the 

coupled cluster methods including triple contributions (CCSD-T) Ilo* were used. Basis 

sets used included 6-31G* 6-31 1G** P81, 6-31 1++G** 79', and 6- 

31 lHG(3a3pd)  Dimnidg's cc-pV5Z (for Ne, cc-pV5Z has been rnodified) 



has been also used in Chapter 5. The application of post-HF methods and density 

fimctional methods ensured that electron correIation is included in the calculation to 

improve the results. 

Geometry optirnizations were carried out in intemal or Cartesian coordinates with 

analytic energy gradient methods and the algorithms of Schlegel ['II for both the 

conventional ab inilio and density functional methods. For al1 optimized geometries, 

hmonic  vibrational fiequency analyses with secondsrda analytic energy gradient were 

performed to determine if the stationary points were minima or saddle points on the 

potential energy surfaces. A minimum has no irnaginary vibrational frequencies, while 

saddle points have at least one imaginary vibrational Frequency (for a transition state one, 

a second order saddle point (SOSP) has two imaginary vibrational frequencies). The 

minimum is a minimum in energy in ail directions on the potential energy nufaces. A 

transition state is a maximum dong one coordinate and a minimum on dong the 

remaining coordinates on potentiai energy d a c e  going through the point. A transition 

state connects two stationary points (usually but not necessary minima) of Iower energy 

on the potential energy surfaces. A second order saddle point is a maximum on two 

potential c w e s  that are orthogonal to each other, and is a muillnurn on d l  other potentiai 

cmes .  When any questions arise about the minima connected to a specific transition 

state, the intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) IS2l calculation was performed at the same 

level as the fiequency calculation. This caiculati~n starts at the transition state and 

follows the vector of the imaginary vibrational mode down towards the relevant 

stationary points. 



2.3.3 Potential energy surface 

It is alrnost impossible with quantum chemical methods to explore completely the 

potential energy surface of a system with more than three nuclei. Such calculations are 

computationaIly prohibitive. The total number of acceptable points which should be 

calculated on the potentiai surface is on the order of (311-6)'' (or (3n-5)" for linear 

system). The portion of the surfaces of greatest interest is the potentiai energy cuve 

dong a pdcuiar direction in which a reaction takes place. For a vibrational frequency 

calculation, the zero-point viirational energies (ZPVE) were included in any energy 

prediction. No scaling factor has been used for this ZPVE correction. The use of scaling 

factor arises fiom a systematic error of a quantum chemical method in vibrationai 

fkequency prediction in cornparison experiment. For some single point energy 

calculations with larger basis sets, the ZPVE correction ftom a smaller basis set 

calculation with the same quantum chemicai method has been used. 

On a potential curve, minimum and saddle points with up to two imaginary vibration 

fiequencies have been examineci for the reaction of a triplet oxygen atom with the 

hgments of Ca, the reaction of the triplet oxygen atom with benzene, and the 

isomerizations of benzene oxides. 
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Chapter 3 

Critical Evaluation of Density Functional 

Methods: Theoretical Characterization of 

Fragments of C60: Bonding, Reactivity and 

Aromaticity 



3.1 Introduction 

The isolation of Ca in large quantities in the last several years higgered the 

investigation of its reactions. The Ca m01ecule has 12 pentagons, each of which is 

surrounded by 5 hexagons. It has 30 6-6 bonds (at the junctions between two six- 

membered rings) and 60 6-5 bonds (at the junction between a six- and a five-membered 

ring). X-ray crystal structure deteminations of transition-metal denvatives of Ca 

indicate significant bond aitemation in this Merene The 6-6 bond has significantly 

higher double-bond character (as evidmced by the bond length of 1.38 to 1 . ~oA)  than the 

6-5 bond (bond length - 1.454. Theoretical calculations of the electronic structure of 

Ca predicted an energetically low-Iying, threefold-degenerate lowest unoccupied 

molecular orbital (LUMO), which should readily accept up to six electrons in 

electrochemical reductions or, in chernicd conversions, should be occupied by the 

electrons tramferrd h m  the lone pair of an attacking nudeophile Iq. The reactivity of 

Cm appears to be that of a strained, electron-deficimt poly-aikene with rather localized 

double bonds 17? It fonns adducts readily with radicals, various nucleophiles, and 

carbenes, participates as the electron-deficient dîenophilic component in a variety of 

thermal cycloaddition reactions, and undagoes photochemical cycloadditions Igl. In 

addition to the many conversions in which Ca acts as an electrophile, Cm can be oxidized 

with dimethyldioxirane in toluene ['Oi or photochemically by dioxygen in benzene ["* to 

give CsoO with an oxirane ring fuseci at a 6-6 bond. 

However, the conjugation of the x electrons in Cm could make Cm a three- 

dimensional acomatic compound. The aromaticity of Ca is considered to be a balance 

between the diamagnetic contriiution hm the six membered rings and a paramagnetic 



contribution h m  the five membered rings. Hydrogens located above the five membered 

rings in fullerene derivatives are shifted downfield while the hydrogens above the six 

membered rings are shified upfield [12! This balance of diamagnetic and paramagnetic 

behavior produces the unusual reactivity of fullerenes. Schleyer et al [ILI confirrned the 

expected "antiaromatic-aromatic" nature of CG0 [ I 3 l .  In Cm paramagnetic currents flow 

within the pentagons and weaker diamagnetic currents flow ail round the Ca molecule, 

and the overail effects of the diamagnetic and paramagnetic contributions result in the 

(131 "antiaromatic-aromatic" nature of Ca . 

The reactions of atomic oxygen O (P) with alkenes play important roles in 

combustion and in atmospheric chernistry. Detailed information on the elementary 

chemical steps is essential for a thorough understanding of the overall reactions of such 

complex systems. The reaction of the O atom with ethylene acts as a prototypal 

system for the addition of oxygen atom across a carbon-carbon double bond, which is 

important in a wide variety of areas ranghg fiom atmospheric chemistry to the metabolic 

activation of potentidly carcinogenic hydrocarbons [l4]. There are extensive studies on 

the reaction of oxygen with ethylene both experimentally (2 1 -27 
IiS2O1 and theoretically . 

The oxidation of Cm also has attracted extensive attention h m  chemists riowa-37i  The 

structure and propdes of the monoxide [3839*41 and higher oxides C A ,  Cao, 

have been studied theoreticaily 1411. However, the details of the oxidation mechanism are 

not clear and no systematic theoreticai study on the reactivity of ihe centrai double bond 

with O(+) in systems ranging h m  ethylene to Cm has been performed. The daunting 

sïze of the fullerenes or even of the fhgments of these cages prohibits the use of the very 

most sophisticated ab initio treafments. The computationally efficient d d t y  bctionai 



theory @FT) has become a popuiar method to study larger molecules. It has the 

advantage that it uicludes electron correlation, which is often important to descnbe 

correctly molecular properties. 

There are many sites in Cm at which reaction with an oxygen atom could take place 

and both monoadducts and higher adducts can be obtained under different reaction 

conditions. As there are two different bonds in Cm, two possibilities exist for the reaction 

of oxygen with Ca: at the 6-5 bond or at the 6-6 bond. Depending on whether the C-C 

bond breaks or not, there are four possible structures for the CC0 ring: the 6 6  closed 

ring (epoxide), 6-6 open ring, 6-5 closed ring and 6-5 open ring. Although relatively low 

level ab initio and DFT calculations (Hartne-Fock and Local Spin Density 

Approximation) showed that the 6-5 open structure is more stable than the 6-6 closed 

isomer, inclusion of a gradient correction in the exchange correlation functiond switches 

the stability of these two isomers The calculateci electronic spectra of these two 

isomers coofirmed that the 6-6 ciosed structure is the ground state Experiments 

showed that the 6-5 open stnicnire is a kinetic intermediate which can rearrange into the 

therrnodynamically more stable 6 6  ciosed isomer 14"9L43*M*4q. 

Intngued by the reaction of O(*) with C60 but recognipng the computational 

difficulty inherent in treating a system of this size, we sought a sirnpler mode1 of Ca to 

investigate the addition of O(*) to double bonds. Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons 

(PAHs) may serve as suitable candidates and are smdler and thus easier examineci 

computationally. Like fidlerene, the PAHs con& of five- and six-membered rings, and 

the five-membered rings surrounded by six-membered rings provide some curvature to 

the overail molecular structure NMR experiments indicated that the carbon-13 NMR 



in PAHs (142.0 and 145.4ppm) is very close to that in NIerene (143ppm in Cm) 1461. Also 

there is a similarity in that the bowl-shaped PAHs and Fullerenes represent compromises 

between strain fkom the curvahire and stabilization due to conjugation of the x electrons. 

Potentially the PAHs can serve as good models for fullerene structure and reactivity. It 

will be interesthg to observe the progression fiom smaller to larger hgments of the Cm 

fullerene to determine if the chemical and molecular properties of the selected PAHs 

become Fullerene-like. ln addition, accessibiEty to both the concave and convex faces 

once curvature occun may allow for both endo and exo complexation of reagents. 
i 

Further, both fillerems and curved PAHs show a compromise between strain and 

conjugation and there will be of interest in the study of aromaticity. The PAHs rnay play 

a role as a bridge between planar aromatic compounds and ball-shaped fullerenes bl. 

Among PAHs, C26.HI2 is the mallest bowCshaped m e n t  that contains a central 

double bond in an environment that clearly at first glance remnbles that in Ca. This 

double bond rnight be expected to display Merene-like chemistry toward a variety of 

reagents l4']. Reactions such as alkylations via nucleophilic attack, osmylation, 

cycloaddition with pyrollidine, and dibromocarbme that occur with Cm were successfulIy 

carried out on C2&I12. However, considering cyclopropanation and Diels-Aider reactions, 

the central double bond of C2& is not as reactive as the bond in C6() and it was 

suggested that this bond may be mon electron nch [481. AMI calculations on the Diels- 

Alder cycloaddition of 1,3-butadiene to C2& indicated that it retains rnost of the 

characteristic reactivity of Cm as seen in the andysis of the reaction energetics I4'I. Thus 

we chose C2&Ii2 as a mode1 for C6~. In orda to study how the reactivity and propedes 

change with the size of the fragment, we investigated the reactivity and properties of 



C i a s  (naphthaiene). Cl& (pyracylene) and C i a i o  as weli. For cornparison, we 

included ethylene and benzene in our snidy. 

Aromaticity and antiaromaticity are frmdamental but complex concepts in chemistry 

'? Ammatic systems are cyclic systems having a large resonance energy in which al1 the 

atoms in the ring take part in a single conjugated system There are various criteria for 

aromaticity emphasizing energetic, structures, and magnetic properties. Schleyer et al. 

Inl established a relationship between aromaticity and nucleus-independent chernical 

shifts, NICSs, for a wide-ranging set of aromatic and antiaromatic five-membered 

heterocyclic rings. MCSs correlate with the up-field chemical shifts of protons located 

inside arornatic rings and are local. NICSs have been shown to be a retiable critenon of 

aromaticity and to show a good correlation with stnictuml variations [l2I. We employ 

NICSs as mesures of aromaticity in our present study. 

3.2 Theoretical Methods and Computational Details 

Ab initio and density functionai predictions were made with the Gaussian 94 or 

Gawian 98 packages. Although the Hartree-Fock (HF) method does not include 

electmn correlation, it often provides a rmsonable stamng point for higher level 

theoreticai investigation. It is well known that the Hartree-Fock method overestimates the 

activation energy for reactions, while Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA) 

density fiuictional methods hquently underestimate this quantity W. We sought a 

compromise through the use of hybrid density functional methods. We could avoid the 

shortcomings of HF and GGA with respect to the over- or under-estimation of the 

reaction barrier through the hybrid methods. We retain the strengths of DFT: low 



computational cost and reliable performance in geometry prediction. Another strength of 

DFT is the relatively mal1 spin contamination for open shell systems. Starting with the 

Hartree-Fock optunized structures for any stationary point, B3LYP Isq, Becke's three 

parameter hybrid exchange functional ls6] dong with Lee, Yang, and Parr's gradient 

corrected correlation fùnctional ["l, was employed. The B3 functional earlier was shown 

to yield generally excellent perfomance in thermodynarnic calculations 1561 and structural 

charactenzations IS8! However, for the reaction of an oxygen atom with the double bond 

of ethylene B3LYP gives an average error in the classicai barrier height (- 

4.712.6kcaYmol in which the m r  is fl.6kcal) larger than the reaction barrier (-2 

kcai/mo 1). 

Another hybrid density functional BHandHLYP (Beckets half and half exchange 

functional I6Oi almg with the L W  [Sn correlation functional), which has only a -0.8I2.7 

kcaVmol average enor for the same classical barrier height P91, reproduces the reaction 

barrier and locates the transition state in the low barrier reaction, Previous studies have 

shown that BHandHLYP can be a good tool for reaction characterization [SM 1,621 

For the MCS calculations, the H m - F o c k  method was used since no systematic 

Unprovemmts were observai with DFT in earlier calculations of NMR properties ISS1. 

The MCS, the negative of the absolute magnetic shielding, was calculated by the GIAO- 

SCF/6-3 1 G* approach at the various ring centers detennined as the non-weighted mean 

of the heavy atom coordinates of the ring. Negative NICS denotes aromaticity (e-g. -1 1.5 

for benzene), and positive NICSs denote antiaromaticity (e.g. 28.8 for cyclobutadiene). A 

nonaromatic ring has a very maIl value for this quantity (e.g. -2.2 for cycIohexane) (12'. 

The NICS is l e s  dependent than other criteria on the ring size and can be ernployed to 



assess the aromaticity of individual rings in polycyclic systems. 

For cornparison, MP2 1631 was employed to determine the MCS for berne ,  

naphthalene and for the products of the reactions of benzene with the oxygen atom. 

Based on a compromise between the desired accuracy of the caiculations and the size of 

and thus cornputational effort for the molecule, Pople's 6-31G* split valence plus 

polarization basis set was used throughout this portion of the study. The discussion of 

energetics below includes zero point vibrational energy (ZPVE) corrections unless 

specified otherwise. 

It was decided not to employ the gradient corrected exchange functional, Becke's 

1988 exchange functional (B or B88). since this generalized gradient approximation 

(GGA) has been observeci to underestimate activation energies in earlier studies lS1. 

3.3 Theoretical Results 

33.1 C2H4 

3 1 . 1  Initial barrier to reaction 

The reaction of oxygen O($) with ethylene has been stuclied extensively ['"? It has 

been assumed that the o(~P) atom, when dlowed to react with olefins, first adds to one of 

the olennic carbons (one end of the double bond) to form a triplet diradical 120*69! The 

triplet diradical undergoes Uitersystem crossing due to Spin-Orbit Coupling (SOC) 

involving the oxygen atom to reach the singlet state. On this singlet d a c e  an 

epoxide structure foms with spin inversion and the loss of excess energy takes place very 

rapidly. This mechanism agrees wÎth experiment 124*w1. There may exist another possible 

pathway for the formation of the epoxide. For example, the oxygen rnay attack the double 



bond directly followed by a rapid intersystem crosshg to the electronic grouod state of 

the epoxide structure. The diradicd rnechanism is the main channel for the reaction of 

oxygen O('P) with the double bond in the systems of interest, as illustrated at the top of 

Figure 3-1. 

Naphthdene 

Figure 3-1 IUustration of the reaction of the triplet oxygen atom with the central CC 
bond (9) of selected hydrocarbons 



Reaction of the oxygen atom, o('P), with ethylene is studied with the HF, 

BHandKLYP, B3LYP and MP2 methods. When the triplet oxygen o(~P) approaches one 

of the carbon atoms in ethylme, it faces a reaction barrîer to the formation of a triplet 

diradical. The transition state and the diradical for this reaction are shown in Figures 3-1 

and 3-2. 

Previous MCSCF studies predicted that the transition state for the addition of O(*) to 

ethyiene has Cs rather than Czv symmetry I U J 6 ] .  With UMP and APUMP (approximate 

projected Mdler-Plesset ) calculations, a Cs syrnmetric transition state was indicated [24i. 

In that snidy 1241, the authors pointed out that the influence of spin contamination on 

geometry is not so serious in the case of these triplet species. However spin 

contamination greatl y e ffects the predicted barrier heights. With HF, BHandHLYP and 

MP2, we have located both symmetric (Cs), la  in Figure 3-2, and asymmetric (Ci). Ib in 

Figure 3-2, transition states. The structures of the two transition states are almost 

identical in energy as shown in Table 3-1 and Figure 3-2. No transition state could be 

located with B3LYP. The Cs and Ci transition states are essentially identical in structure 

especially for BHaudHLYP and MP2, for example the two dihedral angels DoccH (the 

same DOOCH as shown in structure 3-2) are 87.2725 and -87.2742 at MP2 level. The 

large* and oniy significant difference from HF is the OC bond length (0.002&. The 

bond angies show very small Metences of ody O.1° in the two transition states at this 

level. 

In the transition state for the reaction of O(+) with ethylene, the ethylene Fragment 

essentially retaùis its geometry as in the separated species. The CC bond has a slightly 

longer distance than the typical double bond and the ethylene skeleton remains roughly 



planar. From the OCC angle, 106.4" in the HF structure and 99.5" to 99.7" in the 

BHandHLYP and MP2 structures, we note that oxygen attacks the carbon atom fkom 

above dong a nearly orthogonal path. The reaction barrier of the transition state relative 

to reactants is 1.20.7 kcdmol fiom experiment [26b1. At the HF level, this barrier is 11.8 

Table 3-1 The Energy (kcallmol) difference between the reactants ( o(~P) + C2&) 

and product C2&0 and the CS% OC the triplet transition states and diradicals 

Transition State Diradical Epoxide 

of the triplet transition states and diradicals 

Transition State Diradical 

a Transition state could not be located with B3LYP; * transition state 



1.348 

No B3LYP results for TS 

Intermediate Diradical (CI) EIF 
BHandFELYP 
B3LYP 
MP2 

*: Experiment fiom C. Hirose, Bull. Chem. Japan 47,13 1 1 (1974) 

Figure 3-2 Structures of ethyiene, of the transition states, of the intemediate 

diradicais, and of the singlet epoxide product (bond lengths and bond angles) 



kcal/rnol. This quantity becornes 12.9 kcaVmol at the UMPZ level. This bamer at the 

BHandHLYP level (1 .O (actually 1-04) kcaihol for Cs symmetry and l.l(actually 1-06) 

kcaYmol for Ci symmetry) is in much better agreement with experiment. The similarity 

in the energies and structures of the Cs, 3-la, and Ci, 3-lb, transition States indicate that a 

symmetry constraint of Cs does not play an important role in the structure of this 

transition state. Retaining the symmetry plane, we located a Cs diradical transition state, 

3-2 in Figure 3-2, that lies between two equivalent asymrnetric Ci  diradical intemediates 

3-3. ui tbis transition state, the imaginary viirational mode involves the rotation of the 

end methylene group about the C-C bond. The C-O distance is approximately 1.4 A and 

the C-C bond 1.5 A in length in the transition state with d l  four theoretical methods. The 

two hydrogens on the methylene group which is not attacked lie slightly above the C-C 

bond as indicated by the OCCH dihedral angle in Figure 3-2. A spin density analysis 

shows that the two unpaireci electrons are mainly at the wo ends of the open structure, 

Le. on the oxygen atom and on the methylene carbon in the diradical. The interaction of 

the <r-o orbitais (we use the same notation as in refmnce [23]) causes the end rnethylene 

to rotate about the C-C bond and drives the distortion £tom Cs symrnetry durhg the 

bonding of the oxygen to the carbon atom. 

3.3.1.2 Intenystem Crosshg 

Distortion dong the imaginary vibrational mode of the Cs diradical results in a Ci 

diradical intemediate, 3-3. The dihedral angle of the methylene group with the 

hydrogens above the CC bond to the OCC plane is about 40" compared to 80' in the Cs 

structure. The C-C bond distance Iengthens (hm 1.33 1 A in ethylene to 1 -491 A in the 



Ci diradical intermediate with B3LYP) and atlows fiee rotation of the terminal methylene 

group. The OCC angle is aimost unchanged as the oxygen approaches ethylene. 

Cornparhg the structures of the Ci and Cs diradicals, only the dihedral angle changes 

significantly during the rotation of the methylene group. 

Keeping the other structurai parameters fixed and varying only the OCC angle in the 

Cs diradicd intemediate, we predicted using B3LYP the energies of closely spaced 

points dong this ring closure coordinate for both the singlet and triplet States. The OCC 

angle is expected to be the most important coordinate in the OCC ring closure process. At 

an OCC angle of about 100.8°7 we located a crosshg point of the singlet and triplet 

p o t d a l  energy curves. Spinsrbit couplhg most probably takes place [2q in this region 

as s h o w  schematicdy in Figure 3-3. In the ring closure, the methylene group 

experiences a rotation with a low bamer to meet the oxygen atom. The h a 1  product 

ethylene epoxide (or oxirane), 3 4  in Figure 3-2, is a three-membered ring with C*,, 

symmetry. At diffemt levels of theory, the CC and CO bond distances differ somewhat. 

At the HF and BHandHLYP levels. the CC bond is shorter than the CO bond by about 

O.OSA and both the CC and CO are single bonds. B3LYP predicts the CC bond (1.469A) 

to be longer than the CO bond (1.430A). MP2 shows the same trend as B3LYP. but with 

a slightiy shorter CC bond (1.465A) and siightly longer CO bond (1.4394- The 

experimental value for CC bond is 1.470 A and CO bond is 1.434 A as shown in Figure 

3-2, 

However, for the diradicals, there are two extremes for the relative orientation of the 

methylene group: one has the terminal methylene group orthogonal to the OCC plane, the 

other has thîs group in the OCC plane. Both structures have Cs symmetry. The in-plane 



S inglet 

Triplet 

Figure 3-3 A schematic illustration of the intersystem crossing of the singlet and 

triplet strtes during the ring closnre to form the epoxide 



structure is the transition state described above. The orthogonl structure is a second 

order saddle point with two imaginary vibrational modes at the HF level. The srnaller 

imaginary vibrational frequency (i103cm" a") involves an out-of-plane (the Cs symmetry 

plane) motion of the hydrogens on the methylene group which was not attacked. 

The second imaginary frequency at the HF level (i1324cm*') involves a rocking of the 

two methylene groups about the C-C bond axis to destroy the symrnetry plane. The two 

imaginary vibrational modes are displayed in Scheme 3-1. At the BHandHLYP, B3LYP 

and MP2 levels, this structure becornes a transition state between two distorted diradical 

intermediates with Cl symmetry. The imaginary frequency fiom the BHandHLYP 

method is obviously much larger than that of the B3LYP and MP2 approaches, while the 

later two methods predict very similar fiequencies. 

Dashed m w :  vibration modes for 1 130cm-'i 
Solid arrow: vibration modes for 103cm-'i 

Scheme 3-1. Iiiustration for the imaginary vibration fkequencies of the C, 

(orthogonai) diradical predicted by HFf6-3 1 G* 



33.1.3 Overall reaction of triplet orygen with ethylene 

The overall reaction of oxygen ( 3 ~ )  with ethylene to yield the triplet diradical is 

predicted to be exotherrnic at ail four levels of theory. For the energetics, including ZPVE 

correction, al1 four rnethods show the same trend for the relative energies of these 

species. The energy differences are reported in Table 3-1. The HF energy di fference is 

srnaller than the other three methods. MP2 and HF predict similar, much higher reaction 

barriers than experiment for the approach of oxygen to ethylene. This might be due to 

spin contamination from an electronic state of higher multiplicity lz4]. We note that the 

expectation value of s2 with the HF and MP2 methods for the transition state is much 

larger than in the diradicals as shown in Table 3-1. Also the expectation value for s2 in 

HF and MP2 for al1 triplet species are much larger than those from BHandHLYP and 

B3LYP which indicates the highly spin contamination of HF and MP2 on open shell 

species. In the following studies, only the results of the BHandHLYP calculations for 

spin density are shown in each figure and discussed. Only BHandHLYP (although 

B3LYP has been tried) could be used to locate al1 the transition States for al1 systems 

studied. 

3.3.2 Benzene, C a 6  

The reaction of oxygen atoms with benzene plays an important role in atrnospheric 

chemistry, in combustion processes, and in photochernical air pollution. Also benzene 

serves as a realistic mode1 for the reaction of an oxygen atom with other aromatic 

molecules. However, there has not been any extensive theoreticai investigation of this 

reaction. Here, we investigate one possible pathway for the addition of an oxygen atom to 

one C-C bond in the beozene ring. Other possible modes of reaction of oxygen with 



benzene are shown in Scheme 3-2 l6']. When an oxygen atom approaches the benzene 

ring (here we consider approach to a C-C bond), there are at Ieast four possible paths for 

the reaction of the atom with the ring. Fint, the oxygen atom approaches the center of the 

ring and foms a cornplex. Second, in the plane of the benzene ring, the oxygen atom can 

approach the C-C bond experiencing an interaction with the two hydrogens connected to 

the two nearest carbons. Depending on the relative positions of the two hydrogen atoms, 

there are two paths. One has the two hydrogens in the plane of the benzene ring, whiIe in 

the other the two hydrogens are on different sides of the oxygen and slightly out of the 

plane. Third, from above the benzene ring, an oxygen atom can add to one carbon atom 

of the C-C bond. A fourth approach has the oxygen atorn add to the center of the C-C 

bond fiom directly above. Only the third case will be discussed in this chapter. 

In the case of attack by oxygen on one carbon atom a diradical with Cs symmetry 

foms before the OCC ring closure take place resulting in the formation of an epoxide 

with Cs symmetry. With ail four methods, a transition state 3-6 (see Figure 3-4) was 

located between the separated reactants and this diradical intermediate. At the HF Ievel, 

the oxygen atom attacks one carbon atom with a CO distance of 1.80lA in the transition 

state. Due to the attack of the oxygen, the benzene ring distorts to Cs symmetry. There are 

small alterations in the various CC bond lengths. At the HF level, a11 CC bonds lengthen 

compared with the reactant benzene. The CC bonds comecting the carbon atom which is 

attacked become conjugated single bonds, while the other four bonds keep typical 

aromatic bond lengths of 1.387 A (or 1.409 A at the HF level). The CO distance in this 

transition state lengthens to 1.859A with BHanàHLYP, 1.9 10A with B3LYP and 1.879A 

at the MP2 level. The CC bonds shorten to typical aromatic bond lengths 



Scheme 3-2. Possible modes o f  naction of oxygen with benzene 



although the differences among the CC bond distances remain similar to changes 

observed with HF on the transition state. There is serious spin contamination in this 

transition state at the HF and MP2 levels. The expectation values of S' are 2.6891 and 

2.6326 for HF and MP2 respectively. Spin contamination increases the barriers due to the 

mixture of higher energy electronic States of higher spin rnultiplicity. In relative tems, 

BHandHLYP and B3LW have much smaller spin contamination (2.1257 for S' with 

BHandHLYP and 2.0354 with B3LYP) as reported in Table 3-2. The two unpaired 

electrons are located principally on the oxygen atom (due to the severe spin 

contamination with HF and MP2, only the spin densities fiom the BHandHLYP and the 

B3LYP method are discussed here). 1 S6 of the unpaired spin density at the BHandHLYP 

level and 1.76 at the B3LYP level is located on the oxygen atom. The interaction of 

oxygen with the benzene ring dows a partiai tramfer of the unpaired electrons fiom 

oxygen to the benzene ring. The activation energy is higher than in the case of oxygen 

plus ethylene presumably due to the greater difficulty in dismpting the electronic 

structure of the aromatic molecule. This burier is 13.5 kcaVmo1 at the HF level, and it 

decreases to 7.9 kcaVmol at the BHandHLYP level. It is interesthg that the b e e r  height 

for the transition state at the B3LYP level is zero although a transition state was located 

by the geometry optimization and verified by the vibrational frequency anaiysis with this 

method. The reactants face no energetic barrier to the formation of the diradical 

intermediate at this level. The imaginary viirational mode (i454cm-') at the B3LW level 

involves mainly a back-and-fornard motion of the oxygen atom and the carbon atom 

undergohg attack. Such a mode obviously connects the separated reactants and the 

diradicai intemediate. The reaction barrier Uicreases to 18.1 kcdmol at the MP2 leveI 



Table 3-2 The energy difference O<caUmot) between the reactants ( + Cas)  

and the C a 6 0  products, epoxide and oxepin, the transition structure between 

them, and the of the triplet transition states and diradicals 

Transition Diradical Epoxide Oxepin Transition 

State 3-6 Triplet 3-7 3-8 3-10 State 3-9 

13.5 3.7 4.4 1 .O 17.3 

7.9 -6.7 -38.7 -40.0 -31.1 

0.0 -1 1.2 -51.8 -53.1 -46.7 

35.4 18.1 -51.1 -48.3 -45.7 

of the triplet transition states and triplet diradicals 



with its large spin contamination as shown in Table 3-2. 

In the diradical intermediate, 3-7, the oxygen atom foms a single bond to one carbon 

This CO bond is about 1-44 at the HF, BHandHLYP and B3LYP levels, but Iengthms by 

0.02A at the MP2 level (see Figure 3-4). During the approach of oxygen to the carbon, 

the OCC angle changes very little as indicated by the structures of transition state 3-6 and 

intermediate 3-7 in Figure 3-4. While the bonding of the oxygen with the carbon atorn 

causes the spin density to redistribute among the atoms, one electron remains mainly on 

the oxygen atom and the other on the benzene ring. As shown in Table 3-2, both at the 

HF and MP2 levels, the formation of the triplet diradical relative to triplet oxygen atom 

and singlet benzene is endothermic (3.7 kcaYmol and 18.1 kcaVmol at HF and MP2 

respectively). However strong spin contamination makes these energetic predictions 

unnliable. The naction to fom the triplet diradical is exothermic at the BHandHLYP 

and B3LYP levels (6.7 k d m o l  and 11.2 kcalhnol) as reported in Table 3-2. The 

addition of an oxygen atom destroys the n electron ring cumnt around the benzene ring 

which is viewed as stabilizing this aromatic molecule. Thus it is expected that the 

formation of the didical would not be strongly exothermic due to this reduction of 

aromatic character upon reaction. 

If subjected to a mal1 perturbation, the oxygen atom will swing to one of the 

neighboring carbon atoms and bond to it without brrakuig the CC- bond. This involves 

an intenystem crossing h m  the triplet to the singlet electronic state. Since the hydrogen 

atoms anacheci to the two carbon atoms bonding to the oxygen are on the same side, this 

epoxide structure has C, symmetry. The structure appears to be ""diene like" rather than 

an aromatic compound when the CC bond lengths are examhed. The CC bond in the 



epoxide ring and the two other CC bonds co~ecting to the carbon in the three membered 

ring are single bonds judging h m  their bond lengths. The CC bond opposite to the 

epoxide ring is a conjugated single bond as well (1.464A at the HF and 1.4444 at the 

MP2 levels, Figure 3-4). The remaining two equivalent carbon-carbon bonds have 

lengths typical of a double bond (1.329A at the HF and 1.360A at the MP2 level). At the 

HF level the formation of the singlet epoxide product relative to reactants is predicted to 

be endothermic (4.4 kcal/mol). The other three rnethods, all of which include electron 

comlation, predict the formation of the epoxide h m  triplet oxygen atom and singlet 

beiuene to be strongly exothennic (38.7kcaVmol at BHandHLYP, 51.8 kcaVmol at 

B3LYP and 51.1 kcdmol at MP2)(See Table 3-2). 

Due to the strain in the three membered epoxide ring, the CC bond in the epoxide is 

easily broken to fonn an oxepin, a seven-membered heterocyclic Nig, 3-9. Hùckel's 

4n+2 rule for an eight n-electron system and thus an anti-aromatic ring rationalizes the 

distortion in the gmmetry nom planar to non-planar. The oxygen atom Lies out of the 

plane of the carbon atoms, and the oxepin has a relatively flat but boat like shape. From 

the bond lengths, oxepin appears stnicturally to be a trime. The nonplanarity of the 

oxepin does not change greatly compared with the epoxide structure r661. The CC distance 

of the two carbon atoms bonding to the oxygen lengthens fiom about 1.5A in the epoxide 

ring to about 2.3A in the oxepin isomer. Obviously the carbons are bonded in the epolride 

and this bond is broken in the oxepin. There exists a transition state which connects the 

CC bonded epoxide and the CC open oxepin structure, in which the distance between the 

two carbon atoms comected by oxygen lies between the distances in the epoxide and the 
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Figure 3-4 Structures of benzene and benzene oxides 



oxepin (ranging h m  1.819A at the HF level to 1.902A at the MP2 level as shown in 

Figure 3-4). The reaction barrier relative to the epoxide structure is 12.9 kcaVrnol at the 

HF level, 7.6 kcaVmol at the BHandHLYP Ievel, 5.1 kcdmol at B3LYP and 5.4 

kcdmol at the MP2 level. At the HF, BHandHLYP, and B3LYP levels, the oxepin is 

slightly more stable than the epoxide (3.4 kcaUmol at HF, 1.3 kcallmol at BHandHLYP 

and 1.3kcai/mol at B3LYP). The order switches at the MP2 level (the oxepin is 1.8 

kcaVmol higher in energy than the epoxide). For oxepin, inversion to the equivalent 

nonplanar isomer through a planar structure is a relatively easy process energetically. The 

inversion barrier of the oxepin is only 3.0 kcaVmol at HF, 3.3 kcaVmol at BHandHLYP, 

3.4 kcallmol at B3LYP and 6.1 kcaVmol at MP2. There are no large changes in the bond 

distances in the planar transition state compared with the oxepin. The imaginary 

vibrational mode involves mainly bending of the oxygen atom out of plane in the planar 

transition state. All these stnictures are shown in Figure 3-4. 

3 3 3  Naphthaiene, Cia8 

3.3.3.1 Previous Studies 

The hrst PAH which contains a central 6-6 bond which could be attacked by an 

oxygen atom is naphthalene. Sondheimer et al. [6q synthesized naphthalene oxide and 

characterized it by W, IR and NMR spectroscopy. Experimentally the carbon- 

carbon bond lengths are nearly equai indicating eiectron delocaiization in the most stable 

ring structure 16? Bock et al. lbgl studied different possible oxides of naphthalene with the 

AMI and W/6-3 1G rnethods. They found that at both the AMI and HFl6-3 1G levels, the 

localized Cs symmetric 1,doxido-[lO]annuiene in which the centrai CC bond is broken is 

most stabIe, the delocaked Cr,, 'symmetric structure with the central CC bond broken is 



slightly higher in energy than the localized Cs symmetric one @y 0.6 kcdmol), while the 

epoxide structure is the most unstable, and is higher in energy than the delocaiized form 

by 7.9 kcal/mol(see the structures in Figure 3-5). There are extensive investigations on 

the methano-bridged analogues both experiment ally [701 and theoretically 17'*7253*741. 

Experimentally, the isomer with the open central CC bond i.e. the delocaiized species is 

favored over the closed tricyclic epoxide by 5 . 7 s  kcal/mol, aithough the tricyclic 

epoxide is known to be an intermediate Eariier lower level caiculations [7'*n*741 favor 

the open central CC bond locaiized species over the delocaiized open structure and the 

epoxide. With the inclusion of electron correlation, MP2 calculations Inl indicated that 

the delocalized open central bond species is more stable than the localized open central 

bond structure by 1.5 kcdmol. in addition, it is more stable than the epoxide 

(norcaradienic isomer) by 15.6 kcal/mol. These authors In] used the optirnimi structures 

h m  HF for the MP2 single point energy calculations. However, at low temperature, the 

I 1 ,l l -dicyan0 denvative is known to exist in the tncyclic norcaradiene fom in the solid 

state as determined by x-ray crystallographic analysis IMbl. This derivative also adopts a 

tricyclic stnichne in solution at low temperature However no theoreticai work has 

been undertaken on the reaction of oxygm atom, O(%), with naphthalene. 

3.33.2 Results and discussion 

We report in this study resuits for the reaction of an oxygen atom with the central CC 

bond in naphthalene. From the results on the reaction of ethylene and benzene with an 

oxygen atom using the HF, BHandHLYP, B3LYP and MP2 methods, we recall that there 

exists senous spin contamination for the triplet species with the HF and MP2 approaches. 



This contamination adversely eEects the energetics of these species. Also we note that 

the MP2 results for the molecular structures and energetics are generally similar to those 

from B3LYP. However, the MP2 calculaiions require much more disk space and CPU 

the .  The disk space requirernent can become a cntical limiting factor for calculations on 

these large molecules. Thus we have used BHandHLYP andlor B3LYP to calculate the 

properties of Ci&Ii2, C 2 a 1 2  and related species but not MP2. The HF method is 

employed only for ciosed shell stationary point calculations hereafter. 

The oxygen atorn approaches one carbon atom of the central CC bond within the 

symmetry plane containhg the central CC bond and overcomes a barrier of 14.3 kcaYmol 

(ElHandHLYP) to reach a triplet diradical intermediate (3). This barria decreases to 5.3 

kcaVmol at the B3LYP level. The relative mergy differences of the structures are listed 

in Table 3-3. The distance h m  the oxygen to the carbon atom under attack is 1.755A at 

the BHandHLYP level and 1.776A at the B3LYP level in the transition state (3-l2)(See 

Figure 3-4). In this transition state, the oxygen attacks the carbon atom in a sirnilar 

direction as it does with benzene relative to the molecular plane. The angle of the oxygen 

to the centrd CC bond is about 103" at BHmdMLYP and f 06" at B3LYP. The central CC 

bond distaoce undergoes a relatively large change in the transition state cornpared with to 

this distance in naphthalene. This central CC bond lengthens to 1.459A at BHandHLYP 

and 1.467A at B3LYP in the transition state. The CC bonds closest to the oxygm are 

about 0.04A longer than those in the parent molecule, naphthalene. The CC bonds farther 

away h m  the oxygen are nearly unchangeci in length ditring the initial miction with the 

oxygen atom. 
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Figure 3-5 Structure of naphthaiene and naphthdene orides 



The diradical of Cs symmetry is a transition state for which the imaginary frequency 

involves the bending of the oxygen out of the symmetry plane at the BHandHLYP level. 

Distortion dong the vibrational mode for the imaginary Eequency results in an 

asymmetric diradical intermediate. The structure of the asymmetric diradicd does not 

change much compared with the symmetric diradical except for the loss of the Cs 

symmetry plane. The total energy of the asymrnetric diradical is only 0.3kcaYmol above 

the symrnetric diradical at the BHandKLYP level. This symmetry related problem will be 

discussed Further in the next chapta 16? 

At the HF level, then are three isomers for the oxide in which the oxygen attacks the 

central CC bond. One is the epoxide structure (norcatadienic isomer 3-14). The two 

central carbon atoms in this epoxide s t rucm form a CC bond (1.51 IA). Stretching of 

this CC bond leads to a C2, bicyclic structure with a centrai CC distance of 2.160A which 

is obvioudy a non-bonded distance and thus an open structure results. The Cs bicyclic 

structure, 3-16, in Figure 3-5, is delocaiized judging h m  the CC bond lengths. The 

longest CC distance is 1 Al 1A and the shortest is 1.38 1A. However, nom the vibrational 

analysis, this C2v bicyclic structure is a transition state structure betwem two iocalued 

bicyclic structures with Cs symmetry at the HF level. The Cs bicyclic localized structure, 

3-15 in Figure 3-5, has a longer central CC distance (2.194A) than does the Ch structure. 

The CC bond lmgth on one side of the Cs structure resembla hexadiene while on the 

other side it resembles a hexatriene considering the CC bond lengths. The CO bond 

distances in the C2v and Cs structures are 

is favonxi o v a  the epoxide structure by 

both the bicyclic 

alrnost identical. 

a s m d  amount, 

Energetically, the Cs structure 

about 3 -5 kcaI/rnol. However, 



Table 3-3 The energy differenee (kcaVmoi) between the reactants ( O(%!) + Ci&Is) 

and the product Ci&@. The for the triplet transition states and triplet 

diradicab 

c t m  

3-12 Triplet 3-13 Triplet 3-14 or 3-16 3-15 

Transition State Diradical Ch Product Cs Product 

KF a a - - 25.4 21.9 

BHandHLYP 14.3 7.1 * - 

B3LYP 5.3 -1.1 -44.3 - 

CS% of the triplet transition states and triplet diradicals 

a: Not Iocated; *: The value for the epoxide C2,, is -18.1 kcaVmo1, for open CC Cb -27.7 

kcdmol, and the v a k  for the transition state between these two Ct, isomm is - 18.4 kcahol  



structures are lower in energy than the epoxide by approximately 3.5 kcdmol. The 

inversion of the two Cs structures should be very fast at room temperature since the 

barrier associateci with the Czv transition state is very close to zero (0.1 kcal/mol). Even at 

the HF level, we note that the Czv bicyclic delocalized structure (3-16) is favored over the 

C2,, tricyclic epoxide isomer (3-14) in energy even though the Ch bicyclic delocaiized 

structure is a transition state. With BHandHLYP, the Cs bicyclic stationary point 

disappean and the Ck delocalized bicyclic structure becomes a minimum. The C2,, 

bicyclic delocalized structure is lower in energy than the epoxide (the tricyclic structure) 

by 9.6 kcalhol. It is very interesting that the transition state between the epoxide 

structure (norcaradienic isomer) and the C2" bicyclic structure is lower in energy than the 

epoxide by 0.3 kcaVmol at the BHandHLYP level. Such an energy difference 

(0.3kcaVmol) is beyond the accmcy of existing methods (even BHandHLXP in reaction 

barrier prediction). The explanation for the lower energy transition state is that the 

epoxide isomer faces no barrier to breaking the central CC bond and isomerizing to the 

Ctv minimum. This is in agreement with the experùnentai fuidings that the epoxide is an 

intemediate DecreaSing the percentage of exact exchange in the fiinctiond on going 

fiom BHandKLYP to B3LYP, oniy the Ch bicyciic delocalized structure is predicted to 

be a minimum even starhg fiom the closed epoxide structure. Al1 the bonds involvhg 

heavy atoms lengthen at the B3LYP level as  shown in Figure 3-5. At the HF and 

BHandHLYP levels, the Ch bicyclic delocalized structures are Iower in energy than the 

epoxide isomer. In this case, we note that with a different mixture of exact exchange 

r56*601, the hybrid density hctional methods prédict different structures, i.e. there is a 

signïficant role for exact exchange in predicting the molecular structure in this example- 



3.3.4 Pyracylene, C i a s  

Pyracylene (3-18) could be viewed as the miallest fiagrnent of Cm that contains both 

five- and six-mernbered rings with a central double bond. However, it is a planar 

molecule. The surrounding rings make the central CC bond appear superficially Iike that 

in Ca. However, the central CC bond length has a typicai CC double bond distance rather 

than an aromatic CC bond length even at the B3LYP level (See Figure 3-6). The CC 

bonds in the six-membered ring do not altemate between single and double. Except for 

the CC bonds parallei to the central CC bond which are nearty single bonds judged fiom 

their lengths, the rernaining CC bonds in the six-membered ring are double bonds (the 

centrai CC bond) or typicai aromatic CC bonds. in the five-membered rings, there are 

two essentially single CC bonds of length 1.49A. Any superficial similarity of this 

molecule to Ca decreases with the closer observation of these distances. 

When an oxygen atom approaches one carbon of the CC central bond in pyracyIene, 

our earlier results would suggest that it should face an energy barrier. However, oniy a 

second order saddle point was located by BHandHLYP with the 6-31G* basis set in 

which the CO distance is 1.830A. The Iarger imaginary vibrational frequency (i576 cm*', 

a3 involves a backward and forwards motion of the oxygen atom relative to the carbon 

atom being attacked. The second imaginary vibration (i365 cm-', a") mode involves a 

motion of the oxygen out of the symmetry plane. At the B3LYPl6-3 IG* level, these two 

imaginary vibrational fiequencies change order aithough the geometry does not Vary 

much. Starting h m  the distorted geornetry dong the second imaginary vibration mode 

h m  the BHandHLYP results, a triplet diradical, 3-21, was located with UB3LYP in 

which the oxygen atom was attached to one carbon atom comected to the carbon atom 



which originally attacked. The vibrationai frequency caiculation showed that it is a 

minimum. There may exist several different mechanisms for the reaction of an oxygen 

atom (9) with pyracylene judging from the B3LYP results. However, the details of the 

reaction mechanisms of oxygen with CC bonds other than the central CC bond were not 

considered in the present study. Distortion almg the out-of-plane mode results in a 

distorted transition state both at the B3LYP and BHandHLYP levels. The imaginary 

vibrationai mode involves the back and forward motion of the oxygen and the carbon 

atom being atiacked. The structure of the distorted transition state is generally similar to 

the Cs second-order saddle point except for the lack of a Cs symmetry plane. At the 

BHandHLYP/6-3 lG* level, a triplet diradical intermediate in which the oxygen attacks 

one carbon atorn of the ceneal CC bond was located. The attack of oxygen causes the CC 

bonds comected to the carbon atom under attack to lengthen at the BHandHLYP level as 

shown in Figure 3-6. The structure 3-21 is more stable than the reactants and the Cr 

diradical. It is 28.7 kcdmol more stable than the reactants, triplet oxygen atom plus 

pyracylene, while the Cs diradical lies only 0.8 kcaUmol above reactants. The structure of 

the naphthalene hgment in the pyracylene oxide resembles the fiagrnent in the 

naphthaiene oxide. The pyracylene epoxide, 3-22, has C2,, symmetry and the epoxide 

structure leads to a bowl-shape for this molecule. At the HF level, the formation of the 

epoxide structure is endothennic (16.1 kcaVmol above the reactants). but it is exothermïc 

at both the BHandHLYP (27.9 kcaVmol below reactants) and the B3LYP levels (42.1 

kcal/mol lower than reactants). The relative energies of the structures and <sS of the 

open shell species are reported in Table 3-4. Compared with the benzene or naphthalene 

analogues, the CC bond length of the epoxide structure in Ci&O decreases. 



Figure 3-6 Structures of pyracylene and pyracylene oxides 



Table 3-4 The energy dinerence between the reactants ( O(+) + CI,&) and product 

C i a 0  and the of the triplet transition states and diradicals 

3- 19 Triplet 3-20 Triplet 3-2 1 Triplet 3 -22 

Transition State Diradical diradicd C2,, epoxide 

- - - 16.1 

8.7 -2.4 - -27.9 

0.8 -7.4 -28.7 -42.1 

CS% of the triplet transition states and diradicals 

BHandHLYP 2.180 2,244 - 

B3LYP 2.037 2.052 2,044 

At ail three Ievels of theory oniy the epoxide structure and thus no "amdene-me" 

stmctures have been located. Even starhg h m  a structure with a broken CC bond for 

the NO carbon atoms cornecteci to O-, only a closed structure, Le. an epoxide, codd 

be Iocated. Strain h m  the two five-membered rings may prevent the opening of the 

central CC bond to form the annulenes, 



3.3.5 Cif&ai2 

In order to reduce any edge effects on the central CC bond, we added four methylene 

groups to the four carbon atoms of the two five-membered rings to examine the change of 

the structure and properties as compared to pyracylene. The structures of Cl&I12, 3-23, 

and its oxides are shown in Figure 3-7. 

The addition of the four methene groups lengthens the two CC bonds connected to 

them in the two five-mernbered rings to single bond distances. The CC bonds connected 

to the centrai CC bond are still shorter than a typical CC single bond and the two CC 

bonds parallel to the central CC bond also decrease a little in tength. The structure is 

closer to that of Ca than that of pyracylene. However, it remains a planar molecule. 

For this molecule, the diradical oxide, 3-24, in which the oxygen atom attacks one 

carbon atom of the central CC bond is a minimum at the BHancHLYP16-3 IG* level. The 

formation of this diradicd from a triplet oxygen atom and singlet Cl is endothemic 

at this level. In the triplet diradical, the bond lengths of the CC bonds next to oxygen and 

the angle of the oxygen with the centrai CC bond (as show in Figure 3-7) are essmtidly 

the same as in the triplet diradical intemediates fond for ethylene, benzene, naphthalene 

and pyracylene. The interaction of the oxygen atom with the carbon leads to that carbon 

atom moving out of the former Ci& plane to bond to the oxygen. The remainder of the 

structure does not change much in this diradical. One of the two unpaired electrons lies 

on the oxygen atom, while the other is distnbuted over the carbon skeleton. At the 

UB3LYP level, the Cs diradical 3-24, is a transition state. The imaginary vibrational 

mode involves motion of the oxygen out of the Cs plane. Following dong this mode, a 

triplet diradical minimum, 3-25, was located, in which an epoxide structure is fomed at 



one of the 6-5 bonds. The formation of this triplet epoxide structure is predicted to be 

exothermic. 

We located a transition state, 3-26, connecting the separated reactants and the 

diradical at the BHandHLYP/6-3 1 G* level. The portion of the Ci&Ii2 molecule attacked 

by the oxygen atom changes its structure only a Iittie in this transition state. The CC 

bonds in this region lengthen and the carbon atom which was attacked moves slightly out 

of the Ci&I12 plane. The bond distance between oxygen and the carbon atom under attack 

is 1.8k The two unpaired electrons mainly lie on the oxygen atom (the total spin density 

on oxygen is 1.54). There is a partial electron transfer nom the oxygen atom to the 

Cl&i2 hgment in the transition state. At the UB3LYP level, in the C1&20 transition 

state for with Cs symmetry, the OC bond lmgthens by 0.036A and the r a t  of structure is 

similar to that found for the UBHandHLYP transition state. The UB3LYP reaction 

barrier decreases considerably compared with that found at the üBHandHLYP level. 

At the HF level, the formation of the epoxide Ci&20, 3-27, is exothermic by 25.0 

kcalhol relative to oxygen O @) and singlet C i a n .  This reaction also is predicted to 

be exothermic at the BHandHLYP and B3LYP levels. The reaction energies and 

activation mergies of these systems are reported in Table 3-5. 



Figure 3-7 Structures of Ci&12 and its oxides 



Table 3-5 The energy difference between the reactants ( o(~P) + C i a i t )  and 

product Ci&Ii20 and the of the triplet transition states and diradicals 

3-26 Triplet 3-24 Triplet 

Transition State Diradicai 

- - 

11.5 0.9 

3 -4 -6.9 

3-25 

65 Epoxide 

6% of the triplet transition states and triplet diradicals 

ClsHl20 

3-27 

C2,, Epoxide 

25 .O 

-20.1 

-35.0 



3.3.6 C a I Z  

Further addition of eight carbon atoms to the edges of Ci&Ii2 results in the formation 

of C2&Ii2, 3-28. C2&2 is a bowl-shaped structure, 3-29, with the formation of the bowl 

probably due to the strain fkom the formation of four six-membered rings. The structures 

of C2&Ii2 and its oxides are shown in Figures 3-8 and 3-9. The centrai CC bond length in 

C&i2 is still that of a typical CC double bond. It lengthens fiom the value 1.3 13A (HF) 

to 1.337A at the (B3LYP) level. In other C6() hgments the analogous bond lengths are 

1.36 and 1.3ûA The structures of the two six-membered rings at both sides of the 

centrd CC bond are similar to those in Ci&Ii2. From the bond length. we note that the 

structure of the six-mernbered rings in C2& does not aitemate as in the single and 

double bond picture of Ca- The four outer six-membered rings in C2& are struchirally 

rather more like those in benzene. Clearly a still Iarger mode1 is necessary to completely 

rnimic the structure of Ca. Previous studies showed that C2&Ii2 is the srnallest bowl- 

shaped molecule that has (some) "Cscrlike" p r o p d w  [47*481. Constrainhg C2&II2 to be 

planar, we located a transition state for the inversion between two equivaient bowC 

shaped isomers. The bond lengths in the planar C2&II2 decrease slightly. 

The barria to inversion connecting thc two bowl-shaped isomers is similar at al1 three 

levels of theory and is about 5 kcailmol. Biedermann et al. P61 investigated the inversion 

barrier of this molecule by AMI, PM3, HF and B3LYP methods. Only HF/3-21G and 

B3LYPfSTO-3G vibrational fkquency calcuiations were perfomed in that study. The 

zero point vibration energy (ZPVE) correction is srnaller cornparhg the b h e r  

(5.24kcaYmol) without ZPVE correction in Bidermann's study 17q to the pnsent resdts. 

The vertical distance h m  the top carbon to the bottom carbon (depth of the bowl) is 



1.35A for this molecuie at the B3LYPI6-311G** level I7'] and is 1.30A at the B3LYP/6- 

3 1 G* level. 

In the triplet diradical intemediate of Cz&IlzO, 3-30, as shown in Figure 3-9, the 

portion attacked by oxygen is sirnilar to that in the Ci&I120 diradical. The four six- 

membered outer rings remah nearly the same as in the bowl-shaped C2&IIZ. There is a 

slightly p a t e r  transfer of unpakd electron demity from the oxygen atom to the carbon 

skeleton than in the Ci&Ii20 diradical. Still, one unpaired electron (0.99) remains on the 

oxygen, while another diskiiutes itself over the carbon skeleton but mainly (0.64) on the 

carbon atorn of the central CC bond which was not attacked by oxygen. The formation of 

the C2&Ii20 &dical is exothermic, in contrast to the slightly endothennie formation of 

the Ci ai 20 diradicd at the BHandHLYP level. Vibrational frequency calculations 

demonstrate that the C 2 a 1 2 0  Cs diradieal (1) is a transition state at the BHandHLYP 

level. The imaginary vibrational frequency involves an outsf-plane motion of the 

oxygen. The distortion dong this irnaginary mode did not change significantly the 

geometry of this diradical. Both the structure and energy are quite similar to these of the 

uadisorted transition state. 

At the BHanâHLYP level, a transition state, 3-31 in Figure 3-9, connecting the 

separated reactants (O(?) and singiet C2aI2))  and the C2&0 triplet diradical was 

Located. Due to the loose structure of this transition state, the C2&II2 part retains 

essentia.11~ the same geometry as in C2&I12 itself, Le. the transition state is more like 

reactant than product and thus is an "early'' transition state m. This early nature is also 

true for the transition state in the reaction of an oxygen atom, o(.'P), with ethylene. The 



Figure 3-8 Structures of 



Figure 3-9 Structures of C2&Ii2 orides 



Table 3-6 The energy düference hE (kcnUmol) between the reactants (o(~P) + 

C2aI2)  and prodact C2aI20 and the 4% of the triplet transition states and 

diradieah 

3-31Triplet 3-30TripIet 3-32Ch 3 -3 1 Triplet 3-30 Triplet 

Transition State Diradical Epoxide Transition State Diradical 

HF - - -7-4 - - 

(u)B hanâHLYP 2.2 -19.3 -50.3 2.143 2.109 

(u)B3LYP - - -62.1 - - 

reaction barrier for the reaction of o('P) with C 2 a 1 2  is very mal1 at the BHandHLYP 

level, and is similar to that of ethylene with O(*), as shown in Table 3-1. The two 

unpaired electrons lie largely on the oxygen atom in the transition state of C2&I120. 

The formation of an epoxide structure h m  oxygen O(%) reacting with C2&II2, 3-29 

in Figure 3-8, is more exothermic than the comparable reactions of oxygen with benzene, 

naphthalene, pyracylene and Cl&Ii2 at the same theoretical levels. It is less exothermic 

than the reaction of oxygen with ethylene. The energy difference between two C2&i12 

structures are reported in Figure 3-8 and the relative energy of the C2&II2 oxides are 

reported in Table 36. No heat of formation data for the reaction products of oxygen 

o(~P) with Ca are available h m  experiment or nom high level theory. The one value 

for the heat of formation was predicted by the AM1 semiempincal method 1781. This 

method predicted that the reaction is exothermic (by about 80 kcaVmoI). Our calculations 



showed that the heat formation for the reaction of oxygen with ethylene and C2&Ii2 is of 

the sarne order of magnitude as that of oxygen with Cm. 

n i e  structure of the C2&P epoxide, 3-32, was shown in Figure 3-9. In the three- 

membered ring of C2&Ii20, the CO bond length is longer than the CC bond at the HF and 

BHandHLYP Ievels, while this order switches with the B3LYP method. This resembles 

the C2&0 epoxide structure as shown in Figure 3-3. At al1 theoretical levels the CO bond 

length is shorter than the CC bond in the three-membered ring of the epoxide structures 

of benzene, naphthalene, pyracylene and C1&Ii2. In the crystal stnicturc of the Cm0 

epoxide complex lx\ the CO bond is slightly shorter than the CC bond in the three- 

membered ring* Also we note that the difference between the CO and CC bond lengths in 

the thm-membered ring is xnuch smaller in C2&0 and C2,&Il20 than in the benzene, 

naphthalene, pyracylene and C i a 1 2  epoxides. The addition of oxygm fuaher increases 

the height of the bowl fiom the bottom carbon atoms to the two central carbon atoms of 

the C2&I12 hgment in C2a120 .  This height is 1.76A at the B3LYP/6-3 1 G* level, so the 

curvature of the C2&I12 bowl has inmeased. Cornparhg these structures, we note that 

there is a gnater simîlarity in structure and reactivity of C 2 a 1 2  to Ca than to the other 

molecules. However, the reactivity of C 2 a i 2  is rather closer to ethylene than to atomatic 

moIecules such as benzene and naphthaiene. 

3-33 Aromaticity, nucleus-independent chemicai shifts (NICSs), energeties and 

structures 

Aromaticity, resulting h m  cyclic conjugation, is an important concept in organic 

chemistry. There are a number of cnteria used to characterize this property: geometric 

(bond length alternation, bond order, and ring cumnt indices 9, energetics (aromatic 



stabiîization energies), and magnetic ('H NMR chemical shift, diamagnetic susceptibility 

anisotropy). A new family of criteria for aromaticity directly related to the electronic 

structure of the system has been developed by Parr et al 17". The denvatives of the 

molecular valence as a measure of aromaticity have been formulated by Komorowski et 

al lsol. Arnong those criteria, the NICSs, the negative values of the "nucleus-independent 

chemical shifts", simply and efficiently characterize the aromaticity of molecules. The 

concept originates in the unusual upfield chemical shifts of protons located "inside" 

ammatic rings ['"'J81. The NICSs for the systems at the ring centers, defïned as the un- 

weighted mean of the heavy atom coordinates of the ring, were predicted and are reported 

in Table 3-7. Negative MCSs imply aromatic character, positive implies antiaromatic 

character and near zero vaies mean nonaromatic character. in order to see the effect of 

oxygen on the aromaticity of the ring in the oxides, the oxygen of the epoxides has been 

included in the heavy atom ring for the NICSs caiculation. Geometric cnteria for 

aromaticity also are discwed for the systems of greatest interest. 

If the CC bond length in benzene (-1.4A) is adopted as the standard aromatic CC 

bond distance, the aromaticity of a molecule can be anaiyzed through the changes in its 

CC bond length relative to that in benzene. The aitemation of the CC bond lengths in 

naphthaiene is very smail and the CC bond lengths are very close to those in benzene. Ln 

pyracylene, the strain h m  the two five-membered rings leads to an increase in the 

differences among the CC bond distances. The central CC bond shortens to 1.355A and 

the CC bonds paraiiel to it lengthen to 1 ASOA at the B3LYP Ievel. The largest difference 

in the CC bond distances for pyracylene is 0.095A between the central CC bond and the 

paralle1 CC bonds at the B3LYP level of theory. it is expected that the aromaticity of the 



six-membered rings is weaker than in naphthalene or benzene due to the effects of the 

five-membered rings. The m e r  addition of the four methylene groups to pyracylene 

reduces the differenca among the CC bond length in the six-membered rings of CI&Il2. 

Thus the aromaticity of this molecule appears to be enhanced. The CC bond length of the 

methene groups is still that of a typical double bond. in the Czv structure of C2&II2, the 

two imer six-membered rings have simila. structures to those in CI&112, although the 

maximum difference in the CC bond lengths is larger (0.058A for Ci&it and 0.161 A for 

C2,, C2&Il2 at the B3LYP level). The central bond shortens and the bonds parailel to it 

lengthen. However, the outcr six-membered rings have more typicai aromatic distances 

and the largest CC bond length ciiffierence is ody 0.036A at the B3LYP level. in Ca, the 

bond length aitemation of the two kinds of CC bonds is about 0.06A. 

The NICSs confinn the aromatic feanrre~ of these molecules. The NICSs at the center 

of benzme is -11.5, which is a typical value for an aromatic molecule. Although 

pyracylene satisfies the 4n+2 d e ,  the formation of the two five-membered rings weakerîs 

the aromaticity of the six-membered ring. In pyracylene, the five-membered ring is anti- 

ammatic, while the six-membered ring is siightly aromatic, which is in agreement with a 

previous study P'l. Further additions of diffuse fhctions (6-3 HG*) to the carbon atoms 

showed that the six-manbered ring is non-aromatic in pyracylene II2], which indicates 

that these diffuse hct ions can change the description of aromaticity in a molecule. The 

degree of arornaticity changes greatiy in Ci&Iit. The five-membered rings are aùnost 

non-aromatic and the six-membered rings are aromatic even comparai to benzene. Due 

to the different structures of the k and outer six-membered rings in Cz, C2&i2, the 



Table 3-7: GI.AO.SCFf6-31G* Calculated MCSs@pm) for the set of molecu1es 

Oxepin 

Nap hthalene 
Naphthalene epoxide 

Compound Point group NICS 
Benzene Dah -1 1.5 
Benzene epoxide CS -4.7a 

-5.gb 
C2 -0. fia 

-8.0~ 
Cs 0.9 
C ~ V  15.1 
Ct 49.0 
D2h -1 1.4 
CZV -6.4ca 

-7.2b 
CZV -15.9 
C: -8.2' 

-1 1.9' 
D2h 12.0~ 

-4.2a 
Ctv 10.6' 

3.3 ga 
1.21~ 
2.3' 

-10.7" 
~ - 4 ~  
-6.8= 
-1 .os 
-6.fia 
-7Ab 
4.9' 

-4.s4' 
-10.3 

4.1' 
- 5 . 0 ~ ~  
-10.4~ 

2.65 
-1 .4~ '  
-3.1"~ 
-9.gY 

Geometry fiorn B3LYPl6-31G*. a NICS at the cmter of six carbon ring. NICS at the center of 
seven member ~ g .  BHandKLYP16-31Gt opt-ed geometry. HFI6-31Gf optimized 
geometry. For the hexadiene. 'For the hexatriene. From P. v. R Schleyer et al. J. Am. Chem. 
Soc. 118 (1996) 63 17. ' fie membered ring. ' inner six membaed ring. ' outer six membered 
ring. 



aromaticity of these two kinds of rings shouid be different. The hner rings are weakly 

aromatic while the outer ones are more typically aromatic. The NICSs in planar C2ai2 

have nearly the same values as  in the CZv bowl-shaped Cr&Iiz. From the NICSs of these 

fiagrnents and of Ca, we note that C2&Ii2 is much closer to the value in Cao for this 

property. The NICSs of C60 were predicted earlier by a GIAO-SCF/3-21G cdculation at 

the HW3-21G optimized geomeûy IIZ1. In order to check the effect of basis set (3-21G 

versus 6-3 1 G*) on the NICSs, we calculated the NICSs of benzene with the 3-2 1 G basis 

set at the B3LYP geometry. The NICS at the 3-21G level is -1 0.0, a 10% difference from 

the result with the 6-3 1G* bais  set (-1 1.5) for benzene. So the NICSs of Ca should not 

change by more than about 10% when the 6-3 lG* basis set is employed rather than the 3- 

21 G basis set. 

The NICSs in the oxides also were calculated. In the oxepin structure, in which the CC 

bond of the oxygen-comected carbon atoms is broken, the oxygen was included in 

determinhg the center at which to perform the NICSs caicuIation, i.e. the NICSs are 

calcdated at the center of a seven atom ~ g .  In the epoxide with the three-rnembered 

ring, the MCSs at both the center of the six carbon atom ring and the seven heavy atom 

ring including the oxygen were determined. 

In the baizene epoxides, the C, isomer is wcakly aromatic as judged by the NICSs 

evaluated at both the center of the skmembered ring and of the seven-mernbered h g .  

Aromaticity inmeases slightiy based on the NICSs detemllned at the six-membered ring 

center compared to the seven-membered ring reference point in benzene epoxide. The 

change in the NESS is even more h a t i c  for the C2 epoxide isorner. The s a c m  of 

C2 epoxide and oxepin will be discussed in detail in the next chapter. The C2 s ~ N c ~  



have one hydrogen atom of the oxygen-connected carbons on each side of the benzene 

ring. Without considering the oxygen, the NICSs at the center of the six-membered ~g 

is nearly zero which means a nonaromatic system. Inclusion of the oxygen atom in 

calculating the point at which to evaluate the MCSs raises the value to -8.0, which 

indicates aromatic character. So the effect of oxygen on aromaticity is significant. The Cs 

oxepin isomer is nearly non-aromatic. The electronic interaction moves the oxygen atom 

out of the plane of the carbon skeleton in Cs oxepin, which stabilizes this structure. Planar 

oxepin (a transition state between two Cs oxepins isomen) is antiammatic as judged nom 

the NICSs values. The C2 oxepin is a strongly anti-aromatic species with a very large 

positive NICS. 

The naphthalene epoxide with Czv symmetry is a slightly aromatic molecule. Its NICS 

at the six-mexnbered ring center is -6.4, which inmeases to -7.2 when the oxygen atom is 

included in the calculation of the ring center. For the CZv annulene like oxide, the 

arornaticity is stronger. Even for the C, annulene oxide obtained at the HF level there are 

large NICSs values, which can rationalize the preference of naphthalene oxide for the 

annulene structure over the thm-membered ring epoxide. 

In the oxide of C i a s ,  the NICSs in the five-membered rings decreases to 10.6, the 

NICSs in the six-membered ring (3.38 without the oxygen) Uidicates only weak anti- 

arornaticity. The inclusion of oxygen in the defcuiition of the ring center reduces this value 

to 1.2, Le. non-aromatic. It is interesting that the addition of oxygen to Ci8Hi2 causes the 

five-rnembered rings to become non-aromatic or even very weakly aromatic rings. The 

six-member carbon ring and the seven-membered heavy atorn ring are weakly aromatic in 

Ci&iiP comparai to those in Ci&Ii2. From the MCSs in Cr,&, Ci&Ii2 and their oxides, 



we note the different aromatic characters of these two mole cul es^ In C2&I120, the MCSs 

do not change much compared with the Cz,, C2&II2 The absolute values of the NICSs in 

C2&Ii20 decrease overall though the outer six-membered rings keep their aromatic 

character and the imer six-membered ring are still weakly aromatic if the effect of 

oxygen is considered. Due to the prohibitive cornputational cost for the NICSs 

cdculation on Cm and its epoxide Cao, no attempt to determine NICSs for these two 

molecules was made. 

From the NICSs of the oxides, we note the contribution of oxygen to the arornaticity 

of the systems. This may be due to the lone pair electrons in oxygen atom, which 

contributes to the n electron conjugation of carbon skeleton. The position of the center 

for NICS (for example with or without the oxygen counted in the ring) also may afTect 

the values of the NICSs. 

3.4 Concluding Remarks 

Density hctional theory has been applied for the k t  t h e  to study the bonding and 

reactivity of selected h p e n t s  deriveci from Ca. The cornparison of the energetics of the 

reaction of the oxygen atom with the Cm fragments and of the arornaticity of these 

fragments and their oxides leads to a prelimlliary conclusion that the C-C centrai bond in 

C2&I12 (as in Ca) is a constrained carbon-carbon double bond. 

The open CC bond structure is due to the pater  structural fieedom in the 

naphthalene oxides. Aromaticity plays a d e  in the relative stability of the epoxide and 

oxepin products h m  the addition of an oxygen atom to benzene. Geometric constraints 

cause the CC bond in the closed epoxide Ui Cifi&, CiairO,  C2&1120 and 10 be 



more favorable. From the study of the reactivity of these Ca kgments, it is probable that 

steric strain causes the particular properties of the fitlierenes. This view partially con fhs  

the conclusion that with increasing cwature there is increasing reactivity 1821. The 

electronic structure of C#) fragments may also contribute to their unusuai properties[83! 

in the oxidw of the systems studied, the oxygen contributes to the aromaticity of the 

molecule as analyzed by determining the NICSs. The contribution fiom the geometric 

site of reference point for NICSs is nlatively midl since the centers of six membered 

ring and the seven membered ring are found to be very close to each other. 

Based on the reaction barriers for oxygen o(~P) plus the hydrocarbons, a conclusion 

could be h m  that HF overesthates the activation energy, BHandHLYP does well in 

charactenzing the activation energy, and is especially a good tool for low barrier 

reactions. B3LYP underestimates the activation energy, although B3LYP rnay be best for 

structurai characterization. The inclusion of exact exchange increases the reaction banier 

as judged fiom the performance of HF, BHandHLYP and B3LYP on the prediction of 

this quantity. The inclusion of some hction of exact exchange decnasa excessive 

conjugation show by DFT ["l. For the structural predictions on the PAHs, HF favon 

more localized structures, while electron comlation favors delocalization. 
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Chapter 4 

Tests of Density Functional Methods: Theoretical 

Investigations of the Reaction of O ( 3 ~ )  with 

Benzene and The Isomerization of Benzene Oxide 



4.1 Introduction 

The reaction of an oxygen atom with benzene plays an important role in atmospheric 

chemistry Il2], photochernical air pollution and in combustion processes. It also serves as 

a realistic mode1 for the reaction of an oxygen atom with other aromatic hydrocarbons['"l. 

It is necessary to investigate m e r  this fùndamental reaction mechanism. There have 

been experiments on the relative reaction rates for O (P) and benzene using static 

photolysis techniques Is6], pulsed radiolysis discharge flow 18*9*'01, and modulation- 

phase shift techniques which have detennined the absolute reaction rate constants 

for this reaction, The mechanism of this reaction also has been studied with molecular 

beam mass spectroscopy ["! In the mass spectroscopic study [ I 3 l ,  two paths were 

identified: formation of a long-lived complex, and formation of carbon monoxide, CO, 

and a Cs& hydrocarbon that is probably 3-penten-1-yne. A complex of C6v symmetry 

and epoxide products of C2" symmetry were proposed by the author. During the reaction, 

a spin transition was assumed to take place since the reaction changes fiom the lowest 

triplet to the ground singlet electronic state ["*. in a later crossed molecular beam 

experiment, the formation of phenol and the phenol radical d t e d  nom the main 

reaction channel [l4], CO elhination. If this reaction occured at dl, it was a relatively 

minor reaction pathway. A microwave-discharge-fast-flow experiment found channcls 

producing CH (A'A) and OH ( A ~ Z ~  through observation of the emission spectra ["I. The 

Cs& pathway was proposed to produce cyclopentadiene rather than 3-pent-1-yne in this 

experiment In surnmary, the reaction of triplet oxygen with singlet benzene involves the 

followving pathways: 



o(~P) +C& + C& -0 (cornplex) 

-+CO+C* 

+ phmol+ C&O + --0 

+ CH (A~A) + OH (A~z+) + --- 

+ C a 0  (oxides) 

The activation energy for the initiation reaction of the O + C& system was 

determined to be 4.4I0.5 kcaYmol['? Another crossed-molecular-beam study measured 

this initial reaction barris to be 4.liO.SkcaVmol 1'61. The spin uncoupling mode1 of Bader 

et al. was proposed for the O + C& initiai reaction rather than the charge-transfer 

mode1 of Cvetanovie IIa1 on the basis of a cornparison with the initial reaction barriers of 

O + C2H2, C2H4 and C A  [lq. Most recently, photolysis of ozone with benzene in an 

argon rnatrix at 12K has been studied [lgl. A diradicd intermediate was suggested in this 

study. Through this diradical, phemol, 2,4-cyclohexdienone, benzene oxide and 

butadienylketene ai l  w m  produced [lgl. No extensive theoretical studies of the reactions 

of the oxygen atom with beozene ex& The most fiequently postulated structures for 

benzene oxide in both theoreticai and experimmtal studies are the Cs epoxide and the Cs 

oxepin. The tautomerism of the epoxide and oxepin was examineci by 'H NMR (201. The 

energy of the epoxide is slightly, 1 -7 kcallmol, lower than that of the oxepin according to 

an equilibnum constant measurement 1201. However, at room temperature the entropy gain 

associated with îhïs rearrangement was predîcted to cause a considerable displacement of 

the equilibrium toward oxepin 

There also are a few theoretical investigations of the structures and the tautomerism of 



the bmene epoxide-oxepin at both the semi-empirical and ab initio Hartree-Fock Ievels 

12'! At lower levels of theory, the geomehies and enthalpies were poorly predicted I2Id1. 

RecentIy, Pye et al. IU1 studied the valence isomers benzene epoxide and oxepin with 

both HF a d  MP2 methods and included higher level MP3, MP4 and QClSD single point 

energy calculations. In that report the authors exploreci the tautomensm of benzene 

epoxiddoxepin, and aiso Iocated a transition state for the inversion which comects two 

equivalent non-planar oxepin isomers. However, zero point vibrational energy (ZVPE) 

corrections were not included explicitly in theV discussions on the results nom the MP3, 

MP4 and QCISD methods. 

Until the present investigation, there have not been any extensive theoreticai studies of 

the reaction mechanism of the triplet oxygen atom with benzene or of the isomenzations 

of benzene oxides. 

Based on a review of previous studies, we have considemi alI possible pathways for 

an oxygen atom reacting with benzene and ai i  the various possible products. A reasonable 

rnechanism for the isomerization of benzene onde is determined. In this investigation, we 

have employed both conventional ab initio (Hartree-Fock, MP2, MP3, MP4 and CCSD) 

and density hctional thcories (BHandHL,YP, BlLYP, B3LYP, BLYP and 

MPW 1P W9 1) with at least split valence plus polarization basis sets. 

4.2 Computational Details 

Ab initio and density fimctionai computations were perfomed with the Gaussian 941Y1 

or Gaussian 98 packages The Hartree-Fock (HF) method does not include electron 

comlation, but is the stamng pojnt for most higher Ievel dculations. It is weii knom 



that in almost ail cases the Hartree-Fock method overestimates the activation energies for 

reactions. Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA) density hctionai methods 

fkquently underestimate activation energies We chose hybnd density functional 

methods (mixing exact exchange, Le. HF exchange, into the density functionals) to avoid 

the known shortcomings of these two rnethods, while rnaintaining their strengths: namely 

low computationai cost and generally good performance in structurai and euergetic 

predictions. Another strength of DFT is the small spin contamination for rnany open shell 

systems especially conjugated ones, which is crucial in correctly deteminhg the 

molecular energy. Starhg h m  the Hartree-Fock optimized structures for a stationary 

point, B3LYP [261, Becke's thne parameter hybrid exchange hctionai f2q dong with the 

Lee. Yang, and Parr gradient corrected wmlation bctionai f281, was employed in 

geometry optimization and in vibrationai Equency anaiysis. Howevcr, in spite of the 

excellent performance of the B3 hctioual in the prediction of thmodynamic properties 

and structural characterizationsP1, the B3LYP average emr in predicting classical 

b d a  heights is often relatively large. 

Another hybrid density hctional BHan8IL.W 1261 (Becke's half and haif exchange 

functiond dong with the LYP 1281 correlation fimctional). gave an average emr  of 

-0.8I2.7 kcal/mol for a number of reaction barrier heights lM1, and was employed to 

better reproduce the height of barriers and presumably the transition state geomeaies. 

Previous stuclies showed that the BHandHLXP method is a reasonable tool for the 

characterization of reactions 1m32131. In the presmt study, BHandHLYP also was used for 

predictions with a larger 6-3 1 L e * *  basis set. 

Uispired by Becke's one parameter protoc01 [341 and Perdew and Emerhof s rationale 



for mixing exact exchange into DFT 13? Adamo and Barone PY pmposed new adiabatic 

connection rnethods (ACMs): B 1 LYP and B t PW9 1. The tests of B 1 LYP and B 1 P W91 

on the reduced G2 data set show that B t LYP gives essentially the same performance as 

the B3LYP mode1 but with no fitting of panimeters. Considering the sllnilarity and the 

simplicity of BHandHLYP and B I LYP, B 1 LYP also was employed in the present study. 

Aside from the improvements due to PW91PW91 in the description of van der Waals 

complexes. mPWlPW91 [3q also was shown to be one of the best density functional 

approaches for structure and thennochemistry. This new approach was cmployed dong 

with the BlLYP rnethod in the present study. Discussions of themodynarnics in the 

present study mainly are based on the BHandHLYP, B 1LYP, B3LYP. MPWlPW91, and 

MP2 nsults. The gradient correcteci exchange fbnctional, Becke' s 1 98 8 exchange 

functional (B) was used without the inclusion of exact exchange in the present study 

to study the role of exact exchange in the prediction of molecular properties. 

For cornparison of DFT with traditional ab initio methods, MP2 1391 was employed 

in this study. As a compromise betwem accuracy and computational complexity, Poplers 

split polarization valence basis set 631G* was used in nearly all predictions. For the 

triplet and singlet intermediates for the initiai reaction of oxgen with benzene, the 

coupled cluster (CC) method with single and double substinitions and non-itedve triple 

excitations (CCSDO) for ai l  electrons were employed in single point energy 

cdnilations. Msller-Plesset perturbation theory (NP) 1391 up to fouah order and CCSD(T) 

with the 6-3 11G** bais  set were used for the relative energies of the epoxide and oxepb 

isomers- 

Most calculations were perfiormed with the Gaussian 98 A 7  program on a Silicon 



Graphics Ongin 2000 semer with 4 RI2000 processors located at the University of 

Waterloo. Computational facilities also included a Pentium II 300 MHz personal 

computer under Linux with the PGI group Fortran compiler used to set up for Gaussian 

98 and an 8-processor SGI Challenge server with Gaussian 98 A S  in the Department of 

Chemistry and Biochemistry at the University of Guelph. 

4.3 Theoretical Results and Discussion 

43.1 The initiai reaction of oxygen with C a s  

When an oxygen atom approaches benzene, there are at least six different possible 

pathways for reaction of the atom with the ring as shown in Scheme 4-1. From above the 

triplet oxygen atom could add to one carbon atom to fonn a radical intermediate. The 

oxygen atom could approach the center of the ring to form a highly symmehic cornplex. 

Within the plane of the benzene ring, the oxygen atom may approach a C-C bond but fint 

will interact with the two hydrogen atoms connectecl to these two carbons. In this 

approach, depending on the positions of the two hydrogen atoms, two paths exist. One 

has the two hydrogens in the symmetry plane and a Ch structure results; another has the 

two hydrogen atoms on different sides of the oxygen Ui a C2 structure. A fourth route 

involves an oxygm atom adding directly to the center of the C-C bond fiom above to 

fom an epoxïde structure. m e n  aiso could attack directly a hydrogen and abstract it 

h m  the benzene to form the OH and C a 5  radicals. Finaily, oxygen could insert into a 

CH bond and thus directly produce phenol. Only the pathways which produce stable 

benzene oxides will be discussed, Le., the pathways for formation of the radical 

intermediate and of the Cz structure. 



Scheme 4-1 Possible pathways for the reaction of the oxygen atom (?) with benzene 



4.3.1.1 Initial reaction barrier 

In the case of attack by oxygen on one carbon atom, a diradical (4-3) with Cs 

symmetry fonns before inter-system crossing and the subsequent OCC ring closure to 

fom an epoxide of Cs symmetry. The geometries of isomers are presented in Figure 4-1 

and the reaction pathway is shown in Figure 4-1A. With al1 methods, a transition state (4 

2) was located between the separateci reactants and the diradical product. The harmonic 

vibrational kqumcy calculations verified that this stationary point is a transition state 

with only one imaginary vibrational mode that involves the backwards and forwards 

motion of the oxygen and the carbon atom under attack. In the transition state, there are 

smail altemations among the CC bonds and al1 CC bonds lengthen compared with 

benzene. The CC bonds connecting the carbon atom which was attacked lengthen while 

the other four bond lengths are close to typicai aromatic bond lengths. The oxygen atom 

forms a weak bond with the carbon atom which is attackd. From the HF, BHandHLYP, 

BILYP, B3LYP to the BLYP methods, the distance between these two atoms increases 

h m  1.801 A at the HF level to 2.052 A at the BLYP Ievei. The CO distance at the MP2 

levei lies between those of BHandKLYP and BLLYP, while MPWIPW91 predicts a 

sirnilar structure to that of BlLYP and B3LYP. 

At the HF level, the activation b& is 13.5 kcal/moI, which is obviously rather 

higher than the experimental value of 4.4fl.5kcaVmol ["l (or 4.lI0.5kcaUmol Ii6I). This 

activation barrier decreases to 7.9 KcaVmol at the BHandHLYP level. As the weight of 

exact exchange decreases b m  BlLYP (0.25) P61 and B3LYP (0.21) 12n to BLYP (0.00), 

the activation barrier decreases fhther. The b d e r  is zero at B3LYP and negative at the 

BLYP level. MPWIPW9I behaves similady to BILYP for the prediction of the 



Figure 4-1 Geometries of the triplet transition state 4-2, triplet intermediates of 

initiai reaction 4-3, the sînglet %alkW transition strte 44 and epoxide 4-5 



- - BLYP 

Figure 4 l A  IUustntion of the energies of the initial reaction of oxygen (.'P) with 

benzene 



activation barrier. Due to high spin contamination in the MP2 calculations on open shell 

species, MP2 predicts a much higher activation barrier than the other methods. Al1 the 

energies of the isomers relative to the energy of the reactants (triplet oxygen and 

benzene) are given in Table 4-1. Judging fiom the activation barrier, only the 

BHandHLYP, B lLYP and mPWIPW91 functionals well characterize the transition state. 

BlLYP and mPWIPW91 predict activation barriers closer to experiment than does 

BHandHLYP. BlLYP and mPWlPW91 have srnaller barriers than experiment while 

BHanWYP has a larger b e e r  than experiment To decide which method should be 

chosen for other calculation, the 6-3 1 1G**, 6-3 1 1G(2d.f92p), 6-3 1 1++G(2dfV2p) basis sets 

were used with the BHandKLYP and rnPWlPW91 hctionals (B ILYP appears to have 

similar behavior to mPW lPW9 1) to calcuiate the activation barrier at the transition state. 

The predicted barriers from BHandHLYP are 9.3 kcal/moI, 8.8 kcal/mol, and 8.0 

kcd/mol, with the three basis sets respectively. mPWlPW91 predicted the barrier to be 

2.4 kcal.mo1, 1.9 kcaVmol and 1.3 k d m o l  nspectively. Although mPW1PW91 

predicted resuits closer to the experimentd value than BHandHLYP, the barriers 

approach the experhental value fimm below. As the bais set becornes larger, the b k e r  

continually decreases. So mPW IPW9 1 (and presumably B 1 LYP) shows incorrect 

direction of convergence for this banier with respect to basis set convergence, while 

BHandEEYP does show the correct trend in convergence as the basis set increases to its 

limit. 



Table 4-1. Relative energies of the isomen in Figure 4-1 (in kcaUmoIe)([AE=E,,- 

(E'l,. +Ebe-dD 

Isomers HF E5Hancî.H BHandH BILYP B3LYP BLYP mPW1PW91 MP2 

Basis set (except for BHanWYP*): 6-3 1 G* 

BHanWYP*: BHandHLYEV6-31 f HG** 

The barrier predicted by BHandHLYP wodd be expected to approach the 

experimental result h m  above based on the barriers h m  BHandHLYP with the basis 

sets used Based on this test, BHandHLYP was chosen for further predictions for this 

reaction. The 6 3  1 I++G** set was used to examine the effects of both diffise hctions 

and polarkation fiuictions on the activation barria. BHandHLYP/6-3 1 l++G** predicted 

a banier of 8.8kcal/mol, the same as BHandHLYP/6-311G(2df, 2p). Dimise functions 

and polarization huictions have similar effects on this quantity Le. lowering the activation 

barriez As a compromise between the probable accuracy and the CPU and other 

computational demands, BHandHLYP/6-3l l*Gt* was chosen for the higher level 

predictions on ail species. For unrestncted open sheil methods, which are the defadts 

in the Gaussian code, the energy of an open shell system inchdes effects due to spin 



Table 4-2 of the triplet transition state 4-2 and the triplet intermediate 4-3 

Species HF BHandH BHandH BlLYP B3LYP BLYP mPWlPW91 MP2 

LYP L W *  

contamination. An increase in spin contamination exaggerates the activation barrier [4'1. 

Table 4-2 Iists the 4% of the transition states and intermediates with al1 eight methods. 

Obviously HF and MP2 show serious spin contamination, It is not unexpected that UMP2 

has a large spin contamination since its starting point is the strongly spin contaminated 

UHF wavefûnction. From BHandHLYP to BLYP, as the weight of exact exchange 

decreases in the functionds, spin contamination decreases. Exact or Hartree Fock 

exchange appears to be the cause of spin contamination in the cumnt hybrid density 

functiond methods. Compared with HF and MP2, BHandlEYP shows l e s  spin 

contamination although it still has larger spin contamination than BLYP which does not 

include exact exchange. A .  incnase in bask set size (nom 6-31G* to 6311*G**) 

reduces the spin contamination. 



4.3.l.f The triplet intermediate, 4-3 

The system goes through the transition state to form a triplet state intermediate before 

the stable singlet benzene oxides can form. In the triplet intemediate, the oxygen binds 

via a single bond to the carbon atom which is attacked. The structure of this intermediate 

is similar to the transition state, however, the hydrogen connected to the carbon atom 

under attack by oxygen is bent M e r  out of plane with respect to the benzene skeleton in 

the intemediate. The differences among the CC bond lengths are larger in the 

intermediate than in the transition state with respect to the CC bond length in benzene. 

The two CC bonds at the carbon which is attacked and the other two CC bonds farthest 

from that attacked carbon lengthen (to about 1.5 10 A for the first two bonds and 1 A20 A 

for the second two). The CC bonds connecting these two sets of CC bonds decrease (to 

1.360 A). These changes result fiom the unpaired electmn distribution among the heavy 

atoms. In the transition state, the two unpaired electrons m a i n  mostly on the oxygen 

atom. Given the long CO distance, the interaction between the oxygen and the benzene 

moiety is relatively weak. Thus there is only a mal1 change in the structure of the 

benzene. in the triplet intermediate, one electron remains on the oxygen atom, while the 

other localizes mainly on the carbon across fkom the carbou which was attacked by the 

oxygen. This spin density distribution produces two CC bonds with rnostly double bond 

character. The CC bonds of the carbon with one unpaired electron on it have typical 

ammatic bond characteristics (the unpaired electron on the carbon is in conjugation with 

other four x electrons) and the other two CC distances are single bonds. 

The triplet intermediate is a minimum with al1 methods except BLYP. BLYP 

predicted this structure to be* a transition state, that is, the harmonic fkequency 



caiculations indicated exactiy one imaginary vibrational mode which involved the outsf- 

plane motion of the oxygen out of the symmetty plane. With distortion dong the mode of 

the imaginary nequency, a minimum was Iocated with the BLYP method. The structure 

of this minimum has changed very little compared to the transition state except for the 

loss of the symmetry plane. The minimum is 1.5 kcaVmol lower in energy than the 

symmetric structure. Larger basis sets (6-31 lG(2df.2~)) or a larger grid for numencal 

integration (500 for radial shell, 974 for angular points pet shell, the default is 75, 302 

respectively) with the 6-3 lG* basis set were use to check the effect of basis set and grid 

size in the DFT on the qualitative (minimum or transition state) structural prediction 

The caicdations (larger basis set, larger grid with 6-31G*) iadicated that the Cs 

symrnetric structure is a transition state. The hther addition of diffise functions (6- 

31 1++G(2dc2p) on both heavy atoms and hydrogens did not change this prediction. 

Further whm local DFT (SVWN/6-3llttG**) was used to mode1 the symmctric 

structure, the resuits indicated that the triplet intemediate is a minimum. Other GGA, 

namely PW91PW91, mPWPW91, and G96LYP were employed to check the effects 

of the gradient comction in particuiar functionals. Ail three approaches prdcted this Cs 

triplet structure to be a transition state. The imaginary viirational mode is the rocking of 

the oxygen out of the symmetry plane. The behavior of the GGA, local and hybrid 

functionals, manifm the d e s  of gradient correction and exact exchange. The weight of 

exact exchange in a hybrid method, BxLYP, was set to x=û.0001, 0,010,O. 1000, 0.1500 

and 0.2000 to check the role of exact exchange in the modeling of this structure. The new 

factorized functionals predicted this triplet species to be a transition state until the weight 

of exact exchange was increased to 0.2000. At 0.2000. the transition state takes on the 



character of a minimum. As the weight factor of the exact exchange increases from 

0.0001 to 0.1500, the magnitudes of the relative motions of the atoms in the hnaginary 

mode change aithough the overall picture of the mode rem* roughly the same. These 

changes reflect the change in the imaginary fiequency as it increases from (i) 307 cm-' 

with 0.0001 exact exchange to (i) 1683 cm" with 0.1500 exact exchange. We note that 

HF predicts a different potential d a c e  tiom DFT around some critical points. This will 

be discussed later for a second order saddle point. 

The addition of the oxygen atorn destroys the x electron ring current around the 

benzene skeleton which stabilizes this typical aromatic molecuie. Thus it is expected that 

the formation of the diradical will not be strongly exothermic as was observed in Table 4- 

1. 

43.13 Intersystem crossing 

An inter-system crossing mut occur since the reactants are in a triplet state while the 

benzene oxides are in theV ground state - singlet electronic States. Optimization of the 

triplet intermediate in its singlet electronic state resulted in a stationary point with Cs 

symmetry on the potential d a c e  and the hamonic vibrational kequency caIcuIations 

v&ed that this stationary point is a transition state with only one imaginary firequency. 

The mode of this imaginary fiequency invoives the 'kak'' of the oxygen atom around 

the benzene ring (as sketched in Figure 4-1): the oxygen migration h m  one CC bond to 

another, and so on, Le. the epoxide undergoes a degenerate rearrangement This process 

has a similar activation aiergy [431 to the previously studied migration of a methylene 

group amund the benzene ring. G e  is no symmetry forbidden nature to this reaction as 



there is for a methylme group migration in cycloheptatriene. With no hydrogens attached 

to the oxygen atorn, the Ione pair ekctrons on oxygen can smoothly adjust themselves to 

the geometry of the structure. This mechanism was confirmed through the technique of 

H Iabeling 13'1 in an early experiment studying the photolysis of benzene oxide. The 

geometrïc structure of the singlet transition state is similar to the triplet intermediate 

especially in the region of the ring attacked by the oxygen. The major difference is the 

bond angle fomed by the oxygen, the carbon attacked and the carbon atom within the 

syrnmetry plane as illustrated in structures 4-2.4-3, and 4-4 of Figure 4-1. The structures 

of these spccies will be discussed later. Tht OCC angle within the symmetry plane 

becomes smaller in 44, Le. the oxygen atom approaches more closely to the benzene 

ring. The hydrogen on the carbon attacked by oxygm is bent m e r  out of plane in 4-4. 

The geometry change in 4 facilitates the closun of the OCC three-membered ring in the 

epoxide (4-5) and the oxygen migration within this epoxide. There is also more 

conjugation among the other carbon atorns in 4-4, which makes the three CC bonds more 

aromatic as manifesteci by their bond lenpuis (ranging h m  1.365 at HF to 1.415 at 

BLYP). This similarity in SingIet and triplet geometries and energks inspired us to 

postulate an intersystern crosshg rnechanism through spin-orbit couphg. The spin-orbit 

coupling probably involves the oxygen atom and the coupling is important although the 

constant is nlatively srnail 

The rationale of intersystem crosshg necessitates the accurate prediction of the energy 

difference between the triplet and singlet states. At the MPU6-31G* optimized 

geomehies of the triplet and singlet states, CCSD(T) with al1 electrons correlated and the 

6-3 1 G* basis set was applied in single point energy calcuiations. CoupIed cluster (CC) 



Table 4-3 Relative eaergies (in kcai/mole) between structures 4-3 and 4 4  in their 

siaglet and triplet electronic states calculated with 6-31G* 

MP2 PMP2 MP3 PMP3 MP4D MP4DQ MP4SDQ MP4SDTQ CCSD CCSD(T) B l L W  
- - - -- - - - - 

A -22.5 -10.8 2.8- 11.0 -2.8 2.9 -3.5 19.3 6.2 -3.9 O .6 

B -4.2 7.6 13.6 22.5 10.9 15.0 11.5 0.7 15.6 -23.6 6.0b 

C -47.8 -34.2 -25.2 -14.6 -29.8 -24.6 -15.1 -44.0 -15.5 -22.5 -17.1 

theory has been shown to be one of the most reliable methods for structures [451 and 

energetics The energy differences of these two species in both their singlet and triplet 

electronic states are listeci in Table 4-3. MPn up to the level of MP4SDQ were performed 

dong with the CCSD(T) approach. The energy differences predicted by these methods 

are listed in Table 4-3 as well. CCSD predicted that 44 is higher in energy than 4 4  while 

the addition of triple excitations in CCSDO swîtched the energetic order of the two 

structures. A divergent behavior in MPn [4q foi the energy differences was observed. In 

order to check the effects of the triple contributions, MP4SDTQ also was employed to 

predict the relative energies of these species. Similar to the triples contribution in 

CCSD(T), the addition of triple substitutions in MP4SDTQ switched the energeûc order 

of 4-3 and 44 predicted by MP4SDQ, dthough the Merence is small. A preliminq 



conclusion can be drawn nom this observation that there could be multiconfiguration 

character in this region. The vertical energy difference between the lowest triplet and 

singlet states of 4-3 and 4-4 with MP2 optimized geometries were predicted by MP4 and 

CCSD(T). For isomer 4-3, except for MP2 and CCSD(T), ail methods predicted the 

singlet state is above the triplet state on the potential surfaces. MP2 predicted that the 

singlet state is 4.2 kcaYmo1 below the triplet state. CCSD(T) predicted an even larger gap 

between these two states, with the singlet 23.6 kcaVmol lower than the triplet. The 

predicted energy changes very for these two states (ahost 40 kcal/mol) nom CCSD to 

CCSDO. Although this change fiom MP4SDQ to MP4SDTQ is large, it is d l  much 

smdler than that nom CCSD to CCSDO. For isomer 4-3, the energy differmces 

between the singlet and triplet states predicted by al1 methods are consistent Le. the 

singlet is about 20 to 30 kcal lower in energy than the triplet electronic state. 

Scheme 4-2 iflustrates the relative enagetic order of the singlet and triplet states of 4- 

3 and 4-4. With MPn and CC, no definitive conclusion regardhg the relative stability can 

be drawn nom the calcuiations on 4-3. The relative order of the singlet and triplet state of 

isomer 4-4 appean to be established c l d y .  Further caiculations are necessary to clarify 

the relative energies of singiet and triplet 4-3. Unrestricted HF solutions with high spin 

contamination make MPn and apparently in the case of 4-3 even CC predict the energy of 

the open shell triplet electronic states inaccurately due to spin contamination. For 

conjugated systems such as 4-3 with a hi@ degree of electron delocalization, caution is 

advised in the application of CC and MFn. 



Scheme 4-2 Illustration of the relative energy of the singlet and triplet states of 4-3 
and 4-4 
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Previous studies [a*491 ,th DFT on some situations where multiconfiguration 

character was anticipateci showed DFT is capable of describing some critical points with 

muiticonfiguration electronic character. BlLYP was used here to perform unreshicted 

natural orbital (UNO) analysis and energetic predictions due to comparable performance 

to B3LYP with even better results in some difficult cases. Its simpler parameterization 

(without any empincal fitting) is also noteworthy 13'l. Aithough the active space involves 

2 electrons and 2 orbitais at UBlLYP, the calcdation showed that the singlet of isomer 4- 

3 is likely to be an open shell suiglet, i.e. a singiet biradical with inherent 

multiconfiguration character. The en= dinerence predicted by B 1 LYP/6-3 1 l e * *  is 

ais0 listed in Table 4-3, both at the restncted and unrestricted levels. The energy 

difference between the singlet and triplet states of isomer 4-3 and the energy difference 

between isomer 4-3 in the triplet state and isomer 44 in its singlet state are small. So it is 

plausible that inter-system crosshg taka place in this region. The order of the states 

changes h m  the restncted B 1LYP to the unrestricted BILYP due to the release of the 

constraint on the alpha and beta Kohn-Sham orbitais. 

Unrestricted BlLYP overestimates the energy of the singiet state compared with the 

triplet electronic state. BHandHLYP predicted that isomer 4-3 was lower in mergy than 

iwmer 44, while other DFT methods predicted 4 to be lower than 4-3, although the 

energy difference was mail. Such a result could be due to the large component of exact 

exchange in BHandHLYP. HF still predicted that isomer 4-3 was 49 k c d  higher in 

energy than isomer 4-4 (much higher than with other methods). 

After an inter-system crossing, the system is in the singlet electronic ground aate. 

Through transition state 4-4, the first stable epoxide product 4-5 could be formed. The 



overdl formation of this epoxide is highly exothermic (about 40 to50 kcallmol) at al1 

theoretical IeveIs except HF. The energy released is sufficient for the system to overcome 

the first banter as weil as provide the activation energy for ring closure in the next step. 

By al1 methods except HF, the ring closure transition state (4-4) is lower (2.8 kcaUmol at 

BHandKLYPl6-31G* to 40.6 kcaVrnol at MP2/6-31G*) in energy than the First triplet 

transition state 4-2. This energy release allows the reaction to proceed. 

HF predicts that the overall reaction is endothermic and al1 the intermediates and 

product are higher in energy than the initial reactants. The relative energies are show in 

Table 4-1. This performance is no doubt due to the well-hown bias of HF for high spin 

states due to its kick of inclusion of opposite spin correlation. 

The potential curves for the BILYP, B3LYP, BLYP and mPWIPW91 fiuictionals are 

similar to those illusûated in Figure 44A. Due to senous spin contamination, the 

potential c w e s  nom HF, MP2 and BHadnHLYP appear different. The different 

behavior of different methods is clearly obvious for the relative energy of 4 and the 

reactants. 



4.3.2 Isomet-ïzation pathway from epoxide to 7-Oxa-aorbornadiene 

4.3.2.1 Relative stability of benzene epoxide and oxepin 

Epoxide 4-5 isomenzes easily to oxepin by breaking the CC bond in the three- 

membered ring. This bond is weakened due to the constrauit of the three membered ring. 

The epoxide-oxepin valence tautomerism was studied experimentally in the 1960s. The 

epoxide 4-5 is 7 kJhol  (1.67 kcal/mol) lower in enthalpy than the oxepin 4-7 as 

measured by 'H NMR [*O1. Previous single point calculations by MP2, MP3, MF4 and 

QCISD(T) at the MP2 optimis?ed geometries (dl with the 6-3 lG* basis set) favor 4-5 but 

with a very small energy Merence. At HF, BHandHLYP, BlLYP, B3LYP and BLYP 

levels, 4-5 is about 1.6 kcaVmol higher in energy than 4-7, while MP2 and mPW lPWW 

predict that 4-5 is (2.5 and 1.8 kcai/mol respectively) lower in energy than 4-7. In 

addition to these predictions, single point calculaiions, MP4SDTQ(full) and 

CCSD(T)(Ml) with the 6-31G* and 6-31 1G** bais sets, were used to d e t e d e  the 

order of these two isomers. The relative energy differences are given in Table 4-4. 

Without ZVPE correction, the MP4 and CCSD(T)(fÛil) with 6-31G* favor 4-5 over 4-7 

by appmximately 1 kcdmol and 0.5 kcaVmol respectively. With ZPVE correction 

considemi (using the MPU6-31G* ZPVE correction), 4-5 and 4-7 are qual  in energy at 

the CCSD(T)(full) level and 4-5 is 0.5 kcaYmol above 4-7 at MP4. With the 6-3 11G** 

basis set (except for MP2 and MP4SDTQ), ail methods predicted that 4-7 is lower than 4- 

5, although the difference is only about 0.3 kcallmol. From these calculatiom, no 

definitive conclusion c m  be drawn about the relative stability of the epoxide and oxeph 

other than that these two isomen'are close in energy. One shouid note that the 
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Figure 4-2 Isomerization pathway from epodde to 7-Oxa-norbornadiene 



experirnents were c d  out in solution and the solvent effect could be important in the 

case of such small energy differences ln! To isomerize to 47,495 needs to overcome an 

8.8 kcaVmol barrier through a transition state [*O1. Except for HF, al1 rnethods predicted an 

energy barrier in reasonably good agreement with expehent. Among these predictions, 

the BHandHLYP and mPW IPWN functionds give the best estimates of the barrier. 

Table 4-4 Relative energies of the (CJ epoxide 4-5 and (Cs) oxepin 4-7 (in kcallmole) 

(~=&xepin-&poxide) 

MP2 MP3 MP4D MP4DQ MP4SDQ MP4SDTQ CCSD CCSD(T) 

A: CCSD(T)(full) a: without ZVPE comction b: with ZVPE correction 

B: MP4(SDTQ)(M), CCSD(T)(Ml) 

At the MP2 optimized gametries 



The structures of the isomers in Figure 4-2 are reported in Figures 4-2A and 4-2B. The 

epoxide resembles a diene rather than an aromatic compound if the CC bond lengths are 

considered. The CC bond in the epoxide ring and the two CC bonds connecting the CO 

bonds are single bonds judging nom their lengths. The CC bond opposite the epoxide 

ring is a single bond as well (distance fiom 1.464A at HF to 1.444A at MP2). The 

remaining two equivalent CC bonds are double bonds (distance of 1.329A at HF to 

1.360A at MP2). At the HF level, the formation of the epoxide is endothermic relative to 

reactants by 4.4 kcalfmol. The other methods predict that the formation of the epoxide is 

somewhat exothermic by approximately 40 to 50 kcaVmo1. 

The Hllckel d e  Unplies that the eight n-electron ring should distort to rninimize the 

unfavorable anti-aromatic character in oxepin. The oxygen atom lies out of the carbon 

atom ring, which gives an overall boat shape to the oxepin. From the bond lengths, 

oxepin adopts a triene structure. The shape of oxepin does not change much compared 

with the epoxide structure as pointed out in a previous study The CC bond distance of 

the two carbon atoms connecting the oxygen atom lengthens h m  about 1.5A in the 

epoxide to 2.3A in the oxepin. These carbons are obviously bonded in the epoxide and 

nonbonded in the oxepin. In the transition state comecting the closed epoxide and the 

open oxepin structures, the distance between the two carbon atoms connecting oxygen 

Lies between the epoxide and oxepin values (ranging h m  1.8lgA at HF to 1.90îA at 

MP2). 
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Figure 4-2A GeomeMes of oxepin 4-7 and transition states 4-6, 4-8 and 4-9 (for 

structure 4-9, the f~st column contains the closed sheU singlet bond lengths and the 

second open shell singlet results) 



Figure 4-2B Ceometries of (Ca 3-0xaœbicyclo[3.2.0~hept-dene, 4-10, transition state 

to 3-Oxa-quadricyclane, 4-12, and 7-Oxa-oorbomadienq 4-13 



452.2 Isomerization of oxepin 

Oxeph, can easily invert to an equivalent structure through a plaoar transition state 4- 

8 as illustrated in Figure 4-2. The inversion barrier of oxepin is predicted by the methods 

used to be about 3.0 kcal/mol. There are no large changes in the bond distances in the 

transition state compared with oxepin as wouid be expected given the mal1 energy 

change. The irnaglliary vibrational mode involves merely the bending of the oxygen out 

of the molecular plane. 

Oxepin codd isomerize fiirther by the bonding of two carbons in the seven-membered 

ring. The bondùig of the two B carbon atoms resuits in a 4,Smembered ring compound 

(Cs)3-&a-bicycIo[3.2.0]heptt6-ene, 4-10, through a transition state of C, symmetry (4- 

9). (Cs)3-Oxa-bicyclo[3.2.0]heptt6-ene is also a possible adduct of furan and acetylene, in 

which the acetylene attacks the CC single bond in a 2,Zaddition. The structure of 4-10 

has more strain than oxepin since the formation of the four-membered ring requires that 

the CC bond angle be almost 90°. This calculation indicated that the fornation of this 

structure h m  oxepin is endothemic. MP2 and the various functionals in DFT predicted 

that the system ne& to absorb about 60 kcaVmol of energy in order to isomerize to 44 0 

h m  oxepm (4-1). It is even more endothermic at the HF level (90 kcallmol). The 

relative energies of the structures are reported in Table 4-5. The loss of the n electron 

conjugation due to formation of the four-membered ring also causes endothedcity as 

does the structural strain in the product. Compand with 4-7, the structure in the five- 

membered ring of 10 changes greatiy. The CC bonds in the 6ve-membered ring change 

nom double bonds to single bonds in 4-7. The OC bonds become shorter due to the 

electron conjugation of oxygen with its neighbouring carbons. 



The transition state between 4-7 and 4-10 is similar in the four-membered ring region 

to that of 4-10 and similar in the oxygen portion to 4-7. The CC bond-to-be in the 

transition state is about 2.l& lying between the comsponding values in 4-7 and 4-10. 

Since the formation of 4-10 nom 4-7 is highly endothermic, the activation barrier was 

expected to be large. The calculations with the restncted method predicted a barrier of 

110 to 120 kcaVmol by MP2 and the various functional in DFTs. HF predicted the barrier 

to be as high as 173 kcallmol as shown in Table 4-5 and Figure 4-2. Obviously, such a 

barrier rules out any chemical role for this pathway. 

There may exist a Lown energy solution that introduces multiconfiguration character 

for 4-9 due to the destruction of the x electron conjugation. Natural orbital analysis was 

employed to check the wavehction at this point. Both unrestncted HF and unreseicted 

DFT calculations show that there exists an open shell singlet state lower in energy than 

the restricted singlet state at this point With the unrestncted open shell wavefunction, al1 

four DFT methods have been used to optimize the geometries of the open shell singlet 

structures. The 4% values (Iisted in Table 4-6) Mcate  a large mixing of the triplet with 

the singlet electronic state. The HOMO-LUMO gaps of the a and P orbitals predicted by 

d l  methods used are equal in structure 4-9'. As the mixture of exact exchange decreases, 

these gaps become smailer and smaiier nom UBHmdhLYP to UBLYP as shown in 

Table 46. UMPWIPW91 predicts similar energy gaps to those of UBlLYP which 

indicates the importance of exact exchange in the prediction of this electronic property. 

The stnictures of both the closed shell and open shell singlet states are show in Scheme 

4-3. in the open shell siuglet structure, the four-membered ring 



Table 4-5. Relative energles of the isomers in the isomerization path from epoxide to 

7-Oxa-aorb ornadiene (in kcallmole)[AE=En-(E,, +Ekuuice)] 

Isomers HF BHand BHand BlLYP B3LYP BLYP rnPW1PW91 MP2 

HLYP HLYP* 

Basis set (except BH*): 6-3 1 G*; BHandHLYP*: BHandHLYPI6-3 1 l e * *  

4-9': Open shell singlet; the structures of these isomers are shown in Figures 4-1 and 4-2. 



Table 4-6 43 and HOMO-LüMO gaps (in a.u.) for the open sheii singlet 4-9' 

CS'> (closed shell smglet)=û.0000 

region shrinks white the five-membered ring including oxygen expands compared to the 

closed shell structure. The spin density distniution in the open shell singlet structure (as 

show in Scheme 4-3) favors the formation of a new CC bond since the unpaired 

electrons on the two bonding carbons have opposite spin. Also for the open shell singlet 

state 4-9' the barriet of the transition state correspondhg to the closed shell species 4-9 is 

lowered by about 4-10 kcaihol as shown in Table 4-5 and Scheme 4-3. 

(CJ3 -&a-bicyclo[3.2.0] heptt6-ene, 4-1 0, is hi& in energy on the potential surface as 

show in Figure 4-2. It could isornerize to another minimum. The formation of the four- 

and five-membered rings in 4-10 implies sp3 hybridization of the carbon atoms shared 

between the four- and five-mmbered rings. This hybridization renders the düiedral angle 

between these two rings smaller, which could facilitate ring closure of other carbons to 

form 3-Oxa-quadricycfane (isomer 4-12). The transition state 4-11 between these two 

isomers resernbles 4-10 except for the smaller dihedral angle dong the reaction 

coordinate. The distance between the bonding carbons ranges fiom 2.0 A to 2.1 A with 

the methods employed. Other geometric data in the transition state are similar to those in 

isomer 4-10. To overcome this transition state to reach 4-12, isomer 4-10 needs to absorb 



ody several kcaVmole of energy (1 .3 kcaVmo1 predictably at mP W 1 P W9 1, 6 -3 kcallmol 

by BLYP). 

The formation of 4-12 fkom 4-10 is exothermic. 20 to 30 kcaVmol energy should be 

released upon reaction. 4-12 has Czv symmetry. All the CC bonds in 4-12 are single bond. 

Isomer 4-12 is stable compared with the reactants (O($) + benzene). Different relative 

stability of 4-11 and 4-12 is predicted by BlLYP, B3LYP and mPWlPW91. 

mPW lPW9 1 predicts that 4-12 is lower in energy than 4-1 1 than do B 1 LYP and B3LYP 

do. mPW I PW9 1 predicts isomer 4-12 is more stable by 4 kcaVmo1. 

Dashed line is the potential c m  for the open shell smglet 

Scheme 4-3 Reaction pathways from oxepin to isomer 4-10 and an illustration of the 

spin distribution in the open dieil singlet structure (Cm TS) 



Breaking of the two bndging CC bonds in 4-12 results in the formation of the 7-Oxa- 

norbomadiene (4-13). The calculations predict that the formation of 4-13 releases about 

20 kcaVmol energy due to relaxation of geometric strain in 4-12. The valence 

isomerization in these two isomers is similar to that of the norbomadienequadricyclane 

system. At the CCSD(T) levei with the MP2 optimized geometry, the formation of 

quadricyclane from norbomadiene releases 24 kcal/mol energy ['O1. The inter-conversion 

of these two isomers could involve excited states and intersystem crossing (or 

[SOS 1 1 intersection) . 

Photolysis and pyrolysis experiments on 3-ûxaquadricyc1ane (isomer 4-12) were 

perfonned more than twenty years ago by Rinzbach and Babsch ['? Upon photolysis, 4- 

12 isomerizes to 7-Oxa-norbomadiene (4-13). In an acidic solution, 4-12 isomerizes to 

another isomer (isomer 4-20 in our study). Structtm 4-12 isomerizes to oxepin (and there 

was an equilibnum between oxepin and benzme ep~xide)[''~ without acidic solution. An 

intermediate was assumed comecting 4-12 and oxepin in this expedent. The present 

theoretical study supports the proposed mechanism in this experiment for the 

photochemistry connecting oxepin to 7-Oxa-norbomadiene and 3-Oxaquadricyclane 

system and locate the reaction pathway by hding one minimum (isomer 4-10) and 

two transition states (transition states 4-9 and 4-11). 



433 Isomerization pathway from epoxide to Dewar bewne oxide 

Epoxide 4-5 could isomerize in a similar manner to 4-7 as that described above. 4-5 

looks like a diene in the carbon ring region and the diene skeleton in 4-5 is planar. The 

two middle carbon atoms can bond to each other in transition state 4-14 and this bonding 

is similar to the ring closure in butadiene as shown in Figure 4-3. The ring cbsure in 

4-5 results in another epoxide (4-15) (a Dewar benzene oxide). Although the isomers 

connecting this transition state have Cs symmetry, the transition state has only Ci 

symmetry which couid be due to the geometric strain caused by the epoxide. The 

difference of the two OC bonds in the transition state is about o.01sA (to 0.020 A). The 

distance between the two bonding carbons is about 2.1 similar to that in the transition 

state for the closure of butadiene [52b! me structures of the isomen in Figure 4-3 are 

reported in Figure 4-3A. Compared with the cyclization of butadiene, the barrier for the 

ring closure in 4-5 is much higher than that of butadiene (43.8 kcallmol for butadiene [**l, 

about 80 kcai/mol for benzene oxide). The location of this transition state provides 

theoretical support for 4-15 isomerizing to 4-5 la]. The relative energies of the isomers in 

Figure 4-3 are reported in Table 4-7. 

The formation of 4-15 fiom 4-5 requires about 50 kcaVmol of energy. 4-15 

becomes more bent than 4-10. The interaction between the two carbons in the epoxide 

part causes strong bonding in 4-15, this CC bond Iength is about 1.46-1.47 A. Also the 

CC bonds next to this CC bond becomes longer. The bending in 4-15 renders the 

migration of oxygen h m  one side to the other possible. A transition state 4-16 has been 

located (for most methoàs) connecting the two identical isomers of 4-15 for oxygen 

migration. 4-16 has C2, symmetry and the oxygen lies above the Dewar benzene. 
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Figure 4-3 Geometries of Dewar benwne epoxide 4-15, transition States 4-14 and 4- 
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Figure 4-3A Isomerization pathway from epoxide to Dewar benzene oxide 



Table 4-7. Relative energîes of the isomen in the isomerizatioa pathway from 

epoxide to Dewar beozene oxide (in kcaUmole) [AE=E,-(E,,. + Eben&) 

Isomers HF BHand BHand BlLYP B3LYP BLW mPWlPW91 MP2 

HLYP HLYP* 

Basis set (except BHandHLYP*): 6-3 1 G* 

BHmâHLYP*: BHanHLYPf6-3 1 l++G** 

4-1 is the reactant of benzene with triplet oxygen atorn; 4-16~: open shell singlet 

optirnized geometry 4- 1 6b: trip let optimized geometry 

van Tamelen and CO-workers synthesized a similar complex of Dewar benzene with 

palladium dichloride to transition state 4-16. Io this experiment, the olefinic bond Ui 

Dewar benzene is prone to interact with an electrondeficient species while retaining a 

cyclobutadiene unit despite the availability of an aromatization pathw ay ["l. AIthough 



oxygen is nch in electrons, its electronegativity allows it to accept additional electrons 

fiom another species. The analysis indicated that there was a d l  charge transfer fkom 

Dewar benzene (mainly from the four carbons of the double bonds) to oxygen in 16. The 

distance from oxygen to the four carbons of the double bonds is about 2.3 A (2.5 A at 

BHandHLYP and 3.0 A at HF). 

Among the methods employed (with the 6-3 lG* basis set), HF, BHandHLYP, B lLYP 

and MP2 predicted 4-16 to be a transition state. The harmonic vibrationai fkquency 

calculations yield ody one negative eigenvalue for the Hessian matrix. The symmetry of 

the mode with a negative eigenvaiue is bi, involving the migration of the oxygen h m  

one side to another out of the syrnmetry plane containing the rniddle carbon carbon bond. 

B3LYP, BLYP and rnPWlPW91 predicted this structure to be a second order saddle 

. point (SOSP). Even more tightly opthking the geometry did not qualitatively change 

the results. The smaller negative eigenvaiue is a b2 mode involving the rocking of the 

oxygen within the symmetry plane mentioned above. Increasing the basis set to 6- 

311G** and tightening the geometry opthkation caused the SOSP to become a 

transition state at the B3LYP and mPWlPW91 levels. Tighter optimization with 

BLYP/6-311G4* predicated that this structure is a third order saddle point (TOSP). 

Addition of dinuse functions did not change this prediction. The symmetry of the mode 

(a2) of the new negative eigenvaiue involves bonding of oxygen with the two diagonal 

carbons. 

The energy of 4-16 is much hi* (about 1 10 kcal/mol) than 4-15. The oxygen 

migration h m  one side to the other is diacuit if it occurs at d l  as judged b m  the 

energehcs. The discussion here is more theoretically interesthg than of themochemicai 



importance since different methods predict different natures for this stationary point. The 

loose complex of oxygen with the Dewar benzene in 4-16 could cause the wavehction 

to be an open shell singIet that could mix the lowest triplet with the lowest singlet state. 

By the aid of natural orbital analysis, BLYP predicted this wavehction to be an open 

shell shglet with two orbitds and two electrons in the active space. The release of the 

restriction on the a orbitds and P orbitals in the wavefunction should lower the energy of 

this stationary point. The single occupancy of the HOMO indicates that the weight of the 

triplet is large and suggests the closeness in energy of the lowest triplet state to the singlet 

in energy. Single point calculation of the open shell singlet (BHadnHLYP, B3LYP. 

BLYP and mPWIPW91) predicted that the open shell singlet is more than 30 kcaVmol 

(without ZPVE correction) lower in energy than the ctosed shell singlet. 

Optimization of an open shell siaglet state for 4-16 @y B3LYP, BLYP and 

mPWIPW91) indicated that the optimized open shell singlet is about 30 kcaVmol (or 

Iess) lower than the closed shel1 singlet. The ~5 (=1.000) are listed in Table 4-8 for the 

open sheil singlet structures predicted by al1 three methods and indicates the mixing of 

the triplet and singlet States. The BLYP optimized open shell singlet geometry is aimost 

identical to the closed shell structure in spite of the 23 kcaYmol mergy difference. At 

UB3LYP and UMPWlPW91, the distance h m  oxygen to the top carbons in the open 

shell singlet geometry increases by 0.04~4 and 0.049A respectively. The change in CC 



Table 4-8 HOMO-LUMO gaps A (in Hartree) of the closed shell singlet, open shell 

singlet and triplet of 16, <sS for the open shell singlet and triplet of 4-16 

UEWanâHLYP UBlLYP UB3LYP UBLYP UmPWlPW91 

~~(closed shell sing1et)=0.0000 

~~(hiplet)=2.0000 

A=open shell singlet, B=triplet 

C: Orbital Energy Es = -0.12106, E 2 p  -0.14571 

D: Orbital Encrgy Eu = -0.1 1909, E 2 p  -0.l4524 
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Scheme 4-4 Illustration of oxygen migration in Dewar benzene epoxide 4-1 5 



bond length is not significant in this open sheii singlet structure. Vibrational frequency 

analyses indicated that the open shell singlet is a transition state with al1 three methods 

used. The mode of the negative eigenvaiue is a rocking of the oxygen within the 

symmetry plane containing the middle CC bond. 

The triplet state was also optimized for 4-16 with B3LYP, BLYP and mPWIPW91 

(since only these three methods located the open shell singlet geometry). In the triplet 

structure7 the distance from oxygen to the top carbons becomes longer compared with the 

closed sheii and open shell siniget geometries. It increases by about by O. ISA resulting in 

a stiH Iooser structure. The two end CC bonds closest to oxygen shorten about 0.01A 

while the four equivalent CC bonds lengthen by 0.01k n ie  structure of 4-16 is shown in 

Scheme 4-4. At the B3LYP and mPWlPW91 level, this triplet structure is a minimum. 

At BLYP, it is a transition state similar to the open sheIl singlet predicted by the same 

method, and also similar to intemiediate 4-3. The energetics predicted by the three 

methods indicate that the triplet state is more than 30 kcaVmol lower than the closed shell 

singlet state (10 kcaVmol lower in energy than the open shell singlet). 

43.4 IsomerlzPtion path €rom oxepin to bicycI0[2.1.0]-2-pentene-5- 

carbaldehyde(4-20) 

The nrst and fourth carbons in oxepin 7 can bond to form another isomer, 2-0xa- 

bicyclo[3,2,O]hepta-3 6 ,  4-1 8. 2-oxa-bicyclo[3,2,0]hepta-3,6-diene is well known 

ition as a product of the photolysis of oxepin in solution with visible light A tram' 

state 4-17 whose structure has been located between oxepin, 4-7, and 4-18 is shown in 

Figure 4-4.4-7 needs to absorb about 50 to 70 kcaUmol energy to overcome the barrier at 



4-17 in order to form 4-18. The isomerization pathway is shown in Figure U A .  The 

relative energies of the isomen in Figure 4-4 are reported in Table 4-9. The bamier is 

very high for a thermal reaction, although the formation of 4-18 fiom 4-7 was believed to 

proceed via a singlet process ISS1. The distance between the two carbons which bond is 

about 2.3A. In 4-18. this distance decreases to 1.6& obviously approaching a single bond 

length. The structures of the isomers are reported in Figure H A .  The reverse reaction 

will not produce oxepin, 4-7, due to the temperature required (150°-160° C) at which 4-7 

could isomerize to another ~ o m ~ o u n d ~ ~ ~ !  Due to the ring strain and the destruction of 

electron conjugation, 4-18 is 15 kcaYmol higher in energy than 4-7. 

In acidic solution, 3 - O x a q ~ c y c l a n e ,  4-12, isomerizes to another compound 

similar to 4-20 B'l as shown in Figure 4-4. This reaction could involve protonation. 

Another reaction pathway was studied here for the formation of compound to 

Bicyclo[2.1.0]-2-pentene-5-~art,aldehyde, 4-20, fiom 4-1 8 hvolving cleavage of one CO 

bond and formation of a CC bond The CO bond near the four membered ring breaks in 

the transition state and the distance between the bond-breaking carbon and oxygen ranges 

fiom 2.0 A to 2.4 A. During the breaking of the CO bond, another CC bond (C&) is 

fortning, while the CrCr bond remaios unchanged. The distance between C2 and Cg is 

about 2.5 k Intemal reaction coordinate (IRC) calculations on the transition state 

c o b e d  this mechanism. These bond breaking and bond formîng processes require 

about 30 to 40 kcal/moI of energy. 



Figure 4-4 Ceometries of Z-oxa-bicycl0[3,2,0]hepta-3,6-diene 18, transition states 

and b icyclo [2.1.0]-2-pentene-karbaidehyde(4-20) 



HF - - - BHandHLYP 

Figure U A  Isomeriution path from oxepin to bicyc10[2.l.Oj-2-pentene-S- 

cubrildehyde(4-20) 



Table 4-9. Relative energies of the isomers in isomerization path from oxepin to 

bicyclo [2.1.01-2-pentene-5-carbaldehyde (in Kcallmoie) [AE=E.-(E,. +Ek,J 

Isomers HF BHand BHand BlLYP B3LYP BLYP mPW1 MP2 

HLYP HLYP* PW91 

4- 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

4-17 61.2 10.6 11.9 -2.6 -7.8 -18.1 -7.9 -6.4 

4-18 16.2 -25.8 -23.2 -33.2 -37.4 -42.7 -40.7 -37.4 

4-19 68.9 18,l 18.9 3.3 -2.2 -14,O -3.1 -0.4 

4-20 36.3 -4.3 -2.6 -13.0 -17.4 -23.6 -20.7 -20,4 

-. 

Basis set (except BHandHLYP*): 6-3 1G*; BHandHLYP*: BHanàHLYP/d-3 1 l++G** 

4-1 : reactant of benzene with triplet oxygen atom 

Isomer Bicyclo[2.1 .O]-2-penteneœ5-carbaldehyde, 4-20, has one three membered ring 

and one four membmd ring, which causes great strain in this structure. The formation of 

Bicyclo[2.1.0]-2-pentene-5-carbaldehyde, 4-20, fiom 4-18 is strongly endothedc. The 

system needs to absorb 20 kcaümol energy. The CO group in 4-20 can rotate around the 

CC bond and there exists a transition state for this rotation. 4-20 aIso c m  break the CC 

bond between the three membered ring and the four membered ring to isomerize to 

another compomd. 



43.5 Isomerization path from epoxide to bicycio [3.1 .O1 hex-3-en-2-one 

Early photolysis experiments on the benzene oxide and oxepin system produced 

phenol and butadienylketene (BDK) M. Cyclohexadienone was proposed as an 

intemediate in this reaction. Recent experiments on the benzene oxide and oxepin 

system 121 suggested that, through an intermediate, BDK (from cyclohexadienone) also 

has been obtained in gas phase photolysis. 

The formation of cyclohexadienone from benzene oxide involves both hydrogen 

and oxygen migrations. Oxygen bonds to two carbons in benzene epoxide and it bonds to 

only one carbon through a CO double bond in cyclohexadienone. Each carbon is attached 

to a hydrogen in benzene oxide. In cyclohexadienone, one carbon has two bouded 

hydrogens and one of its neighboring carbons bonds only to oxygen without any 

hydrogen. A possibility involves one transition state comecting these two isomers with 

simultaneous migrations of hydrogen and oxygen. 

A transition state 4-21, as illustratecl in Figure 4-5, has been located with al1 methods 

employed. The structures of the isomers are reported in Figures 5-5 and 5-SA. The 

structure of this transition state looks like the triplet intermediate 4-3 and the suiglet 

transition state 4-4 for the "walk-arounund" of the oxygen on the benzene ring. The major 

difference in this structure h m  the other two is that this transition state has no 

symmetry. The bond Iengths Vary greatiy compared with 4-3 and 4-4. The bond angles of 

the hydrogen and oxygen with the carbons near oxygen are not identical as requirrd by Cs 

syrnmetry. The OCC angle in 4-21 correspondhg to that in 4-4 mentioned above and the 

HCC angles in the oxygen region are similar to those in 4-3. In this structure, oxygen is 

on one side of the former Cs pl- in 4-3 and 4-4 while hydrogen is on the O ther side. 
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Figure 4-5 Geometries of cyclohexadienone 4-22, butadienylketene 4-24 and 

transition states 4-21 and 4-23 



Figure 4-5A Geometries of bieycI0[3.l.O]hex-3-en-2-0ne 4-26 and its transition state 

4-25 
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Figure 4-SB Isomerization path €rom epoxide to bicycl0[3~l.O~hex-3-en-2-one 



The bond angles of oxygen with its neighboring carbons in 4-21 are about 120" and 100°, 

the corresponding angles of the hydrogen with carbons are about 95' and 10SO 

respectiveiy. This structure facilitates the bonding of oxygen with another carbon and 

migration of hydrogen to the carbon closest to it as illustrated for the motion of oxygen 

and hydrogen by the solid arrows in 4-21 in Figure 4-5. The dihedral angles of the carbon 

ring in this region also favor the motion of the oxygen and hydrogen. The dihedral angle 

D6)= (numbering of carbon starts nom the oxygen side) is about -IO0, and D2165 is about 

2 O .  

The bond length in 4-21 dso suggests the formation of benzene epoxide (4-5) and 

cyclohexadienone (4-22) fkom this transition state. Starting fiom the oxygen side (the 

side where the OCC angle is smailer (100°)), the CC bond lengths are approximateiy 

1.47, 1.39, 1.38, 1.42, 1.36, and 1.49 A. The CC bond length of 1 .4~4  is in the epoxide 

part of benzene epoxide 4-5. The remauiing CC bonds appear to be of single, double, 

single, and double character as in isomer 4-5. The CH bond distance in the oxygen part is 

about 1.2 ?L, much longer than a normal CH bond. This CH bond length indicates the 

migration of the hydrogen away from the carbon. IRC calcdations on this transition state 

showed clearly that the two isomers connected by this transition state are 4-5 and 4-22. 

The isomerization pathway is illustrated in Figure 4-5B. The relative energies of the 

isomers in Figure 4-SB are reported in Table 4-10. The activation banier of 4-21 relative 

to 5 is about 50 kcallmol, The ovedl  reaction Eom 4-5 to 4-22 is exotherrnic. The 

reverse reaction should be more difficult than the forward reaction judging from the 

reaction barrier, i.e. the migration of hydrogen is more efficient than the formation of the 

epoxide. 



Table 4-10. Relative energies of the isomers for isomerization path €rom epoxide to 

bicyclo [3.l .O1 hex-3-en-2-0ne (in kcPVmo1e) [-=En-(EOXygC~ +Ekmne)] 

Isomers HF BHand BHand BlLYP B3LYP BLYP mPW1PWl MP2 

HLYP HLYP* 

4-1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

4-21 53-4 10.7 7.2 -3.6 -8.9 -22-2 -6- 1 7.9 

4-22 -29.8 -68.5 -67.2 -76.9 -80.9 -87.4 -80. 1 -76.7 

4-23 23.1 -25.3 -25.8 -40.7 -45.7 -58.2 -42.0 -39.6 

4-24 1-4 -36.2 -38.0 -48.5 -52.6 -63.1 -47.7 -46.7 

4-25 55.3 2.1 1.2 -15.6 -21.4 -36.0 -19.3 - 16.4 

4-26 -14.9 -54.4 -52.0 -61.3 -65.5 -70.0 -69.4 -66.7 

Basis set (except BHanciHLYP4): 6-3 1 G*; BHandHLYP*: BHandHLYW6-3 1 1 ++G** 

4-1 : reactant of benzene and triplet oxygen atom 



Isomer 4-22 has Cs symmetry and thus al1 the atoms except the two hydrogens on the 

sp3 hybridized carbon are in the symmetry plane. MP2 predicted this Cs structure to be a 

stationary point and the harmanic vibrational analyses yieid a negative eigenvalue for the 

Hessian. So the Cr structure is predicted to be a transition state at MP2. The mode of the 

imaginary Eequency involves a bending of the CO group. The distortion dong this mode 

results in a minimum of Ci symmetry. The Ci structure does not differ much fiom the Cs 

one except for the loss of the symrnetry plane. The hteresting point is that the Ci isomer 

is 0.12 kcdmol higher than the Cs transition state when the ZPVE correction is included. 

Without the ZPVE correction, the Ci  fom is 0.02 kcaUmol lower than the Cs transition 

state. The importance of the ZPVE is clear in this case (although the energy difference is 

very mall). The problematic characteristics of MP2 in describing this system are 

obvious. 

4-22 can m e r  isomerize to another structure by bond breaking. Photochernical 

reaction of 4-22 resulted in the formation of BDK (4-24) by breaking the single CC bond 

of the CH2 group closest to the oxygen in 4-22 lS6! The structure of the transition state 4- 

23 between 4-22 and 4-24 shows the fomiing and breaking of the CC single bond of this 

CH2 group. The distance nom the carbon in the CH2 group to the carbon in the CO group 

is about 2.2 A. The CO bond in 4-23 decreases and its neighborhg CC bond develops 

into a double bond with a much shorter bond length which is characteristic of a ketene. 

Also the CC bond of the CH2 group decreases to a double bond length and the 

neighboring CC bond becomes a single bond To overcome the activation barrier fiom 4- 

22 to 4-24 requires about 35 kcallmol of emergy. It is possible for this reaction to take 

place through both photolysis and pyrolysis although the formation of 4-24 fkom 4- 



22 is overall endothermic. 

BDK 4-24 is a cumulenone with a cis conformation. The distance between the two 

carbons next to the end CH2 group and that of the CO end is short enough for hrther 

bonduig. A transition state 4-25 has been located for this reaction pathway. In structure 4- 

25, the distance for the bonding carbons is about 1.8k leading on to the formation of the 

CC bond. During the formation of this CC bond, the CH2 end bonds to the carbon next to 

it to fom a three-membered ring with a distance of about 2.3A between these bonding 

carbons in 4-25.4-25 is about 30 kcdmol energy in energy above 4-24. 

An IRC calculation starting nom 4-25 demonstrates the formation of 

bicyclo[3.1 .O]hex-3-en-2-one (4-26). The formation of the five-membered and three- 

membered rings causes considerable strain in the newly formed isomer 4-26. 4-26 is 

[54361 about 15 kcaVmol lower in energy than 4-24 and 4-24 can themally arrange to 4-26 . 

43.6 The isomerization pathway from hexadienone to 2,5-cycIo-hexadienone 

Phenol is the product most often cited in the reaction of oxygen with benzene [7*13*141 

and phenol also codd be produceci fiom buizene oxide 13W. It WBS proposed that the 

formation of phmol occuncd through an open shell intermediate P*7*'91 in the reaction of 

oxygen with benzene or in the isomerization of benzene oxide. In the present study 

another mechanism has been pmposed bas& on ab initio and DFT calculations. 

The moa probable path for the foxmation of phenol is the isomerization nom 4-22 

(cyclohexadienone) since these two stmctures are nmilar as s h o w  in Figure 4-5 and 

Figure 4-6. Figures 6-6 and 6-6A report the geomerries for the isomers in isomerization 

pathway in Figure 4-6B. Before the isomerization of 4-22 to phenol, 4-22 can rearrange 

in a degenerate marner to itseIf by migration of the hydrogen in the CH2 group h m  one 



side to the other through a transition state of Cs symmetry, 4-27, as s h o w  in Figure 4- 

6B. In 4-27, the migrating hydrogen is about 1.5 A away nom the interacting carbons. 

The CO group bends out of the heavy atom skeleton. The barrier for this hydrogen 

migration is about 45 kcal/mol. The relative energies of the isomers in Figure 4-6 are 

reported in Table 4- 1 1. 

The isomerization of phenol4-29 h m  4-22 requires hydrogen migration fiom carbon 

to oxygen. The transition state 4-28 for this isomerization has no symmetry. One of the 

hydrogens in the CH2 group in 4-28 is slightly below the benzene ring, another one is 

above the ring and lies between the carbon and oxygen in its migration to oxygen. The 

distance of the migrating hydrogen to the carbon to which it was fomerly bonded is 

about MA. The corresponding distance of this migrating hydrogen nom oxygen is also 

about 1.4k The CO bond length in this transition state is about 1.3& lying between that 

in 4-29 and 4-22. The activation barrier for h m  4-22 is about 50 kcal/rnol. This barrier 

decreases significantly in aqueous solution lnl. 

From the reaction pathway fiom 4-22 to 4-29, the mechanism of formation of phenol 

fiom benzene oxide is clear. Starthg fiom 4-5, through transition state 4-21, 4-22 is 

formed. Then via transition state 4-28, phenol4-29 forms from 4-22. In this mechanism, 

4-22 (cyclohexadienone) serves as an intemediate as illustrated in Figure 4-6. 

A rotation of 90° by the OH group in 4-29 about the CO bond results in transition 

state 4-30. The banier for this rotation is very low (about 3 kcal/mol). in transition state 

4-30, the HOC group is perpendicular to the plane of the benzene ring and this transition 

state has Cs symmetry. 
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Figure 4-6 Ceometries of phenol29 and the related transition states 
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Figure M A  Geornetries of 2~~10-heradienone 4-32 and its related transition 

state 4-31 
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Figure 4-6B The isomerization pathway from hexadienone to 2,5-cyclo-hexadienone 



Table 4-11. Relative energies of the isomers in isomerization pathway from 

hexadienone to 2,5-cyclo-hexadienone (in kcallmole) [AE=En-(E,,. +Eb,..)] 

homers HF BHand BHand BlLYP B3LYP BLYP mPWlPW91 MP2 

HLYP HLYP* 

Basis set (except BHandHLYP*): 6-3 1G*; BHandHLYP:* BHandHLYPI6 -3 1 l*G** 

4-1 : reactant of benzene and tripIet oxygen atom 



In most cases, a transition state connects two minima on the potential energy surface. 

A transition state could connect another stationary point along some reaction pathway. 

One definition of a transition state is a stationary point which connects two lower energy 

stationary points. These two stationary points which are joined are not necessarily 

minima. In the present study, 4-31, a transition state with Cs syrnmetry, has been located 

which connects transition state 4-30 and another minimum 2,s-cyclo-hexadienone (4-32) 

for migration of hydrogen from oxygen to the carbon across the benzene ring. [n 4-31, 

the migrating hydrogen is 13A away from oxygen and 1.7(5)A from the carbon to which 

it will bond. It is much higher in energy than both 4-30 and 4-32 at about 1 10 kcalhnol. 

4.3.7 Isomerbation path for CI benzene epoxide 

Another possibility for the formation of a stable product nom the reaction of oxygen 

with benzene occurs when oxygen approaches the benzene in the molecular plane 

between the two hydrogens. The oxygen bonds with two carbons but with the two 

hydrogens lying on diffcrcnt sides of the former molecular plane. in this case, a C2 

epoxide (4-33) forms as shown in Figure 4-7. 

In 4-33, the CC bond attacked by oxygen does not break during the reaction This 

structure is similar to benzene oxide (Cs epoxide). It distorts greatly in the oxygen region 

in order to satisfy the sp3 hybndization of the carbons. The butadiene part is still almost 

planar due to the conjugation of the E electrom. The formation of this C2 isomer is 

endothermic. The reaction system ne& to absorb several kcdmol of energy to fom this 

isomer. 

The geometnc strain in 33 due to the bonding of the two carbons connecting oxygen 
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Figure 4-7A Geometries of Cr epxoide 4-33, C2 oxepin 35, (Cd 3-Oxa-bicycfo- 

(32.01 hept-dene, 4-37, and related transition states 



Table 4-12. Relative energies of the isomers in isomerization pathway €rom Cr 

epoxide to (C2)3-Ox~bicyclo-[3.2.û~hept-4-ene, 4-37 (in kcallmole) [AJ3=En-(E,,. 

+Ebtnunc)l 

Isorners HF BHand BHand BlLYP B3LYP BLYP mPWlPW91 MP2 

HLYP HLYP* 

- -- 

Basis set (except BHanâHLYP*): 6-3 1 G*; BHandHLYP*: BHandHLYP/6-3 1 1++G** 

4- 1 : reactant of benzene with triplet oxygen atom 

and the molecular symmetry facilitate the cleavage of this CC bond. Breaking of this CC 

bond results in a Cz oxepin 4-35.4-35 is about 5 kcdmol lowa in energy than 4-33. The 

relative energies of the isomers in Figure 4-7 are reported in Table 4-12. The distance 

between the carbons involveci in the bond breakhg is about 2.4k The structure of 4-35 is 

i 80 



a sort of a diene rather than a triene as in the Cs oxepin. The geometries of these isomers 

are reported in Figure 4-7A. In 4-35, the two CO bonds (about 1.32A) are shorter than 

that in Cs oxepin (about 1.39A). The next CC bond length is about 1.45A and the 

corresponding bond in the Cs oxepin is approximately 1.34A in length. The CC bond 

perpendicular to the Cz axis bas a bond length of about 1.50A, while this distance is 

1.35A in Cs oxepin. 

The neighboring CC bond length is about 1.34& while the comparable distance in the 

Cs oxepin is 1.46A. Based on the carbon bond lengths of 4-7 and 4-35, the Cs oxepin is a 

viene while the C2 oxpein is a diene. The stnictud characteristics of the C2 oxepin 

indicate its two separate regions of x electron conjugation: one involving oxygen and its 

two neighbonng carbons, and the other remaining heavy atoms. 

Between the two Cz isomers, a second order saddle point (SOSP) of C2 symmetry has 

been located with al1 methods used. The order of these two modes with imaginary 

vibrational fiequencies changes with the methods used. BHandHLYP and MP2 predicted 

the order as a, b (a is the larger mode), while BILYP, B3LYP. BLYP and mPWIPW9 1 

predicted the order as b, a (b is larger). The frequencies of these two modes are al1 close. 

The differences in wave numbers of these two modes Vary with the methods. The 

smallest is 10cm-' predîcted by BHandHLYP the Iargest is 60cm*' predicted by MP2 and 

mPW I PW91. The a mode involves m a d y  the CC bond breakhg and formation between 

the two B carbons. The b mode is the rocking of hydrogens on the a carbons deshoying 

the C2 symmetry. Distortion dong the b mode leads to a ûansition state 4-34 with Ci 

symmetry. The imapinary vi'brational mode is obviously the CC bond cleavage and 

formation in the epoxide portion of the molecuie. The distance between these two 



carbons is about 1.75A. The bond length difference between two types of equivalent 

bonds in the he& atoms as in 4-35 is about 0.01 to 0.03A. The activation barrier fkom 

4-33 to 4-34 is about 10 kcalhol. The CC bond cleavage in 4-33 releases the geomeiric 

strain and stabilizes 4-35 by severai kcaI/mol. 

In a simila, mode to the oxepin isomerization path of epoxide in Figure 4-2, the two P 

carbons can bond to form a 45-rnembered-ring structure with Cz symmetry ((C2)3-Oxa- 

bicyclo-[3.2.O]hept-6-ene, 4-37) through a transition state 36 with Cl symmetry. 4-36 is 

about 65 kcaUmol higher in energy than 4-35. This barrier makes the isomerization fiom 

4-35 to 4-37 difficult because of the high energetic requirement. The bonding of the two 

p carbons increases the energy of 37 which is about 50 kcaUmol higher than 4-35. 

4 . 8  Performance of the functionals 

In the present study, two exchange bctionals B and mPW dong with two comlation 

functionals have been used. The adiabatic comection rnechanism (ACM) [581 rationalizes 

the mixing of exact exchange into the hctionals, which r d t s  in these hybrid density 

fiinchonal methods. Besides the GGA BLYP, the hybrid DFTs - BHandHLYP, BILYP, 

B3LYP and mPWlPW91 aiso were employai in the pnsent study to andyze their 

performance in stnicturai and energetic predictions. 

4.3.8.1 Strnctare and property predictioos 

43.8.1.1 Benzene 

Gauss and CO-workers made structural predictions for beozene at CCSD(T)/cc-pVQZ 

level [4q. The predicted equilibnum CC bond length of benzene in best agreement with 



experimmt is 1.39 1 1 A (the CC bond Iength fiom eupirical fitting to experimental data is 

1.39 1 4 4  14? 

With the 6-3 1G* basis set, HF, BHancIHLYP, BlLYP, B3LYP, BLYP, MPW IPW91 

and MP2 predict the CC bond length in benzene as 1.386, 1.387, 1.396, 1.397, 1.407, 

1.392 and 1.397A respectively. For the B bctional methods, as the weight of exact 

exchange decreases in the fùnctional, the CC bond is pndicted to be longer. A larger 

basis set 6-31 1tcG(2df92p), was used dong with the BHandHLYP, BlLYP and 

mPW1 PW9 1 fiuictionals to check the effect of basis set on the structural prediction. With 

this triple zeta plus polarization and dimise functions basis set, BHandHLYP predicts the 

CC bond length to be 1.382k mPW IPWW predicts a value of 1.387A. B lLYP pndicts 

the carbon-carbon bond to be 1 -39 1 A. B 1 LYP/6-3 1 1 d(2df7 2pd) predicts benzene with a 

carbon-carbon bond length at 1 3942k mP W 1 P W9 1 gives the best result with 6-3 1 G*. 

This excellent agmment of mPW lPW9l with experiment may be in part due to the 

fortuitous cancellation of bat& set error and comlation eEects since the larger basis set 

ltads to a shortex CC bond length. GGA (BLYP) predicts longer bond lengths and the 

mixing of exact exchange attenuates this tendency. Cornparison between mPW1PW91 

and BlLYP (they have the same mixture of exact exchange) shows the effect of different 

fiinctionals on structural prediction. 

4.30801.2 Triplet intermediate 4-3 

The caiculations on the symmetric triplet species 4-3 ais0 reveal the different 

behaviors of the different fiurctionals. Local (SVWN), hybrid (BHaxidHLYP. BlLW, 

B3LYP and mPWlPW91) as -weU as conventional ab initio methods (HF, MP2) 



predicted this structure to be a minimum on the potential sdace. The GGAr (BLYP, 

G96LYP. mPWPW91 and PW91PW91) predicted this species to be a transition state. 

Even a smali admixture of exact exchange [fiom zero up to 0.15) in BxHFyLYP 

(x+yl.O, the Gaussian program allows the variation of the weight of the exchange 

dmsity fwictional and of exact exchange) did not change the nature of this stationary 

point on the potential surface. This could be due to GGAs predicting midl energy gaps of 

the HoMo and m 0  md m i h g  higher e~ited statu. Exact exchange imreasff this 

energy gap. Analysis of the LUMO-HOMO gap c o ~ s  this observation. nie L W O -  

HOMO gaps prsdicted by BxLW are reported in Table 4-13. When y 4 ,  BxWyLYP is 

BLYP. It is BlLW when -.25. This behavior of the GGAs and hybrid DFTs with 

small amounts of exact exchange reveals an important role for exact exchange in the 

characteridon of a stationary point on the potential surface. 

Table 4-13 The HOMO- LWMO gaps (in HaNee) of the <npM intermediate 4-3 

predicted by BrRFyLYP 

)-o.ooo yS;o.Ool r0.010 y=0.015 y-0.020 y=o.OZS 

a gap 0.1 176s 0.1 1525 0.1 1803 0.14570 O. 17637 0.19928 

bgap 0.01969 0.02029 0.02435 0.06661 0.11641 0.14562 



43.8.1.3 Region of the singlet intermediate, 4-4 

Then are severai similar structures (4-21 and 4-27) to 4-4 on the singlet potential 

surface. 4-4 is a transition state with Cs symmetry for oxygen migration around the 

benzene ring and also probably for the ring closure after the ISC From the triplet potential 

surface. 4-21 is a transition state with Cc symmetry connecting Cs benzene epoxide and 

cyclohexadienone. 4-27 is a Cs transition state for the hydrogen migration nom one side 

to the other in cyclohexadienone. For 4-21, HF predicts a very different wavenumber for 

the imaginary mode. The wavenumber predicted by other methods is about 800i cm-'. HF 

predicts 200i cm" comsponding to this negative eigenvalue of the Hessian. The rwon  

why HF predicts so different wavenumber for this 6equency fkom DFT methods is not 

clear. The imaginary mode predicted by HF is a bending of the OCH group although the 

IRC cdculations connmis this transition state is co~ecting the same minima as in the 

other methods. Restoring the Cs plane in which the OCH group lies resuits in a symmetric 

transition state for the HF method. The imaginary mode in this transition state is an in- 

plane bending which is the sarne as in 4-21. It is interesthg to note that [RC calcdations 

on this transition state show that these two transition states connect the same isomers 

dong the reaction pathway. 

Staning fiom the optimized Cs transition state of the HF level, BHandHLYP has been 

used to reoptimize this structure. The calculation revealed that with BHandHLYP this 

optirnized structure is a SOSP (4-38) as shown in Figure 4-8. The vibrational mode of the 

srnaller negative eigenvalue (the solid vector in structure 4-38 of Figure 4-8) is an 

asynimetric (a") out-of-plane rockmg of the OCH group destroying the symrnew plane. 

This mode connects the two equivaient transition states 4-21 (the dashed arrow in Figure 



4-8A). The vibrational mode of the larger negative eigenvaiue is a symmetric rocking of 

the OCH group (a') (the solid vector in structure 4-38 of Figure 4-8) within the symmetry 

plane. Distortion dong one direction of this syrnmetnc mode results in the formation of 

transition state 4-4 for the oxygen "walk-amund" the benzene ring. Distortion dong the 

other direction of this mode forms transition state 4-27 for the hydrogen migration nom 

one side to the other in cyclohexadienone 4-22 (the soiid arrow in Figure 4-8). So the 

SOSP associates the reaction pathways of Figure 4-1 with Figure 4-6 as shown in Figure 

4-8. Arnong the methods use& only BlLYP and MP2 besides BHandHLYP located this 

SOSP with the 6-31G* basis set. The two imaginary fÏqueencies are i743 cm-' (a') and 

i320 cm-' (a") at BHanWYP, i677 cm' (ar) and i210 cm-' (a") at MP2. These two 

imaginary frequencies increase to il957 an-' (a') and il834 cm-' (a") respectiveiy at 

BILYP. These increases are unusuai since only the weight of exact exchange in the 

functionals varies h m  0.5 in BHanàHLYP f261 to 0.25 in BlLYP [? A closer 

examination of the orbital energies h m  these three methods reveals that the LUMO- 

HOMO gap of B lLYP (0.05au.) is much smaller than that of BHandHLYP (0.13 au.) 

and HF (0.3 1 au.). This difference could cause the wavcnumber change in the imaghary 

fkquency predicted by BlLYP. The srnail LUMO-HOMO gap at BlLYP could 

introduce a mkhg of higher states that changes the nature of the stationary point. The 

Hessian is the second derivative of energy with respect to the nuclear coordinates, so 

vibrational frwuency prediction is associateci with orbital energy. The stability test on 

B lLYP solution hdicated that it shows a RHF to UHF instability. 



Figure 4-8 Geometries and imaginary vibrational modes for the two imaginary 

frequencies of 4-38 



Solid and dashed iines (arrows) are for two different irnapinary fiequency modes of 38 

Figure 4-8A The isomerhtion prithway near transition state 44 



These transition states are low in energy relative to 4-38 (The relative energy of 4-38 

to the reactants oxygen plus benzene was listed in Table 4-14). It is only 0.1 kcal/mol,0.9 

kcallmol, and 0.5 kcaVmol above 4-21 (connechg to the Cs epoxide and 

cyclohexadienone) at BHanâHLYP, BlLYP and MP2 respectively. It is about 8 kcdmol 

(5.7 at BHancU-EYP, 7.8 at B lLYP and 13.6 at MP2) higher in energy than 4 which is 

the transition state for the oxygen wak-around on the benzene ring. Compared with 4-21 

and 4-4, transition state 4-27 (for hydrogen migration in cyclohexadienone) is much 

lower in energy than 4-38 (3 1.6 kcailmol at BHandHLYP, 36.1 kcaVmol at B 1 LYP and 

45.0 kcailmol at MP2). Cornparison of the energetics of 4-28,4-27,4-21 and 44 nveals 

that the conversion among these criticai points is very easy. 

The geometry of 4-38 is sirnilar to 4-21 and 4-3 especially in the angles about oxygen 

(the HCO angle and the QCC angle fonned by the oxygen, the carbon to which it is 

bonded and the carbon across the benzene ring as shown in Figurel). This M e r  

confimis the mechanism suggested in Figure 48A. The similarity of 4-38 to 4-3 could 

suggest another mechanism for the initial reaction of triplet oxygcn with benzme, 

namely, an intersystem crossing h m  4-3 to 4-38 followed by the formation of the 

transition states 4, 21 and 27. The location of 38 by BHandHLYP, BlLYP and MP2 

indicates the h e  difference among the fùnctionds in the strucnual chanicterization of 

this region of the potential d a c e .  



Table 4-14 Relative energies of the stationary points near stmcture 4-38 (in 

kcallmole) j~=E.-(E*xy,. +Ek-dl 

Isomers HF BHand BHand BlLYP B3LYP BLYP rnPWlPW91 MP2 

HLYP HLYP* 

Basis set (except BHmmYP*): 6-3 1 G*; BHandHLYP*: BHandHLYW6-3 1 1 ++G** 

The resptimization of 4-38 with ullfestricted open shell wavefiuictions d t s  in 

anotha transition state 4-39 that involves the breaking and formation of one CO bond in 

7sxa-norbomadiene (4-13). The 65 and the HOMO-LUMO gap of species 4-39 are 

listexi in Table 4-15. The structure of 4-39 was show in Figure 4-9. The structure of 4-39 

resembles a boat in which oxygen bonds to one of the end carbons. The two midde 

carbon carbon bonds are doub1e bonds. The two carbon carbon bonds next to oxygen are 

single bonds and the other two carbon bonds remote h m  the oxygen are intemediate in 



length between single and double bond values. The distance between oxygen and carbon 

across the benzene ring is about 2 . 3 k  IRC calculations with UBHabdHLYP show that 

this transition state connects 7-oxa-norbomadiene (4-13) and an open shell singlet species 

4-40. Following the forward reaction path of 4-39, the system changes symmetry to Ci. 

However the geometry almost retains the original Cs symmetry. Finally the system 

reaches the epoxide structure (4-5) at the end of the IRC calculation. Also the 43 

decreases to zero folIowing the reaction pathway to the closed shel1 singlet. Thus it is a 

transition h m  an open shell singlet potential energy d a c e  to a closed shell singlet 

poteutial energy surface. Optimization of one of the paths d o m  the valley foiiowed by 

the IRC with UBHandHLW results in an open shell singiet intermediate (440) on the 

potentiai surface (The 6% and HOMO-LUMO gap of species 4-40 were listed in Table 

4-7.). Aiso the optimization of 4-4 by UBHadnHLYP reaches the same open sheli sindet 

intermediate. 4-40. The R C  calculations by UBlLYP yield the same final geometry as 

does UBHandLYP. The vibrational fkequmcy analyses indicates that the open shell 

singlet intemediate is a transition state with UBlLYP that has the same reaction vector 

as transition state 4-4 Le. a transition state for oxygen 'kalk-around" on the benzene h g .  

This open shell transition state is also obtained by a UBILYP optimization of the 

transition state 44. UmPWlPW91 produces the same results as UB 1LYP. Calculations 

with UBLYP were not performed for this case since WBLYP predicts 4-39 to be a SOSP 

on the potentiai surface. 



UB3LYP 4-40 C,(TS,open shell singlet) 
UBLYP 
IJMPWPW91 

Figure 4-9 Geometries of open sheii singlet transition states 4-39 and 4-40 



Table 4-15 6% and HOMO-LUMO gaps (in LU.) of the open shell singlet 4-39 and 

4-40 

USHandHLYP UBlLYP UB3LYP UBLYP üMPWlPW91 
- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -  - -  - 

4 2 9  0.7460 0,6573 0,6280 0,5726 0.741 6 

a' 0.24352 0114491 0,12233 0+03310 O. 14808 

<S2> (closed shell singlet)=û.OOOO 

a: Structure 4-39 b: Structure 4-40 

a: HOMO-LüMO gap of a KS orbitais 

0: HOMO-LUMO gap of B KS orbitais 

The backward iRC in the other direction with UBHandWLYP shows that 4-39 

proceeds downhill to mach 7-Oxa-norbomadiene as the value decreases to zero 

dong the reaction path. 

Based on these calculations by unrestricted DFT, the miction pathway for 4-39 was 

illustrated in Figure 4-9A. The open shell singlet species 4-39 goes down on one side to 



isomer 4-13 through an inter-section between the open shell singlet and closed sheil 

singlet surface. On the other side two poniblities exist. One is that 4-39 goes downhill 

through conversion from the open shell singlet to the closed shell singlet and ont0 the 

closed shell singlet transition state 4-4, followed by oxygen migration around the benzene 

ring. The other is that 4-39 goes downhill to the open shell singiet transition state 4-40 

(except for the UBHanmYP results), then retums to the closed shell singlet potential 

surface by approachhg benaene epoxide as illustrated by the dashed c w e  in Figure 4- 

9A. 

The different behavior of UBHandHLYP and UB l LYP h m  UB 1 LYP, UB3LYP and 

UMPWIPW91 for the potential curves of 4-39 M e r  indicate the necessity to be 

cautious in the choice of fûnctionais in potential surface characterization. 

The location of the open shell singlet transition state 4-40 M e r  confirms the 

plausibility of the ISC mechanism for the initial reaction h m  the triplet potential 

surface. The energy of 40 is lower than both 4-3 and 4-4 (a few kcaYmo1 lower in energy 

than 4-4). The dative energies of the structures in Figure 4-9A are report& in Table 4- 

16. The spin density distniutions of 4-3 and 4-40 are shown in Figures 6-1 and 6-9 and 

confimi this assumption. Only the spin orientations on oxygen in 4-3 and 4-40 are 

different, which indicates that the ISC most probably involves oxygen. Triplet 4-3 

decreases in energy to the open shen singlet 440 through ISC, followed by conversion to 

a closed shell sinlget 4-4. It is possible for the triplet. 3 to proceed directly h m  triplet 

potential sinface to 4-4 on the closed shel1 singiet potentid surface by ISC. 



Ctosed Shell Slnglet 
Open Shell Singlet 

Figure 4-9A The reaction pathway fkom the "waik" transition states 4-4 and 4-40 to 

7-oxa-norbornadiene 4-13 



Table 4-16. Relative energies of the isomers in reaction pathway from the '%vaikn 

transition states 4-4 and 4-40 to 7sxa-norbornadiene 4-13 (in kcal/mole) [m=E.- 

@tbxygtn ( ~ ~ + ~ ~ ~ 3 1  

Isomers HF BHandH BHanciH BlLYP B3LYP BLYP mPWlPW91 MP2 

L W  LYP* 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Basis sets (except BHandHLYP*) : 6-3 1 G*; BHandHL,YP*: BHandHLYP/d-3 1 1 +G** 

4-1 : reactant of benzene and triplet oxygen atom 



4.3.8.2 Electronic properties 

TabIes 4-6, 4-8 and 4-15 list the H O M O - L W  gap A and 4% of the open shell 

species of 49,446,439 and 440  as predicted by various methods. The magnitude of A 

and the es2> decrease proceeding From BHandHLYP, UBILYP, UB3LYP to UBLYP. 

This decrease is due to the different weight of exact exchange mked into these 

functionals. The more exact exchange that is included in a fiuictional, the larger the 

HOMO-LUMO gap A and the larger the value of 4% that are predicted. This increase in 

A is to be expected cons ide~g  the largest gaps predicted by HF. It is unusual tbat the 

L W  energy as predicted by BLYP is lower than the HOMO in both the closed shell 

singlet and the open sheli singlet of 416. This ordering violates the Aufbau principle r591. 

Also the delicate role of local correction, gradient correction (and exact exchange 

possibly) can be seen nom the fine differences between the a and P gaps of 4-40 

predicted by UBlLYP and UB3LYP as listed in Table 4-7. The order of the a and P gaps 

switches fiom UBlLYP to UB3LYP. UBHandHLYP and UBlLYP predict a gap is 

larger than P gap, whiIe UBSLYP has the opposite trend. The accurate prediction of 

H O M O - L W  gaps is very important for DFT when applied to the prediction of band 

gaps in conduchg rnaterials, it is also useful for ionkation potential (P), electron 

afnnity (EA) prediction and application in excitation energy prediction. 



4.4 Concluding Remarks 

4.4.1 Chemical appiications 

The reaction of an oxygen atom ('P) with bernene where oxygen attacks carbon from 

above goes through a transition state to a triplet intemediate, folIowed by an inter-system 

crossing (ISC) which is necessary for the formation of a stable singlet product. This 

initial reaction (formation of benzene epoxide) is exothermic. The location of the open 

shell singlet transition state (4-40) helps to explain the mechanism for the reaction of 

oxygen with benzene producing different products. M e r  the initial reaction (formation of 

the triplet intermediate 4-3). one possible pathway was mentioned just above (the 

formation of bernene epoxide). Another possible pathway proceeds through a second 

orda saddle point (SOSP), 4-38, fiom the triplet potentiai surface down to three different 

transition States forming benzene epoxide and cyclohexadienone as illustrated in Figure 

4-8. 

The present study rationalizes the isomerization pathway h m  3-Oxa-quadncyclane 

(442) to oxepin and another isoma (4-20). The isomerization h m  3-0xaquadncyclane 

to oxepin is easier than the reverse isomerization based on the barriers. There exists a 

lower energy open shel1 singlet pathway for the isomerization as wefl as the closed shell 

singlet one, which lowers the activation energy slightly (by about 10 kcallmol). 

Isomerization h m  oxepin to 3-ûxa-quadricyclane is more probable photochemically 

rather than thermally judged h m  the activation bamers. This is the first t h e  benzene 

epoxide ( 4 5 )  has been connected to 7-ha-nohomadiene (4-13) by the transition States 

4-39, 440 and 4-4. The isomerization h m  benzene epoxide (4-5) to 7-Oxa- 

norboniadiene (4-13) is thennocherniicaly feaslile. 



The isomerization h m  benzene epoxide (4-5) to Dewar benzene oxide (4-15) is 

endo-thermic. The large activation barrier makes this reaction diffcult under themal 

conditions. Also Dewar benzene oxide (4-15) can isomerize to its equivalent isomer by 

oxygen migration h m  on side to another side but only through a very high barrier about 

1 10 kcaUmol in a closed shell singlet pathway. There exists an open shell singlet pathway 

with a slightly lower barrier for this oxygen migration. 

The reaction pathway from oxepin (4-7) to 2oxa-bicyclo[3 .Z.O]hepta-3 ,Miene (4-1 8) 

c o ~ e d  the need for photolysis in solution since the oxepin (4-7) requires 50 to 70 

kcal/mol energy to overcorne the bmier. 2-oxa-bicyclo[3.2.0]hepta-3,6-diene (4-18) can 

hther isomerize to another compound 4-20. This combination of mechanisms for the 

isomerization of oxepin (4-1) to 3-Oxaquadncyclane (4-12) explained the possible 

pathway from 3-Oxa-quadricyclane (4-1 2) to 20 in experirnent [" I. 

The present study connmis the proposed reaction mechanian to form 

butadienyketene (BDK) (4-24) through the photochexnical reaction of oxygen ('P) with 

benzene. Two possible pathways have been located for the formation of the proposed 

intermediate cyclohexadienone (4-22). One foiiows h m  benzene epoxide (4-5). The 

other involves a second order saddle point (SOSP) (4-38) through a transition state (4-27) 

that connects equivalent cyclohexadimones by hydrogen migration kom one side to the 

other. The pathway from the SOSP (4-38) is probable since this SOSP is very close in 

energy to the initial triplet intermediate while it is lower than the reactants. BDK (4-24) 

can fiirther isornerize to bicyclo[3.1.0]hex-3-en-2-0ne if an additional 30 kcal/moI of 

energy is available. 

In the present study, for the fnst time the hydmgen migration between two equivalent 



cyclohexadienones has been examined. The process involves a barrier of more than 4-40 

kcafmol. Aiso this is the fint study on the isomerization from cyclohexadienone to 

phenol which help to confinn the rnechanism in acidic solution ["! Following the 

rotation of the OH group in phenol, the hydrogen of the OH group cm migrate to the 

carbon across the benzene ~g to form a dienone. This hydrogen migration can only be 

achieved photochemicaily due to the very high activation barrier of about 1 10 kcai/mol. 

For the f h t  time in the present study a C2 symmetric benzene epoxide (4-33) and C2 

symmetric oxepia (4-35) have been located, and a rnechanism provided for the 

isomerization of these two structures. Judging fiom the thermodynarnics and symmetry, 

this reaction is not ükely to take place as a result of tht naction of triplet oxygen (*) 

with benzene. 

4.4.2 Performance of the density functional methods 

Among the methods used in characterizing the reaction of oxygen with benzene and 

isomerization of benzme oxides, the hybrid exchangecorrelation fiuictionals: 

BHandHLYP, BILYP, B3LYP and mPWlPW91 and especialiy BHancHLYP and 

BlLYP are the best tools for chernical reaction characterization. BHandHLYP is not the 

best for accurate structurai and cnergetic characterizations due to the large component of 

exact exchange in the hctionai. BlLYP has been improved for structural description 

and energy characterization and it has similar performance to that of B3LYP even better 

than B3LYP in barrier prediction. 

In the regions with multi-configuration characteristics, single deteminant based 

methods even CCSD(T) and MPn (up to fointh order) are not really suitable for energy 



differences between dîDlerent electronic states. The inclusion of both dynamic and non- 

dynamic electron correlation in DFT makes unrestricted DFT capable of describing such 

cntical points on the potentid d a c e .  A large admixture of exact exchange worsens the 

performance of BHandHLYP for the relative energy between the triplet and singlet 

electronic states especially for conjugated systems. This poor behavior may be due to 

considerable xnixing of higher multiplicity state Le. spin contamination. 

BLYP underestirnates the activation barrier. This underestimation may be due to 

GGAs such as BLYP overestimating conjugation especially in the bond-breaking-bond- 

forming intermediate and the transition state. Over-stabilization for such sanichires 

decreases the energy differences between the stable isomer and the saddle point Also 

BLYP predicts dinerent natures for certain stationary points on the potential d a c e  h m  

the hybrid ~c t iona i s .  For some stationary points it violates the Aufbau principle ["I. 

Mixing of exact exchange improve the shortcomings of GGAs as proven by the 

performance of the hybrid exchange-conelation functionals (BHanWYP, B 1 LYP, 

B3LYP and mPWlPW91). 

B lLYP, B3LYP and mPW lPW9 1 are of approximately the same quality as MP2 for 

potential surface characterization. Apparently a rasonable admixture of exact exchange 

has been included in these hybrid methods. BlLYP gives essentially similar results for 

structure and energy to B3LYP. BlLYP is better than B3LYP for location of criticai 

points on the potential surface. The different weight of local, gradient correction and 

exact exchange in B lLYP and B3LYP codd change the property for some delicate points 

on the potential s d a c e  because of the change of electronic property. 
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Chapter 5 

Numerical Examination of Density Functional 

Methods: Aspects of the Exchange and 

Correlation Potentials 



5.1 Introduction 

The evaluation of the results fkom density hctionai theory based methods for 

chernical reaction energies and structurai characterizations in Chapters 3 and 4 support 

the conclusion that the popular density fiinctional methods, especially hybrid density 

functional methods, are good tools for applied quantum chemistry. Among the density 

functionals employed, BHandHLYP gave the highest reaction barriers, while BLYP gave 

the lowest ones and sometimes even predicted a negative reaction banier. The amount of 

exact (Hartree-Fock) exchange modifies the nature of some stationary points on the 

potential energy surface. For example, the triplet intemediate in the reaction of triplet 

oxygen with berïzene is a transition state when the component of exact exchange is 

increased fkom 0.000 to 0.150, whiie it becomes a minimum when the exact exchange 

component is set at 0100. We also note that the BlLYP and mPWIPW91 firnctionals 

predict diffmnt results for some species in the study of the oxygen atom reacting with 

benzene. 

The underestimation of the reaction b k e r  by a GGA method (as shown in Chapter 4) 

was attributed to the self-interaction error (SIE) htrinSicai1y rooted in the approxirnate 

density fimctional. It is k i r  SIE that cause widely used DFT rnethods to give the wrong 

dissociation c w e  for H; [II. The mixture of exact exchange irnproves the performance 

of density fiuictionaIs for such a dissociation as indicated in Yang's work ['l. 

Based on such observations9 the d e  of exact exchange in density functionals methods 

will be studied in the tirst part of this chapter. The analysis will be based on consideration 

of the total, kinetic? potential and electron-electron interaction energies for the simple 

atoms and ions of H9 He and Li as well as for the one-electron molecular cation H;. 



The exchange portion of the usual exchange-correlation fiinctionds accounts for mosi 

(about 90%) of the exchange-correlation energy 12! Thus in most cases the behavior of 

the exchange functional is much more important to the energy prediction than is the 

correlation fiinctionai. In some delicate cases, for example the very Bat potentid energy 

surfaces of hear molecules such as HtC30 and H2CiS, correlation is cntical to obtahhg 

qualitatively correct resuits for the structure and relative energies. 

A newer DFT method, rnPWlPW91, including the modified PW91 exchange 

fiinctiond combined with the PW91 correlation fiinctional dong with 0.25 of the exact 

exchange was shown to be a very efficient computationai tool and comparable in 

accunicy to B3LYP, and in some cases it gives even better performance than B3LYP l3] .  

In the second part of this chapter, this new combination of exchange correlation 

fùnctionals, mPWlLYP, was testcd on the reduced G2 data l4] as well as on some weakly 

interacting systems to examine the role of the correlation functiond in the prediction of 

molecular properties. 

5.2 The Role of Exact Exchange and of the Self-Interaction Error: 

Numerical Examination of the Atoms and Ions of H, He, Li and of 

Ion-Molecular Ion H; 

5.2.1 Theoretical background 

5.2.1.1 Adiabatic connection mechaoism, ACM 

The local density approximation, the basis of Kohn-Sham theory, was deriveci h m  

the homogeneous electron gas - a non-interacting systern. The rapid change of electron 

density in the chernical bond r e q k  a non-local beatment of the phenornenon of 



bonding. The generd gradient approximation (GGA) is such an approach although it is 

still local in terms of the mathematical defiaitions of local and non-local, since the GGA 

includes the gradient correction only at the reference point. GGAs have shown 

considerable success in many chemical problems and have become popular tools for 

chemical application [41. However, in the ngion of bond formation and breaking, GGAs 

are now known not to be the best choice. 

The mixture of exact exchange into the functional improved the performance of DFT 

methods significantiy 15? In fact, Becke's three-parameter hybnd protocol serves as a 

"standard" method for the application of cumnt density firnctional theory. The B3 mode1 

was fit to the G2 data set of the structures and therrnodynamics of molecules to detemine 

any adjustable parameter. Thus, given the resdts h m  that fittulg process, there was no 

precise explmation why approximately 20% exact exchange is appropriate for the best 

overall performance of this protocol. Of course, the fhdarnentd basis of the mWng of 

the exact exchange arises h m  the adiabatic connection mechanism (ACM) m. 

In ACM, the Harniltonian was written as 

A A 

T is the kinetic mergy term. Y, is the electron-electron interaction, and X is an electron- 

electron couphg parameter ranging h m  O to 1. At A d ,  the system (the electrom) is in 

the noninteracting Kohn-Sham reference state, and at 1=1, the system is in the M y  

AL 

interacting state. Y m  is the external potential felt by the system at coupling strength h 

and it is mainly the electron-nuclear attraction if no other perturbation is added to the 



A 

The electron-elechon interaction energy E, can be found by integrating Y, 

For convenience, it can be rewritten as 161: 

Exc is the exchange-correlation energy (here the electron-electron repulsion energy was 

excluded fiom V, as described in (5.2) since the greatest concem here is the exchange- 

correlation) and uAXc is the exchange«>rrelation potential energy at coupling strength A. 

ACM ccconnects" the non-interacting KohnSham reference system @=O) to the Mly 

interacting real system (kl) by a continuous partially interacting system with coupling 

strength k (Wl) sharing a cornmon density p of the r d ,  hlly interacting system. 

At X=0, the system corresponds to the non-interacting Kohn-Sham nference system, 

i.e. no correlation between the electrons is considered. Exchange results fkom the fact that 

the Kohn-Sham orbitais are are arranged in Slater determinants. This situation resembles 

the conventionai Hartree-Fock method (this pure exchange energy is essentially equal in 

value to the Hartree-Fock exchange aiergy). The exchange energy at this point was 

designated Ex - the Kohn-Sham exchange energy W. ACM rationaha the essential role 

of exact exchange (in practical computation, the Ex is the Hartree-Fock exchange 

although Ex is not the Hartree-Fock exchange by definition) in density functiond theory 

for highly accunite performance in property prediction as shown by the B3LW protocol. 

The B3 scheme can be generdized as: 

E~~~~~ = E~~~~~ + ao(~x-~xUg + ~ , ( E ~ * - E ~ ~ ~ ~  + & ( E ~ ~ * - E C ~ ?  (5.4) 

E~~~~~ is the local exchange correIation fimctiond, Ex is the exact exchange,  EX^^^ is 



the local exchange, E~~~~ is exchange with gradient correction, E~~~ is local exchange, 

kGGA is correlation with gradient correction and E~~~ is the local correction. The fitting 

of the numencd results of the B3 scheme to the G2 thermodynamic data results in the 

optimal parameters for exact exchange (Ex), ao= 0.20, local exchange ( ~ ~ " 4 ,  gradient 

correction to local exchange (LSDA) E ~ ~ * ,  ~ ~ ~ ~ ( B e c k e ' s  1988 exchange fiinctional), 

aAI.72, and correlation EC,,&~*+-E?~, PW9 1 (Perdew's 9 1 correlation hctional), 

%= 0.81. The onguial correlation used in the B3 scheme was the 199 1 gradient correction 

for the correlation of Perdew and Wang IB1, while the most popular correlation functional 

is LYP, the gradient correction for the comlation fiinctiond developed by Lee, Yang and 

pad91. 

5.2.1.2 Rationale of exact exchange in the exchangecorrelation functional 

It is weii hown that local density fimctional methods and GGAs are physically 

inappropnate near the h=û exchangesnly k t  in molecular bonds due to incorrect 

localized and nonstatic 'qeft-right" comlation. This physical defect causes the 

ovabinding tendency of LSDA and GGAs. Further simplification of the B3 scheme leads 

to Becke's one-parameter protocol ['O1 

Ex= = + ao(~XExrCt - E ~ ~ ~ )  ( 5 5 )  

in which the DFT pure exchange part with quaütatively incorrect behavior near X=O was 

replacecl by the exact exchange of the Kohn-Sham determinant which is correct nuu A 4  

and thus cm properly represent the X=û region in the ACM. In practical applicatiotzs, 

Hartree-Fock (HF) exchange was empioyed to replace the exact exchange of the Kohn- 

Sham determinant. In this thesis, exchange is used for the exact exchange of the 



Kohn-Sham determinant unless otherwise specified. 

The fitting to the G2 data resulted in the value of a. in equation (5). This value is O. I6 

or 0.28 depending on the choice of DFT and DFT-GGA combination in Becke's work 

["l. The new one-parameter scheme is much simpler and appears to yield results of 

higher quality than the three-parameter scheme [6*'01. 

Based on observations of the performance of Hal f-and-Haif (HandH) three- 

parameter I6) and one-parameter ['O1 protocols within the ACM, Perdew and CO-worken 

Ii mtionalized the optimal weight of HF exchange in the hybnd scheme with the aid of 

perturbation theory. 

A simple mode1 for the hybrid coupling constant dependence was proposed ["I : 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ( n )  = E~~~~~ + (EX - E ~ ~ ~ ) ( ~ - X ) " - '  (5.6) 

Integrating the energy density results in 

n was proposed to be 4, the lowest order of perturbation theory which provides a realistic 

description of the shape of the k-dependence of the exact ExcA, 

2 E x c h ~ e ( ~ o + ~ l i i + - - + ~ - ~ k R ' )  ( ( K h s I )  (5.8) 

So equation (7) cm be rewritten as 

The rationale of the role and of the weight of HF exchange inspired new combinations 

of fimctionals: BLLYP, BIPW91 and mPWIPW91 These methods have MIar 

performance to or even better performance than B3LYP ['UJ in practicd caiculations. 

The behavior of density hctional methods with the change in the amount of HF 



exchange in the hybnd methods is still not mtirely clear. 

5.2.1.3 Self-interaction error, SIE 

The total energy of the electronic ground state is a hctional of the electron density 

p(r). In Kohn-Sham density hctional theory, 

E t m l  = Ts[pl+ Vuebl+ J b l  + Excbl (5.10) 

An electron cm interact coulombically with other electrons but not with itself. Violation 

of this principle yields the seWhteraction error (SIE). 

In the Hartree-Fock approximation, the electron-electron repulsion terni J is 

and the exchange term Ex is 

f is the occupation numba orbital <p. When a=at, Ex cancels J and there is no self- 

interaction in the HF approximation, Le. the HF approximation is self-interaction fiee. In 

the case of a one-electron system, J[p] + Exc[p]=O and an SIE fiez method resuits. 

In cumnt density hctionai schemes, the electron repulsion tem is independent of 

the exchange-comlation term, so a seKinteraction £kee result is not expected. Even for 

the hydrogen atom, exchange finictionals such as LSDA, B, and the correlation 

fùnctionals VWN, P86, PW91 are not SI fiee [13! 

For a q-electron system, with O c q d 1, Zhang and Yang Il1 derived a scaling relation 

required if the Exc is to be SIE free: - 

Exc[qp,l= q2~xc[pi] (5.13) 



where pl is the density for a one-electron system. 

Usually the SIE is negative ['I, Le. SIE decreases the total energy of the system. For 

many-electron systems, the S E  might also be negative for a fractional number of 

electrons for example in transition states or intermediates where the nurnber of electrons 

in a orbitai is not integral. In general, SIE will increase for a system with a fractional 

number of electrons. The resultuig total energy of such a system would be too negative 

''I. For transition states and intemediates where bond-breaking and bond- fodg  take 

place, the SIE is more senous than it is in the region near a stable equilibrium geornetry. 

5.2.2 Previous studies 

5.2.2.1 Erchange functionals 

Lacks and Gordon (l4l calculated the exchange energy contribution @Ex) for pairs of 

he1iu.m and aeon atoms with the exchange hctionais ~ 8 6 ~ ~ " ~ .  ~ 8 6 ~ ~ ' ~ ~ .  ~ 8 8 @ ) [ *  71, 

~ ~ 8 6 ' ' "  and pw91LB1 for the Hartree-Fock eIectron density. These results compared with 

the corresponding HF exchange energy contri%utions to the atomic interactions of a dirner 

of inert atorns. The AEx is dominated by the small-dense-large-gradient regions 

between the two inert atoms. Correct large-gradient behavior of functional is necessary if 

deusity-hctiond theory is applied to a weakly interacting system where weak attractive 

interactions play important roles. 

in that work, the authors concluded that PW86 and B86B were the best fiinctionais in 

the large-gradient regions, as thae two fiinctionds were the oniy exchange hinctionals 

they found which accurately predicted AEx for the internuclear separatiom of interest. 

The PW91 fiuictional, reparameterizgxi h m  PW86, which satisfies theoreticd coostraints 

of an exact exchange f'unctional, did poorly in this case, as did B88. This is the fkst work 



which studied extensively the behavior of existing exchange hctionals on weakly 

interacting systems. Based on the observations of the performance of the exchange 

fiuictionais on the total exchange energy and the exchange-energy contribution to the 

total interaction (compared with the HF exchange energy contribution) for the helium and 

neon &mers, the authors proposed a new exchange functional Lack-Gordon (LG), which 

gives good r d t s  for both the total exchange energy and the exchange-energy 

contribution (&). 

Through the one-parameter progressive (OP) correlation fiinctional ["l, the 

conventional exchange bctionals, (LSD (Slater exchange) 1201, B88, PW9 1, G96 1211, 

PBE 9 were examined ln]. In that work, 11 physicai conditions were introduced for 

exchange functionds. The 11 conditions require that the exchange functionais should 

satisQ the following relations: 

a: The exchange hctionals are iimited to an energetic region. The exchange functional 

is scaled to a constant under coordinate-scaling and shouid have a Iowa bound i241. 

b: The exchange functional should reproduce the local density approximation of 

exchange for constant density and Ïs for slowly-varying densïty can be expandecl to a 

definite term. 

c: The exchange fhctionais should be seKinteraction fiee. 

d: The exchange bctionai should decay asymptotically to reproduce the correct 

behavior of the exchange energy. 

For the exchange hctionals studied, LSD (Slater exchange), B88, PW91, (396, PBE 

and B88 do w t  scale to a constant under coordinate-scaling. Al1 the fimctionds studied 

produce SIE. ûnly B88 decays amptotically correctly for an exponentidy decaying 



density. B88 and G96 do not have the correct Iowa bound and do not satisfy the 

expansion in the slowly varying Limit (&-+O) of density. Note that these exchange 

functionals (except LSD), despite the theoretical limitations noted behave very well in 

predicting the chemical properties of the molecules in the G2 data set. 

5.2.2.2 Correlation functionals 

In contrast to exchange, correlation is not detemiined by simple dimensionality and 

scaiing rules. Becke selected the following four simple "minimal" requirements for 

correlation in his work on a one-parameter scherne 

(1) attainment of the exact uniform electron gas b i t ,  

(2) distinct treatrnent of opposite-spin and parailel-spin correlation, 

(3) perfectly self-interaction fiee, 

(4) a good fit to the exact correlation energies of atomic systems. 

Tests of the conventional correlation fiinctionals LYP and P W ~ I ~ * ~  showed that 

LYP does not satisQ requirements (1) and (2), PW91 does not sat is fy  requimnent (3). 

LYP does not attain the exact unifonn electron gas ümit and does not take into account 

of the pardel-spin correlation. PW91 is not seKinteraction the. In the present w o 4  

only the LYP and PW91 correlation fcunctionais are discussed since only these two 

correiation functionals were employed in the computations of this work. In =Lier work 

on the OP ~ c t i o a a i  Ilg1, L W  and PW91 were found not to be negative or zero for any 

density. LYP dso does not scale properiy under several conditions while PW91 does. 



5.2.3 Computational detaiis 

Self-consistent field (SCF) calculations were carrieci out with the Gaussian 98 A.7 

program 1261 on a Silicon Graphics Origin 2000 server at the University of Waterloo. The 

following scheme lZ7] was ernployed: 

Slam + p3LS,EXnoct-facai) E = PZEX"~ + P i(P&x + P d ~ ~  + pshEcnon-~oca~ (5.14) 

 EX^^ is the HF-exchange, E~~~~~ is the Slafer local exchange, AEXnon-IOQ' is the gradient 

correction (not exactly non-local correlation) to the local exchange @ere B. PW91, G96, 

mPW91 and LG were used). is the local correlation and enon-'OeD1 is the gradient 

correction to the comlation. The coenicients (PI and Ps) for correlation were fked at 1 

or O depending on whether comlation was employed or not. The LYP and PW91 

comlation fiuictionds were employed in this work. For the coefficients of the exchange 

hctionals, P 1, P2, P3 and P4, we chose P3=P4=1 and Pl + P2 =1. Pl(P2) was incrwed 

(or decreased) h m  0.00 (1 -00) to 1.00 (0.00) by 0.0 1 changes. Equation 5-14 could be 

written as: 

E = + P,(EX siaur + f i X n ~ - ~ ~ 3  + ( E c ~ ~  + &nm-Iocrl) (S. 1 5)  

in this expression, (Ecd + &MIIIi-'d) is the gradient cocrected correlation firnctional 

EpGA. 

Without correlation, it is, 

E =  SE^" + P ~ ( E ~ ~ ~ ~  + AEiXnm"-') (5.16) 

A c W y  (ExShm + AEF-Id) is the GGA hctional for the exchange hctiond, so 

Equation 16 cm be written as: 



Equations 5.16 and 5.17 can be rewntten as: 

E = + y ~ X  +QGA (5.18) 

and 

E' = + y ~ X H F  (5.19) 

E' is the energy without a contribution h m  the correlation functional. 

x+y=1  (5.20) 

If E" in Equations 5.18 and 5.19 is replaced by the exchange GGAs, B, G96, 

PW91, mPW91 and LG, the scheme descnied by Equation 5.19 becomes B m y ,  

WdxHFy, PW9 1 H y ,  mPW9 1 xHFy and LGxEIFy respectively. 

The basis set used for al1 atoms is Dunning's cc-pv5Z (for Li, the cc-pv5Z was 

obtained kom the PNNL web page) [281. This set was chosen to be as consistent as 

possible for H, He and Li since the largest basis set available for Li fkom this web page is 

cc-pv5Z. For cornparison, HF, CCSD-T (or CISD) with cc-pv5Z were employed to 

predict energies for the systems considered. 

52.4 Results and discussion 

53.4.1 Formulas of exchange and correlation frinctionals 

5.2.4.1 .l Exchange functionals 

The exchange fbnctionals studied here are B [ ' ~ ,  P W ~ I ~ ~ ] ,  LGI*~!  ~ 9 6 ~ ~ ' '  and 

mP w9 1 

The B exchange fiuictionai was constnicted on semi-ernpincd grounds'161, 

5: was determined by a least squares fit to exact atomic Hartree-Fock exchange energy 



<=0.0042 is for a best fit to the six noble gas atoms helium to radon. o is electron spin 

either "up" or "dom". 

Exchange fùnctionds can be rewritten in the foilowing general form, 

and K, is the exchange hnctional kemel. 

Then the kernel for the exchange bctional B is, 

. 

and 

is the kemel of the Slater local density approximation. 

Starhg h m  the fom of the B hctionaI, the PW91 exchange fiinctional was 

modified to satisfy the Levy scaiing ineqdities and the local Lieb-Mord bound with 

the followÏng form. At srnall x,, it reduces to the gradient expansion with the correct 

value 10Cx/7 where Cx is the Sham coefficient (in order to be compared to other 

fiinctionais, each fiuictional was rewritten as the sum of a local term and the gradient 

correction tenn), 

~ d ~ ~ ~ ' = ~ a ~ ~ ~ +  



5 is 0.0042 both in the B and PW91 nuictionais and d is 4 in PW9 1. 

The LG fit to the total exchange energy and exchange-energy contribution to the total 

interaction (compared with the HF exchange energy contniution) of the helium and neon 

dimers and cast in the form of P W86, has the following form [141, 

Without applybg a fiuidamental constfaint, Gill's 96 exchange functional (G96) 1211 

has performance comparable with the B fiuictional but with much greater simplicity. The 

author fit the one parameter to the HF exchange energy for the Ar atorn using the HFl6- 

3 1 1 ++G density. G96 has the following form, 

in Lacks and Gordon's work ["l, it was found that the arbitrary choice of the 

coefficient and exponmt of the Xd temn in the PW91 exchange fiuictional which makes 

the functional obey the Levy scahg inequality and the Lieb-Oxford bound, does not 

affect significantly the total atornic aiergy. This choice does determine the behavior of 

the exchange bctiona.1 in the low-density and large-gradient regions far from the nuclei. 

Based on such an observation, the exponent of the Xd term in the PW91 exchange 

functional was modified to be d=3.73 resulting in the modif& PW91 exchange 

hctional, mPW91 l3I. In this mPW91 exchange fiuictiond, the 5 value was set to 0.0046 

rather then the original value of 0.0042. 



Ba& on the above andysis, al1 the exchange fiuictional kemels cm be written in the 

foUowing general fom, 

&GGA = + &GGA (5.28) 

and aGGA is the General Gradient Approximation Correction to LSD. 

5.2.4.1.2 Correlatioo Functionals 

L Y P ~ ~ ~ ,  one of the most popdar correlation fiuictimals, is a "second-order gradient 

expansion" to the Colle-Salvetti correlation fiinctionai I2'I which was fit to the correlation 

energy of the helium atom in order to determine the parameters, 

a4.049, b4.132, d.2533 and d4.349, 

in practical computation, the vZp t m  in (5.29) was eliminated [9b1. 

Stariing h m  the VWN comlation fiuictiod a spin-interpolation f o d a  for the 

correlation hctional (kernel) (local part) was proposcd by Perdew and Wang which 

is : 

f CS)= [(l + 5)"' t (1 - c)"' - 21 
(2413 - 2) 



3 113 
rs=[ - R ( P ~  + PB)] (5.3 2) 

4 

p, is the electron density with a spin and pp is the electron density with P spin, 4 is the 

relative spin polarkation, 

5= (PCC - P B ) ~  + PB) (5  -33) 

There was another gradient correction terni H combined with this kernel %(rs,<) in the 

P W9 1 correlation energy 

H=H()+H1 (5 -34) 

H, = v [ ~ ~ ( r ~ ) - ~ ~ ( 0 ) - 3 ~ x / 7 ] ~ ~ t ~ e x p [ -  1 0 0 ~ ~ & ~ l k & ? ]  (5.37) 

W P ~ ~ & P  (5.38) is the scaied density gradient, 

P - [ ( ~ ~ Y  Km (5.39) 

This comlation fiutctional was fit to Green's-hction Monte Carlo data at high and low 

density for the uniforrn electron gas to obtain the correct behavior [8b1. 

5.2.4.2 One-electron systems - H, He+, 8; 

For a one-electron system, there is no electron-electron interaction but the kinetic 

energy and nuclear-eIectron attraction terms remain. Such systems can be used to check 

the seKinteraction error of the fiuzctionals, 



5.2.4.2.1 ES and ~ e +  

With the schernes outlhed by Equations 5.15 to 5.19. the energy of the hydrogen atom 

was calculated self-consistently by BxHFy, G96xHFy, PW9lxHFy, mFW9lxIIFy and 

LGxHFy. If the correlation fhnctionals (LYP and PW91) are included, two new protocols 

B H y L Y P  and PW9 1 xHFyP W9 1 are created. Since the real exchange-correlation 

functional is not known, there is no systematic way to improve the total energy of the 

system, nor is there a minimum energy bound for a system. It is meaningless to focus on 

the total energy itself, as  it is not comparable to the conventional ab initio energy. If such 

a comparison was made, it gives only a generai idea about the behavior of the hctional 

for energy prediction (fominately the energy differaice rather than the energy itself is 

more important in chemistry). The comparison of the energy predicted by DFTs with ab 

initio methods (for example the full CI (configuration interaction) or CC (coupled 

cluster)) provides only this rough idea of the closeness of the DFT energy (and 

correlation energy) to its cornterpart h m  conventional ab initio theory. 

Following equations 5.18 (or 5-19), and 5.24 there are 101 calcuiations with one 

protocol for one system if y (or x) changes by 0.01 in each step h m  1.00 to 0.00. The 

curves of total energy for the hydrogen atom vs- y (ratio of HF exchange) predicted by 

ihese protocols are shown in Figure 5-1. The total energy is in Hartree (for discussion 

mH, Le. millÏHartree or 10') Hartree d l  also be used). 

Since the starting point (y=I.OO) is the energy predicted by HF, al1 the curves begin at 

a common point The energy predkted by the pure GGA exchange functiond without any 

HF exchange lies at the end point of the curve (y4.00). Al1 the curves appear to be 

straight Iines with diEerent slopes -as shown in Figure 5-1. Among the c w e s  of the 



Fuoetionals teste& G96xHFy has the srnakt slope and PW9lxHFy has the Iargest slope. 

The order of the dopes is: 

G96xHFy < LGxHFy < BxHFy c mPW9lxHFy < PW9lxHFy (5.40) 

Figure 5-1 Energy of H predicted by BxEF'y, G96-, PW9lxHFy, mPW91xHF'y 

and LGxHFy 



Equation 5.19 can be rewrïtten as, 

E~ = E~~~ + (1 -y)~XGGA = E~~~~ c ~ ( E ~ ~ ~  - E ~ ~ ~ ~ )  (5.41) 

The dope of the curve - E ~ ~ ~ ~ )  indicates the energy difference between HF and 

pure GGA. The largest difference of energy predicted by GGAs from HF is that by 

PW9lxHFy. It is about SMH (3kcalhol). The comparable energy difference for G96 

h m  HF is only about ImH (0.6kcaVmol). Al1 the energies predicted by hybrid protocols 

and GGAs are higher than those from HF. Since there is ody one electron in hydrogen, 

the energy predicted by CI or CC should be the same as by HF. The HF energy with cc- 

pv5Z for hydrogen is -0.499994522 Hartree. 

Among the curves in Figure 1, PW9lxHFy is far fiom the other curves with the 

largest slope. The modification of the parametm in PW91 decreases the slope as shown 

by the cuve of rnPW9lxtIFy. The BxHFy and LGxHFy c w e s  are close to each other. 

Around the y = O starting point, these two curves overlap each other up to almost y = 

0.75. After that point, the L G H y  curve deviates nom BxKFy bending slightly 

downward. 

All the curves should be h g h t  lines as required by Equation 41. The deviation from 

a straight line indicates the non-linear relation between the HF exchange and exchange 

functional. This non-hear relation does not satisQ equation 5.41. Among the five 

curves, PW9lxHFy and L G m y  show greater nonlinearity than the other three. 

The plots of energies vs. the component of HF exchange of ~ e '  predicted by the five 

fhctionals are simila. to their couterparts for H in shapes and relative order of the 

slopes a s  shown in Figure 5-2. The energy differences between HF and GGAs resuits 

becorne larger. Such a difference of HF and PW9lxHFy is about lOmH (6.SkcaYmol). It 



is 2mH (1 JkcaVmol) for HF and G96xHFy. For the high accuracy required in chemisûy, 

such an error is stili relatively large since the system (hydrogen) is the srnailest normally 

considered in chemistry. 

Figure 5-2 Energy of ~ e +  predicted by BxHFy, G96xHFy, PW9lxHFy, 

mPW9lxBFy and LGxHFy 

Y(Weight of exact exchange(HF')) 



In order to obtain deeper insight into the behavior of the functional. the total energies 

of H and ~ e +  by al1 methods are decomposed into the kinetic and potential energies. 

There is no electron-electron interaction in these one-electron systems. The kinetic and 

potential energies of H and ~ e +  are plotted vs. the weight of HF exchange in Figures 5-3 

y(Weight of exact ex&ange(HF)) 

Figure 5-3 Kinetic Energy of H predicted by BxHFy, G96rEFFy, PWgl-, 

m P W 9 l m  ind LGxEFy 



1.00 0.91 0.82 0.73 0.64 0.55 0.46 0.37 0.28 0.19 0.10 0.01 
y(Weight of exact exchange 0) 

Figure 5-4 Kinetic energy of ~ e +  predicted by BxHF'y, G96xHF'y, PW9lxHFy, 

mPW9lxBF@y and LGxaFy 

Figure 5-3 shows the kinetic energy of the hydrogen atom. The c w e s  for BxHFy, 

G96xHFy, mPW9lxHFy and LGxtIFy have similar shapes. These straight hes have a 

very mail and negative dope. The kinetic energies are slightly tower than that f?om HF. 

The results from these functionds are similar to those h m  HF exchange (the largest 

absolute error is 26mH, within 0.6% of HF value). The order of these four c w e s  

switches compared with the order for the total energies by these methods. The shape of 

the PW9lxHFy curve is striking as it resembles the second hdf of a pIot of the sine 



hct ion with a minimum arouad y=0.50. The reason of the difference of the shape of 

PW9IxHFy nom those of the other methods is unclear. The kinetic energy plots for He' 

(in Figure 5-4) are similar to those for K. The error from BxIIFy, G96~cHFy, 

mPW9lxHFy and LGxHFy is rnuch smaller for ~e than that of H. The PW9lxHFy 

cuwe is still sine Iike with a minimum near y4.50. 

Figures 5-5 and 5 6  are plots of the potential energies, V,, of H and ~ e *  predicted by 

the five methods. In contrast to the cunres for the kinetic energies, the slopes of the first 

four curves (BxWy, G 9 6 H y ,  mPW9 1 H y  and LGxHFy) are slightly positive with 

the same ordering as  the curves for the total energy. In this case, the PW91xHFy c w e  

resembles the positive portion of a sine function. 

It is understandable that the slopes of the total energies pndicted by ail the methods 

vary in the same way as the potential energies. The viral theorem requires 

for an atornic systmi or a molecule in a botmd stationary state ['OJ'! V is the potential 

energy and T is the kinetic energy of the system. So the potential energy determines the 

shape of the c m e  for the total energy. The adherence to the viral theorem is the reason 

the o v d  c w e s  of the total energy of H and ~ e +  pndicted by P W 9 l r n y  are straight 

lines aithough the kinetic and potential energies have a parabolic shape. The diffaent 

trends in the potentiai and kinetic energy curves predicted by PW9lxtEFy cancel to cause 

the total energy c w e  to be flat The total energy cunre does show the same tendency as 

the potential cuve. 

The Iinear relationship of potential and kinetic energies to the weight of exact 

exchange predicted by PW9 1-y will be discussed later. 



y(Weight of exact exchange(HF)) 

1-00 0-91 0.82 0-73 0-64 0.55 0-46 0.37 0.28 0.19 0.10 0.01 

Figure 5-5 Potential Energy of H predicted by BxHF'y, G96-, PW91-, 

mPW9lxEFy, LG- 



y(WeigM of exact exchange (HF)) 

Figvre 5-6 Potential energy of 8e' preâictd by B-, G96xKE'y, PW9lxBPy, 

mPW9lxElF~ and LGxHFy 



5.2.4.2.2 HZ+ 

The bond distance in Hzt is chosen to be 4 & since at this point, the self-interaction 

error of the method employai was very clear in Yang's earlier work ['l. This simplest 

molecular system excludes other effects. 

Figure 5-7 presents plots of the total energy of ~ z f  versus the weight of HF exchange 

as predicted by the five methods. Al1 five c w e s  are straight lines with slightly different 

slopes. The ordering of these c w e s  (for the total energy) is: 

G96x.W~ < L G H y  = BxHFy c m P W 9 l H y  < PW9lxHFy (5.43) 

In contrast to the energy c w e s  of H and for H;, ~ e +  predicted by the same methods, 

the slopes predicted by ali five methods for ~ e +  total energy are negative i.e. the total 

energies predicted by all the GGAs are lower than those h m  HF. The largest energy 

ciifference between the GGAs and HF is about 71mH. This différence is significant if the 

totai energy of H (0.499994522 Hartree by HF) and H ~ +  (0.503229541Hartree by HF) are 

taken into account. The major physical difference in this case 6om H and He' is that HzC 

has a nuclear-nuclear repuision temi. However al1 methods must predict the same 

nuclear-nuclear interaction energy for a fïxed nuclear geometry. Thus there may still be 

diffnmt behaviors of the potential and kinetic energy curves since these two tenns 

contnitite together to the total energy of He+. 

Figures 5-8 and 5-9 illustrate the kinetic and potential energy curves for H; predicted 

with the five methods. In Figure 5-8, ai1 the c w e s  have positive slopes, Le. al1 GGAs 

predict higher kinetic enerpies than does HF. Except for PW9lxHFy, the other four 

methods have sirnilar c w e s  with slightiy different slopes. The c w e  predicted by 

P W 9 1 H y  is much flatter than the comparable one for H and ~ e +  and is concave. On 



the other hand, the potentiai c w e s  for H ~ +  have negative slopes. SimiIar to the kinetic 

energy curves, al1 methods except for PW9lxHFy predict nearly straight lines with very 

similar slopes. PW9 lxHFy predicts a fiat curve with the convex character and yields the 

highest energy. The concavity in kinetic energy and convexity in potential energy c w e s  

(as predicted by PW9lxHFy) caneel each other so that the total energy is a straight line as 

show in Figure 5-7. 

Y(Weight of exact exchangem) 

Figure 5-7 Energy of H~+ af 4 A predicted by BrEIFy, G96xHFy, PW91-, 

mPW91xEWy aad LGxHFy 
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y(Weight of exact exchange (HF)) 

Figure 5-8 Kinetic energy of HZ+ (HA) predicted by BxHFy, G96rHFy, 

PW9lxHFy, mPW9lxHFy and LGxHF'y 



yweight of exact exchange (HF)) 

1-00 0.92 0.84 0-76 0.68 0-60 0.52 0.44 0.36 0.28 0.20 0.12 0.04 

Figure 5-9 Potential energy of H; (R=~A) predicted by B-, G ~ ~ x ~ W Y ,  

PW9lrHFy, mPW9lxHFy and LG- 



5.2.4.2.3 Self-interaction error, SIE 

Since there is no electron-electron interaction in a one-electron system, self-interaction 

emr must be the cause of any electron-electron term which is not zero. The study on the 

B exchange bctionai based methods with H; showed that H; is a good system for 

testing SIE ['! For H*+, as the HH distance increases, the eiectron density on each nucleus 

should be half of an electron and the ''hdves" of the one electron should not interact with 

each other. nius H; can be empfoyed to test for SIE with various exchange fimctionals: 

B. G96, PW9 1, mPW91 and LG. T h  correlation fimctionals LYP and PW91 also are to 

be tested. Furthemore, H, and ~ e '  are aiso used to test these functionds to see if there is 

apy S E  for these systems with an integrai number of electrons in an orbital. 

The SIE of the five methods employed for H ~ +  at ~ = d  are reporteci in Figure 5-10. 

The SIE of HF exchange is zero as shown at the starting point (y4.00). Al1 plots are 

straight lines. As the weight of HF exchange decreases, the SIE inmeases (more 

negative). Based on such observations, the role of exact exchange and the behavior of the 

density c m  be discussed. The order of (absolute value) SIE increase as, 

PW91C mPW9L < B = LG <G96 ( s - w  
The smallest SIE is -74.6rnH (46.8kcaVmol) by PW91 exchange fùnctional and the 

largest is -82.7 mH (51.9kcallmol) by G96. The BxHFy c w e  in Figure 5-10 con£ïrms 

the order of the SIE for BHandHLYP, B3LYP and BLYP for SIE in Yang's work ['I. The 

HF component reduces the SIE in hybrid DFT since HF exchange is 6ee of SIE. Figure 

5-10 clearly shows the existence of the SIE in DFT fimctionals for systems with non- 

integrai electrons. The reason why there are discontinuity of c w e s  at ~4.30 and the 

i n m e  of energy for PW91PW91 and PW9l(exchange only) in Figure 5-10 is unclear. 



Figure 5-10 Ses-interaction error of H; (~4) predicfed by BxHFy, G96-, 
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Figure 5-11 Self-interaction error of H predicted by BxEIFy, G96xHm, PW9lxHFy, 

mPW9lxFWy and LGxHFy 
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y(Weight of exact exchange (HF)) 

Figure 5-12 Self-interaction error in ~ e +  predicted by BxBFy, G96xHFy, 

PW9lsHF'y, mPW9lrEfFy and LG- 



The SIE for H and ~ e +  also were calculated by these methods and are reported in 

Figures 5-1 1 and 5-12. Figure 5- 1 1 reports the S E  of the five methods for H. It is aIso 

unclear why there is discontinuity in the cuve around y4.50 in Figure 5-1 1 predicted by 

PW9lxHFy. In contrast to the SIE in H;, the SIE in H as predicted by ail five methods is 

positive rather than negative (as in E12'). SIE increases in the order (absolute value), 

G96 c LG < B < mPW91c PW91 (5.45) 

The magnitude of the SIE with ail methods for H is much smder than that in Hg. The 

largest SIE is predicted by PW91, 3.8mH (2.4kcaVmol) and the maIlest is 

0.4mH(0.3kcaVmol) by G96. The SIE of these methods for ~ e +  has similar curves to 

those for K. Al1 the SIEs in ~ e *  predicteâ by these methods are positive and the same 

order of magnitude as for H. This is one reason that these DFT methods predict higher 

energy of H and ~ e +  than HF does. Usually DFT methods predict lower energy for 

system than HF does. The Iargest SIE for ~ e +  is 9.5mH (6.OkcaVmol) for PW91 and the 

mallest is 1.8mH (1.1 kcdmol) for G96. 

The contribution h m  the LSD also is analyzed to check the contribution from the 

gradient correction in GGAs. In GGAs, the LSD accounts in large part for the total 

energy as manifesteci by equations 21 to 28. LSD dso accounts for about one quarter of 

the total SIE (-26mH =l6.6kcal/rnol) in H~+ indicating that the SIE in GGA is largely 

(ca. 75%) due to the gradient correction. SurprisingIy, the LSD contniution is much 

higher. The order of magnitude of the total SIE of d l  methods in H and ~ e '  is  IO-^. 

However, it is  IO-^ Hartree for the LSD conm'bution in these systems. In K. the LSD 

contribution to the SIE is 41.4m.H (25.6kcaVmoI) while the total SIE for PW91 exchange 

is only 3.8mH(2.4kcaVmol). In ~ e + ,  the contriiution h m  LSD to SIE is 8 5 . M  



(53.9kcaVmol), approximately a factor of nine greater than the total SIE nom PW9 1 

exchange for ~ e + .  

The most notable observation is the ciifference in the behaviors of the fimctionals on 

H;. H and ~ e '  with regards to the SIE. One observation is that the SIE of the fiinctionals 

is greater for the systems with fiactional electrons than that with integral electrons. The 

other observation is that LSD has larger SIE for a system with integral electrons (for 

example in the cases of ~ e +  and H). It may be that LSD is important in the region with 

high etectron density while the gradient correction is important in the region with large 

electron density gradient Le. a large variation in the electron density. In Hc, there exists a 

region with large electron density gradient due to the bonding, while the electron density 

in H is regularly and more densely distniuted in space. In DFT, the electron repulsion 

temi is essentially independent of the exchange-comlation term (as s h o w  in Equation 

10) especially when only the exchange t em is applied It is expected that the SIE may be 

reduced if an appropriate exchange fiuictional is combined with a suitable correlation 

hctional in order to cancel the error. 

The SIE for some correlation bct ionds  are also examineci. The L W  fiinctional 

earlia was found to be SIE free by themetical anaiysis [ll. The identical energies of 

BxHFy and B S y L Y P  in the present study c o h  such a conclusion. Figure 5-13 

reports the energies of H ~ +  prdcted by PW9lxIIFy and PW9lxHFyPW91 at a bond 

~ength of 4A. The PWS IYCHF~PW~I  c w e  is iower in energy than that of PWS 1 xHFy by 

a constant arnount, The constant is the seKinteraction error of the PW91 correlation 

hctionai for Hg. The value is 4 . 4 d  (2.7kdmol) and much smaller than that for the 

PW9 1 exchange hctiond,  74.6mH (46.8kcaYmol). It is reasonable since the exchange 



energy is much larger than the correlation energy in atoms and molecules. 

Y(Weight of exact exchange(HF)) 

Figure 5-13 SeiGinteraction error in H; (R4A) predicted by PW9tx.Wy and 

PW9lxEFyPW91 



5.2.43 Two-electron systems - B; He, ~ i +  

Electron-electron interactions exist once the system has more than one electron. A 

NO-electron system is obviously the simplest multielectron system. There are two 

possibilities for the relative spin orientations of the two electrons: parallel and 

antiparaliei. 

The system with only paralle1 electrons (for example the lowest triplet state of the 

helium atom) has a Fermi hole indicating a region in which the probability of finding 

another electron with the same spin is small. A Coulomb hole is a region in which the 

probability of finclhg another electron with opposite spin is small. For the parallel case, 

HF treats the system well enough that the conventional electron correlation for triplet 

Helium is relatively small (approximately 0.00 1 S98au.=l kcaVmol ffom the CCSD(ful1) 

mode1 with a cc-pv5Z basis set). For parailel electrons, HF includes some electron 

correlation based on exchange. 

For a system with only antiparallei electron, for example singiet helium, HF cannot 

treat this electronic interaction of antiparallel (electroa correlation) properly. The 

integration of the antiparailel electrons over the spin orbitals disappears and thus there is 

no exchange tem. Oniy the coulombic interaction is taken into account at the HF level. 

So the conventional electron correlation energy (the diffémice between the energy of HF 

Limit and the non-relativistic magy of the system) is significant in systems with 

antipdlel electrons (electron comlation will be discussed in the next section using 

mPW 1LYP). The comlation energy (E(CISD(fÛi1))-E(HF)) of singlet helium with the 

cc-pv5Z basis set is 4l.SmH (26.1 kcalhol). 



5.2.4.3.1 EI- 

There is a well-known failure of the local-spin-density approximation (LSDA). 

Negative ions are not bound and this can cause the GGAs to have this intrinsic failure r61. 

In spite of this obvious difficulty, the energy of H- is calculated by al1 methods employed 

to illustrate the energy change with the change of the HF component and the different 

behaviors of the hctionals. 

The total energies of H- predicted by ail methods are plotted in Figure 5-14. Except 

for the energy predicted by P W9 lxHFy, ail other energies decrease as the weight of HF 

exchange decreases. This means that GGAs (without correlation functional) predict lower 

energies than does HF. The PW9lxHFy cuve nses slowly up to a point around y=0.50, 

then decreases slowly. This is different fiom the monotonic demease of the other curves. 

Al1 these calculations show that the extra electron does bind to H in this hydrogen anion. 

However, this binding is an artifact due to the limiteci basis set. The Gaussian basis set 

confines the electron to the space around the hydrogen atom since the basis functions do 

not extend to infînity. It is the limited basis set which requires that the electron remain 

near and thus bond to the nucleus. Numerid calculations with complete basis set would 

change the c w e s  shown in Figure 5-14 [='I. 

Figure 5-15 shows the energy of the highest occupied orbital as predicted by d l  

exchange bctionds. The curves for ail the methods except PW9lxEIFy overlap each 

other and are nearly straight lines. This agrees with the iinear relation expected between 

HF exchange and the GGA exchange fiuictional as described by Equations 5.19 and 5.41. 

AI1 curves have positive slope i.e. HF exchange lowers the energy of the highest occupied 

orbital in hybrid density functionai methods. The overlap of these Lines îndicates that B, 



Yweight of exact exchrnge(EF)) 

Figure 5-14 Energy of K predicted by BxHFx, G96-, PW9lrB[Fy, 

mPW9lxKFy and LGxHF'y 
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Figure 5-15 Energy of the highest occupied orbital of K predicted by B m ,  

G96-, PW9lxHF'y, mPW9lxHF'y and LG- 



G96. mPW91 and LG show very similar behavior in predicting this electroaïc property. 

PW9lxHFy deviates slightly fiom and is lower than the other lines slightly from y 4 . 7 5  

to y=o.25. HF predicts the occupied orbital energy as 4.2744H. As the cornponent of the 

HF exchange decreases in the hybnd method, the highest occupied orbital energy 

increases, at approximately y=0.82, this orbital energy becomes positive Le. unbound. 

When y4.00 i.e. in the case of pure GGA, the highest occupied orbital energy is about 

0.123H which is very definitely positive and thus not binding. 

Figure 16 reports the highest occupied orbital energy of IF for the BxHFy and 

BxtDyLYP methods. These two straight lines (BxHFyLYP is lower) have a constant 

difference at 17.99mH and this value is due to the contricbution of the LYP correlation 

functional. The comsponding difference for the highest occupied orbital energy of IT 

betwem PW9lxHFy and PW9 lxHFyPW9 1 which is larger than that between BxHFy and 

BxHFyLYP. The différence is 24.46mH as shown in Figure! 5-17. In Figure 5-15, the 

PW91 exchange hctionaf predicts Iower orbital energy than does BxHFy. Overall 

PW91PW91 (and its hybrid methods) may predict lower orbital energies than dots BLYP 

(and pnsumably its conesponding hybrid methods). 



Figure 5-16 Energy of the highest occupied orbitai of ET predicted by BwEFF and 

BxHF'yLYP 
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Figure 5-17 Energy of the highest occupied orbitai of ET predicted by P W 9 l m  

and PW9lxEWyPW91 



5.2.4.3.2 Singlet heliurn 

5.2.4.3.2.1 Total energy of He 

Helium is one of the mailest neutrai systerns with only anti-parallel electrons in its 

lowest singlet state. It is a good model for studying correlation of antiparallel etectrons. 

The total energies of He predicted by al1 methods are plotted against the amount of HF 

exchange in Figure 5-18. Compared with the curves in Figures 5-1 and 5-2 for H and 

~ e + ,  the slopes of the c w e s  in Figure 5-18 are smdl. Except for the curves for the 

PW9lxHFy and mPW9lxtEFy methods, the other c w e s  have negative slopes Le. the 

GGAs (B, G96 and LG) predict slightly lower energy than does W. The slope of BxHFy 

is close to zero and the slopes h m  G96xtEFy and LGxWy are slightly more negative 

ihan that h m  BxHFy. Exchange hctionals not only deterxnines the exchange energy 

but also partially the correlation energy. However, in an atomic system especially such as 

He, the HOMO-LUMO gap is too large to d o w  for the introduction of non-dynarnic 

comlation. The exchange functionals (especially non-local exchange) rnainly account for 

non-dynamical electmn comlation The aiergy gap can serve as a critenon for the 

occurrence of nondynamic correlation in general. Another possible reason exists for the 

different b e h a h  of the exchange functional in the prediction of total atomic energy, for 

example the exchange functionai fitting procedure. The order of these c w e s  (slopes of 

the energy cwes)  is, 

LGxKFy~G96xHFy~BxHFy~mPW9 lxEIFy<PW9 1 xHFy (5.46) 

The curves of LGxWy and G96xHFy are close to each other. Ail the c w e s  are 

essentially straight lina although PW9lxIIFy deviates from a straight tine slightly more 

than the other cuntes. 



Y(Wtfght of exact exchangc(l[lz)) 

Figure 5-18 Energy of He Predicted by BdWy, G96xHF'y, PWgl-, 

mPW9lxHFy and LGxKFy 



SmMm3.2.2 Decornposition of the total energy of heüum 

Considering the electmnic Harniltonian, the total energy can be decomposed into 

potential, kinetic, electron-electron Coulomb repulsion, exchange and correlation 

energies. In He, there are only two anti-pamllel electrons and the LLJMO-HOMO gap is 

large (1 -3246 1H by CISD(ful1)Icc-pvSZ). There are no exchange energies and parailel 

electron correlation energies for this system. The electron-electron interaction includes 

only the Coulomb repulsion and the anti-parallel electron comlation. Thus the energy 

ciifference between that predicted by HF and full CI for He is the anti-parallel pair 

electron comlation. The total energy c m e s  of He in Figure 5-18 uidicate the Merent 

behaviors of the fünctional from those in the H and ~ e +  cases. In addition, the total 

energies of He are decomposed into potential, kinetic and electron-electron interaction 

energies to study the effects of the fhctionals on each energy component. 

The kinetic energy and potential eaergy of He are plotted versus the weight of KF 

exchange in Figures 5-19 and 5-20. The dopes of the c w e s  of potential energy and 

kinetic energy of He are slightly positive whib the slope of the total energy curves are 

slightiy negative. Such a resuit may be due to the contniution h m  electron-electmn 

interaction. The curves in Figures 5-18, 5-19 and 5-20 predicted by PWSlxtIFy are not 

straight lines. The kinetic energy curve resembles the second haif of a sine cunre and the 

potential curve appears to be the £irst half of the sine curve. In both Figures 5-19 and 5- 

20, BxHFy, G96xHFy and mPW9lxHFy have a slight discontinuity between ~ 4 . 4 5  and 

y4.15. The reason for the discontinuity is not clear. The order of the c w e s  of potential 

energy is the sarne as that of the total energy as shown in Equation 46, so do the kinetic 

energy curves, 
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Figure 5-19 Kinetic energy of He predicted by BrEïFy, G96xHFy, PW9lxEQ, 

mPW9lrtlFy and LGxEfS 
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Figure 5-20 Potentiai eaergy of He predicted by BxKFy, G96xHFy, PW9lxKFy, 

mPW9lxHFy and LG- 
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Figure 5-21 Electron-electron interaction energy of He predicted by BrEIFy, 

G96x€Wy9 PW9lxHFy, m P W 9 l m  and LGxHFy 

The electron-electron interaction curves of He are plotted in Figure 5-21. Al1 GGAs 

pledict lower energies than HF. This explains why the total energies of He predicted by 

GGAs are lower than for HF although the potentiai and kînetic energies are slightiy 



higher than h m  HF. The electron-electron interaction energy difference between GGAs 

and HF is larger than the corresponding sum of the potential and kinetic energy 

differences. In Figure 5-21, there are discontinuities fkom y4.50 to y=û. 15 for ail curves 

except for LGxHFy. The PW9lxKFy curve is not linear. It is unclear for these 

phenornena in Figure 5-2 1. 

5.2.43.2.3 The energetic contributions from the correlation functionals 

The correlation fiinctional is mainly designed to account for dynamic correlation IZIl 

and LYP was fit to the electron conelation energy of Helium The electton-electron 

interaction in He fkom LYP is obtaùied by subtracting the electron-electron interaction of 

B ftom the electron-electron interaction of BLYP. The same procedure is employed to 

calculate the electron-electron interaction predicted by the PW9 1 correlation hctional 

for He Le. subtracting the electron-electron interaction of the PW91 exchange fiinctional 

fkom the electron-electmn interaction of P W9 1P W9 1 exchange-correlation fùnctionais in 

He. The results are reported in Table 5-1. 

Table 5-1 The electron-electron interaction in He predicted by B, BLYP, PW91 and 

PW91PW9l(in eu.) with the cc-pv5Z bais  set 

B BLYP LYP PW9lX PW91PW91 PW91c 

EE 1.00898 0-96771 -0,04121 1 .O1395 0.97513 -0.03882 

E (HF)= -2.86162, E(CISD)= -2.903 1% AE(CISD-HF)=O.O~I 53 

PW9l x: PW9 1 exchange hctional, PW9 lc: PW9 1 correlation functional 



It is not surprishg that LYP predicts the correlation energy very close to the 

conventional ab initio comlation energy since LYP was fit to the correlation energy of 

He. The error in the comlation energy predicted by the PW91 correlation functional is 

7% if the correlation energy fiom the CISD calculation is adopted as a reference. 

Since the components of the energy are not independent, they may correlate with each 

other. Thus the energetic contribution from the correlation functionai is not completely 

comlation energy. The comlation f'unctiond aiso may effect the potential and kinetic 

energy of the system due to the self-consistent field procedure employed in the energy 

optimization. Starting h m  this amrmption, the possible contribution to the total 

potmtial and kinetic energy of the system nom the correlation hctional is andyzed. 

Table 5-2 reports the potential and kinetic energies predicted by the B, BLYP, PW91 

exchange and P W9 1 PW9 1 exchange-correlation functionals. 

Table 5-2 The kinetic and potentid energy of He predicted by the B, BLYP, PW91 

and PW91PW91 functioaals (in a.u.) with the cc-pv5Z basis set 

B BLYP LYP PW9IX PW91PW91 PW91C 

K E O =  2.86162, PE(HF)= -6.74916, PW91X: PW91 exchange functional, PW91C: 

P W9 1 correlation firnctionai 



From TabIe 5-2, the contniution to the kinetic and potentiai energy of a system Eom 

the correlation fiuictional is obvious. 

From Figure 5-15, the effect of HF exchange on the energy of the highest occupied 

orbital is evident nom the energy curves. Figure 5-22 displays the curve of the highest 

occupied orbital energy vernis the weight of HF exchange in the hybrid methods. Al1 the 

methods have very similar curves to each other. Al1 the GGA exchange fucntionals 

predict higher occupied orbital energy than does HF i.e. exchange functionals destabilize 

the He atorn aithough the GGA exchange bctionals (except for PW91 exchange) predict 

lower total energies for He than does HF. The decrease in the highest occupied orbital 

energy of approximately 0.37H (roughly 10 e x )  fkom HF to GGA significantly eflects 

the overall electronic stnicture of He. From Figures 5-15 and 5-22, an important 

conclusion may be drawn that the nonbinding for anions with GGAs may be a more 

general behavior. 

The calculations show similar results for Li' as those for He, and will not be discussed 

here. 



y(Weight of exact exchauge (HF)) 

Figure 5-22 The highest occupied orbitaï energy of He predicted by B m ,  

G96xHFy, mPW9lx&Fy, PW9lxHFy and LG- 



5.2.4m3e3 Triplet helium 

in He. only anti-parallel electron correlation exists. If one electron in Is He is excited 

into the 2s orbital and its spin changed, then only parallel electron correlation (a Fermi 

hole) exists in this triplet heliuxn atom The difference between the electron correlation 

strengths (anti-paralle1 and parallel) can be anaiyzed by studying the electron-electron 

interaction in He in its singiet ground state and first excited triplet state. 

53.433.1 Total energy of triplet He 

The total energies of triplet He predicted by the exchange based methods were plotted 

in Figure 5-23. Except for PW9lxHFy. al1 the methods predict that the total energy 

decreases as the weight of HF exchange decreases. The total energy predicted by 

PW9ixHFy changes slightly compared to other methods as the weight of HF exchange 

varies, and the curve is close to a straight line. The energetic order of the curves is: 

G96xHFy c LGxHFy < BxHFy < mPW9lxIIFy c PW9lxHFy (5.47) 

in Figure 5-23, the c w e s  for LGxHFy and G96xHFy are closer to each other than the 

other curves. The energies predicted by the PW91 and rnPW91 exchange hctionals are 

closer to those h m  HF than the other rnethods. 
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Figure 5-23 Totai energy of triplet He predicted by BxHFy, G96xEWy. PW91xHFy9 

mPW9lrEIFy and L G m y  



5.2.4.3.3.2 The decomposition of the total energy of triplet helium 

Figures 5-24, 5-25 and 5-26 present cuves for the kinetic, potential and electron- 

electron interaction energies of triplet He. 

Unlike the kinetic energy curves of singlet He, the kinetic energy c w e s  for triplet He 

in Figure 5-24 have slightly negative slopes indicating that the GGA exchange 

Eûnctionals predict lower kinetic energy than does HF. The c w e s  predicted by BxHFy 

and mP W9 l xHFy nearly overlap and the mP W9 1 xHFy c w e  is slightly lower than that 

h m  BxHFy. PW9 1 xHFy still predicts a curve with a minimum around *.47. 

Figure 5-25 presents the potential energy c w e s  for triplet He. The order of the 

mergies predicted by the rnethods employed is opposite to that of the kuietic energy in 

Figure 5-24. The order (in energy) is, 

LGxHFy < BxHFy c mPW9lxHFy < G96xHFy < PW9lxHFy (5.48) 

All the cwes  except for PW9lxHFy are close to straight hes and have positive slopes. 

PW9lxtFFy predicts a curve with a maximum around ~ 4 . 4 7 .  The end point of this curve 

is close to the other curves. In Figm 5-25, the BxWy and mPW9lxHFy c w e s  almost 

overlap. 

In He, the shape of the total energy is determined not only by the kinetic and potential 

emergies, but aiso by the electron-electron interactions which are significant to the total 

energy. The effect of electron-eIectron interaction on the dope of the total energy cuves 

predicted by the methods is confirmed in Figute 5-18 for singlet He. Figure 5-26 shows 

plots of the electron-electmn interaction in triplet He as predicted by these methods. Al1 

the exchange GGAs predict lower electron-electron interactions m triplet He than does 

HF. A cornparison with the electmn-electm interactions of He in its shglet gmund state 
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Figure 5-24 Kinetic energy of triplet helium predicted by BxHFy, G96xHFy, 

PW9lxEIFy, mPW9lxBFY and LG- 
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Figure 5-25 Potentiai energy of triplet heiium predicted by BxHFy, G96-, 

PW9lxKFy, mPW9lxHF'y and LGxEKF'y 
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Figure 5-26 Electron-eIectron interaction energy in He predicted by BxHFy, 

G96xHF'y, PW9lrEI[S, m P W 9 l m  and LGxHF'y 



is shown in Figure 5-21, the electron-electron interaction energy ciifference for triplet He 

among the predictions of HF and GGAs (about 0.08H for LGxHFy) is larger than its 

counterpart in singlet He (about 0.025H). Also the electron-electron interaction in triplet 

He is about 4 times that in singlet He. The electroa correlation in singlet He is larger than 

that in triplet He and the correlation energy stabilizes the singlet system more. The CI 

calculations indicate that the Coulomb correlation in singlet He is much larger than the 

Fermi correlation Ui triplet He. The kinetic energits of both singlet and triplet He 

predicted by GGAs are shown in Figures 5-19 and 5-24 and are doser to the HF results 

than the corresponding electron-electron interactions. The GGA exchanges predicts much 

lower electron-electron interactions than does HF. This lower electron electron repulsion 

is the main cause of the lower energetic prediction for a system usually observed with 

GGAs. The resuit is reasonable in SCF methods since only the elechon electron 

interaction part is different in HF and DFT. It is worth noting that PW91 exchange 

predicts the electron-electron interaction in triplet He to be close to that of HF. The cuve 

for P W9 I xHFy in Figure 5-26 is close to a straight fine. in Figure 5-2 1, the P W9 l xHFy 

electron electron interaction curve is more curved with a minimum around y4.38. 



5.2.4.333 The energetic cootribution from correlation fanctionals 

The singlet ground state of He is a very good test case to check the performance of the 

correlation fiuictional for Coulomb correlation. The triplet state of He is a test of the 

performance of correlation tÙnctionaIs for Fermi correlation. Cornparhg the performance 

of the comlation functionals on these two cases should provide insight into the overall 

performance for electron correlation. 

LYP was fit to the Coulomb correlation (mti-parallel correlation) and it does not take 

the paralle1 correlation into account as mentioned in Becke's work lZ1. The present 

calculations with BxHFy and BxHFyLYP indicate that these two methods give identical 

c w e s  i.e. LYP does not account for parallel correlation. Also the contributions to the 

kinetic and potential energies Eom the LYP hctional are zero as shown in Table 5-3. 

Figure 5-27 presents for the total energy curves of triplet He predicted by PW9lxHFy 

and PW91xHFyPW91. There is a constant gap betweea the two curves in Figure 5-27. It 

can be identified with the energy contribution h m  the PW9 1 comlation hctional. This 

gap is about 0.0 18H (1 1.1 kcai/mol). The comlation mergy in triplet He predicted by 

CISDfcc-pv5Z is 0.0016H (I.OkcaYmo1). Obviously the PW91 correlation fiinctional 

overestimates palle1 electron comlation in triplet He. The possii'ilities of including the 

self-interaction error and the contributions nom the kinetic and potential parts cm not be 

excluded. Compared with the case of singlet He, the electron correlation is much mialler 

in triplet He from both conventional ab initio calculations and h m  DFT. Thus LYP may 

still be good in energy predictions even though it does not consider the paralle1 electron 

correlation. As the system gets Iarger, the paralle1 comlation may become more 

important to the total energy (for example nitrogen atom or transition metals). From 



Table 5-3, the co'ntribution of kineiic and potential energy from PW91 correlation is 

obvious. Compareci to the contribution of electron-electron interactions, the kinetic and 

potentiai contributions fiom the correlation functional are relatively mal1 but comparable 

to the correlation energy predicted by CISD. 

Y(Wght of exact exchangeo)  
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Figure 5-27 Total energy of triplet He predicted by PW9lxHFy and 

PW9lXHF'yPW91 



Table 5-3 Kinetic, potential and electron-electron interaction energies in triplet He 

predicted by B, BLYP, PW91 and PW91PW91 (in au.) with the cc-pv5Z basis set 

B BLYP L W  PW91X PXPC PW91C 

KE 2.62109 2,62109 O 2.61917 2.61798 -0.001 19 

KE(HF)= 2.63072, PEO= -5.07904, EE(HF)= 0.40799, EE(C1SD-HF')=-0.00 16 

PW91X: PW9 1 exchange hctionai PXPC: PW9 lPW91, PW91C: PW91 correlation 

fiuictional 



53.4.4 Three-electron systems: He' and Li 

The He- shows similar results to those fiom K. Due to the problematic behaviors of 

DFT methods on anions, this system will not be discussed. 

Figure 5-28 shows the total energies of Li predicted by al1 methods. Except for the LG 

exchange hctional, al1 GGA exchange functionals predict higher total energies for Li 

than does the HF rnethod G96 predicts the total energy of Li close to that £tom HF. The 

PW91 exchange fiinctional predicts the highest energy for Li among al1 the methods. The 

order of the energies for Li predicted by thwe methods is, 

LGxHFy~G96xHFy<BxHFy~mPW9lxIEFy~PW9l~y (5 -49) 

Ali the c w e s  are close to straight lines. 

Figure 5-29 shows the predicted kinetic energies of Li. The order of the curves is, 

PW9lxHFy c mPW9lxHFy < BxtIFy < L G S y  < G96xHFy (5 -50) 

The relative order of LGxHFy and G96xHFy switch as compared to the total energy as 

show in Equation 5.49. Except for PW9 lxHFy, these methods predict the curves to be 

straight lines. PW9lxHFy predicts the c w e s  with a minimum around y-0.47. This c w e  

looks iike a parabola. The oder in Figure 5-30 for the potential energies of Li is the 

=verse of the order in Figure 5-29. ui Figure 5-30, PW9lxtiFy predicts a maximum 

around ~ 4 . 4 7 ,  the shape of this curve is the reverse of the correspondhg kinetic energy 

c w e .  Figurt 5-3 1 shows the electron-electron interaction energies for Li. Essentially, the 

electron-electron interaction energy curves are similar to those of the kinetic energy 

curvs both in the relative order, shapes and slopes. PW9lxHFy still predicts the 

electron-electron interaction curve to resemble the second haIf of the sine 

triangonomettic function. PW9 1 predicts the electron-electron interaction 
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Figure 5-28 Total energies of Li Predicted by BxHFy, G96xHF'y, PW9ldFy ,  

mPW91rrHFy and LGxHF'y 
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Figure 5-29 Kiaetic energies of Li predicted by BxHFy, G96xHFy, PW9lxHFy, 

mPW9lxBFy and LGxEFy 
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Figure 5-30 Potential energies of Li predicted by B m ,  G96xHFy, PWgl-, 

mPW9lxBFy and LGxHFy 
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Figure 5-31 Electron-electron interaction energies of Li predicted by BxHFy, 

G96xHFy, PWglrHFy, mPW9lxBFy and LGxHFy 



euergies to be slightly highes than does HF. mPW91 predicts a similar electron-electron 

interaction energy as HF. B and G96 make slightly Iower predictions than W. LG 

predicts the lowest electron-electron interaction energy among al1 the exchange 

hctionals employed. 

The energy differences in the electron-electron interaction among HF and GGAs are 

not as large as the individual kinetic and potential energy difference between HF and 

GGAs. Thus the total energy curves of Li in Figure 5-28 (except for PW9 1) follow the 

shape of the potential energy though the slopes of the curves change slightly due to the 

contribution fkom electron-electron interaction predicted by GGAs. 

5.2.4.5 Contributions to kinetic and potential energy €rom the correlation 

functionals 

Table 5-4 reports the total, potential, kinetic and electron-electron interaction energies 

predicted by B, BLYP, HF, PW91 and PW91PW91. For cornparison, the correspoading 

energies predicted by HF and correlation energy predicted by CCSDO also are reported 

in Table 5-4. 

The energy differences fkom the HF and the GGAs exchange huictionals are relatively 

srnaIl, but chemically signifiant. The B fuactiond predicts energies closer to those of HF 

than does the PW91 exchange fiinctional. The LYP and PW91 correlation hinctionals not 

only contribute to the electron-electron interaction (mainly electron correlation), but also 

to the kinetic and potential energies of Li. The ekctron-electron interaction contributions 

h m  the LYP and PW91 correlation hctionals are larger than the electron correlation 

energies prrdicted by CCSD(T). -The electron-electron repulsion b m  the PW91 



comlation fùnctional may include some seif-intedon error although it still 

overestimates the electron-electron correlation in Li. LYP definitety overestimates the 

electron correlation in Li since LYP is known to be seKinteraction Eee, The LYP 

functional contauis no parallel electron correlation and thus it overestimates the anti- 

parallel correlation in Li. From the energy contribution of the LYP and PW91 correlation 

hctionals, we note that the correlation contniution nom the comlation functionds cm 

not be compared directly to the results h m  conventionai ab initio methods. The energy 

overestimation h m  the LYP and PW91 correlation functionals may be one of the 

reasons that DFT methods systematically overestimate the energies of a system. 

Table 5-4 The total energy, potentid, kinetic, and electron-electron interaction 

energies predicted by the B, BLYP, HF, PW91, and PW91PW91 (in au.) with the 

cc-pv5Z basis set 

HF B BLVP L W  PW91X PW91PW91 PW91C 

E -7.43274 -7.42863 -7.48256 -0 .O5393 -7-4 1 7 1 5 -7,47405 -0.05690 

PW9 LX: PW9 1 exchange fbctiond, PWSl C: PW91 comlation hctional 



52.5 The contributions from LSDA (locai spin density approximation) 

As shown in Equations 5.23, 5.25, 5.26 and 5.27, dl of the five exchange functionals 

(B. G96, PW91, mPW91 and LG) can be decomposed into a local part (LSDA) and a 

gradient correction portion. To check the effect of the gradient correction on the total 

energy of a system, a hybrid method consisting of LSDA with HF exchange is also 

examhed with H, He and Li to check the behavior of LSDA changing with the weight of 

HF exchange in the hybnd method. 

Figures 5-32, 5-33 and 5-34 plot the total energies of H, He and Li predicted by 

SxHFy, (Slater local exchange with an admixture of HF exchange) respectively. 

Al1 three c w e s  have similar shapes (straight lines) with positive slopes Le. LSDA 

underestimates the total energy of the three atoms. C o m p a ~ g  these figures with those of 

the GGAs, the primary conclusion that may be reached is that the underestimation of the 

energy of a system by the GGAs arises h m  the gradient correction. 

Y(Weight of exact exchange(BF)) 

Figure 5-32 Energy of H predicted by S m  
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Figure 5-33 Energy of He predicted by SxHFy 
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Figure 5-34 Energy of Li predfcted by SxaFy 



5.2.6 Concluding remarks 

5.2.6.1 Exchange functionais 

Through the calculation of one-electron systems (H, ~ e +  and ~ ~ 3 ,  al1 the exchange 

functionals (B. G96, P W9 1, mPW9 1 and LG) are shown not to be self-interaction error 

fiee. The self-interaction error even exists in system with integral electrons in a system 

such as H and ~ e ' .  The self-interaction error is more senous in the case with hctionaI 

electrons such as transition states and reaction intermediates rather than stable minima ['l. 

Except for the PW91 exchange functional, al1 the exchange hctionals show a nearly 

lin= relation between the various energies and the weight of HF exchange in the hybrid 

method. Alhough the total energy curves of the systems pndicted by the PW91 exchange 

fiuictional are close to straight lines Le. the PW91 exchange functional shows a nearly 

linear relation between the total energy and the weight of HF exchange in the hybrid 

method. However, PW91 does not show a linear relation between the weight of HF 

exchange and the energy components (kinetic, potential and electron-electron interaction 

magies). 

Nearly al1 the GGA exchange fùnctionds predict Iowa energies for a system than 

does HF. The order is: 

LG<B<G96<mPW91 cPW9l  

which implies that PW91 pndicts the highest total energy among the exchange 

functionais. One possible reason is that these functionals are not self-interaction fiee. 

This overestimation may be due to the gradient correction portion of the hinctionals. It is 

anticipated that this order wîI1 be applicable to molecdar systems as well. 

The modification of the two parameters in PW91 which generates the mPW91 



hctional improves its dependence on the percentage of HF exchange in hybnd 

method in the energy prediction. 

Al1 the exchange fllnctionals destabiiize a system by increasing the energy of the 

highest occupied orbital energy. The mWng of HF exchange lowers the energy of this 

HOMO. 

5.2.6.2 Correlation functionals 

LYP is self-interaction -b but it does not take parallel electron correlation into 

account as shown for triplet helium. Both the LYP and PW91 correlation functionals 

overestimate the electron comlation energy compared to conventionai ab initio 

computations of the comlation energy. Correlation functionals contriiute not only the 

electron-electron interaction energy but also to the kinetic and potmtial energies. The 

correlation energy for DFT should not be cornpared dinctly to that for conventional ab 

initio methods since the two rnethods have diffarnt reference systems. Correlation 

fiinctionais lowers the highest occupied orbital energy and the total energy of a system as 

illustrateci by the result using the LYP and PW91 functionals. 

ûverall, some deficiencies were reveded m both the exchange md comlation 

fiinctionals which were examineci. The mixing of HF exact exchange generally improves 

the eneqy predictions and the prediction of the highest occupied orbital enetgy- The 

present study can guide fhre of the modeling the existing firnctionals in hybrid method. 

Although mixing about one quartet of the HF exchange with the hybnd method is the 

general choice (e.g. B3), different exchange-codation nuictionals need fine tunllig with 

respect to the weight of HF exchange. The appropriate mixing of HF exchange and 



proper combination (in order to cancel the errors in the bctionals) of exchange and 

correlation fiinctionaIs is criticai to the better paformance of hybrid methods. 

5.3 The Role of Correlation: Numerical Examination of a New 

Exchange-Correlation functional mPWlLYP 

5.3.1 Introduction 

The application of hybrid methods such as B3LYP P31 and BHandHLYP in 

chemical reactiom involves the k i n g  of exact exchange OfF exchange) into the DFT 

fiinctionds. A one-parameter protocol has been extensively studied with different 

fimctionals [3*'2J9 since the rationalization of the appropriate d g  of exact exchange 

(EIF exchange) in hybrid methods and the carlia developments by Becke These 

one-parameter baseci methods (e.g. B 1 LYP, B lPW9 1 ["l, PW I PW9 1, mPW I PW9 1 PI 

and LGlLYP l39 have been tested on the reduced G2 data set I4] for molecular 

geometries, atomization enagies, and viirational fiepuencies. These methods also have 

been examined for some noncovalent interactions, for reaction barriers and for interaction 

enagies. mPWlPW91 was fond  to be one of the best methods for such chemical 

applications Although the combination of the PW exchange bc t iond  with the PW 

correlation fhctional has been asnimed to yield a cancellation of errors fkom the 

exchange and the correlation fimctionals, there is no theoretical basis or any non- 

numnical evidence for this assumptio11 LYP has been shown to provide improved results 

A new combination of exchange and correlation hctionals within the one- 

parameter protocol - namely mPWlLYP is examined in the present work. Numerical 
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tests are carrieci out on the reduced G2 data set. Molecular geometries, atomization 

energies, dipole moments and vibrational frequencies were examined in detail. The 

dimers of inert atom, Hq and Ne, are studied with mPW1LYP. The water dimer and the 

complex between ethylene and the chlorine molecule are examined as examples of 

hydrogen bonding and of weak intermolecuiar interactions. Proton transfer in 

malonaldehyde and the initial reaction barriers of triplet oxygen with ethylene and 

benzene were shidied to check the performance of the mPWlLYP method for conjugated 

systems and for low barriers to reaction. An examination of the Walden inversion process 

in [ClCH3Cl]- is used to test further the penormance of mPWlLYP in the case of another 

mail reaction barrier. Finally the electronic spectra of some small molecules are 

calcuiated to check how mPWlLYP pedorms for electronic excitation energies in 

cornparison with experiment and with other theoretical methods. Al1 these test cases 

taken together form a good standard for the validation of new methods. [3AI 2JSI 

53.1.1 A modified PW91 exchange hnctionai and the performance of 

mP'WlPW91 

As introduced in section 5.2.4.1.1, the modified P W9 1 exchange functional (mP W9 1) 

yields an improved description of weakly interacting systems. Two parameters have been 

modised in the mPW91 hctiond. The fkst one is (in Equation 34). The original value 

for this parameter in PW91 which was 0.0042 came h m  a fit of the total atomic 

exchange energies withia 1% of the exact (KF) exchange energies and was changed 

sIightly to 0.0046 The second parameter d was modifieci in the exponent x in equation 

34. This d value has been reduced h m  4 to 3.73 by fitting the dinerent exchange 



energies of the rare-gas dimers to HF values in the region of Van der Waals 

interactions. Calcdations using mPWIPW91 on the G2 data set, on noncovalent 

interacting systems such as rare gas dimers, hydrogen-bonded sytems(water dimer), and 

charge transfer complexes (Cr&--Ch), barrier sensitive organic reactions (e.q. proton 

transfer process in malonaidehyde, the gas phase Walden inversion) show that the 

@W lPW9 1 protocol generally provides similar or even better r d t s  than B3LYP and 

does especiaily well in the field of weakly interacting systems. The very good 

performance of mPWlPW91 inspires us to look for another combination of the modifiai 

PW91 exchange ftuictional with another comlation functional with even better 

perfiomiance in chemical application. 

5J.l .2 The reduced 6 2  data set 

The reduced G2 data set contains dl neutrai molecules comprised of only kt-row 

atoms plus H2. It contains 15 diatomic and 17 polyatomic molecules. Chernical properties 

studied for these molecules indude equiliiirium geometrîes, dipole moments, harmonic 

vibrational fkquencies, and total atomization energies There are experimental data 

avaiIable for ail species in the reduced G2 &ta set. The geornetries of molecules in the 

reduced G2 data set are taken h m  the web pages of A r g o ~ e  National Laboratory: 

53.13 Basis set superposition error (BSSE) 

Basis set superposition mor (BSSE) involves an artificial lowering of the energy of 

each monomer as the dimer forms 081 due to the use of Limited basis set The 



intemolecular interaction energy is calculated as the difference between the total energy 

on the combined system and its fragments. The intermolecular interaction energy is small 

compared to the total energy especially in a very weakly interacting system such as an 

inert gas dimer. In this case, the BSSE can be large relative to the intemolecular 

interaction energy. BSSE fkst appears when the monomers approach closely enough that 

the basis set on one monomer can ovdap with that on the other. Thus the basis set of one 

monomer "artificialIy" improves the basis set of the second monomer (providing more 

fiuictional Eeedom for the electrons on the other monomer f3*1. An extra stabilization 

results. The BSSE decreases as the basis set becomes larger. There would be no BSSE if 

a complete basis set were employed 

The most popular procedure for BSSE correction was introduced by Boys and 

Bemardi and is known as the cormterpoise procedure (CP)~~"~! This procedure is 

summarized by the foiiowing formula, 

k t =  %t -@mm1 +Lnz) (5 1) 

The interaction energy of a dimer is obtained as the d i f fmce  between the dimer and 

monomer energies with al1 these energies calculated using the same basis set. Thus, the 

energy of the isolated monomer is caiculated with a basis set consisting of both the 

monomer's basis set and its partna's basis fiinctions. The partner's nuclei are replaced 

with nuciei without charge. In other words, only the basis set is added for the second 

monomer. Its nuclei or electrons will not be present in the calculation of the first 

monomer's energy. This procedure is anployed in the present work to correct the 

interaction energies of the inert gas dùners and of the weak complexes. 



53.2 Compatationai details 

Most of the caldations were carried out with the Gaussian 98 package version ~ . 7 [ ~ ~ ~  

on the Origui 2000 server at the University of Waterloo and the Pentium II 300 Personal 

Computer with the Linux (Mandrake 6.0) operating system. For cornparison to the earlier 

mPWIPW9 1 results 13), the basis sets for the G2 data set and other systems have been 

chosen as in that earlier study The basis sets are specified in detail in each section. 

5.33 Results and discussion 

5.3.3.1 The reduced G2 data set 

Tabla 5-5 and 5-6 report the bond lengths of the molecules in the reduced G2 data 

set. For the diatomic molecules, mPWlLYP gives a similar prediction as mPW1PW91 

for the bond lengths. Both mPWlLYP and rnPWlPW91 predict the same bond length for 

Li2, which is one of the most difficult molecules to calculate using DFT methods.. In Li, 

the 2s and 2p orbital are neariy degenerate, which makes it difficult to predict accurately 

an bond length for this molecuie. Bo& of these f'unctionals yield better distances than do 

B lPW9l and mPW3PW91. mPWlLYP fiequentiy gives very nearly the same prediction 

as mPW IPWM for the geometries of the polyatomic molecules in the reduced G2 data 

set However, there are several exceptions. For the carbon-carbon single bond length in 

CH3CH3, the nitrogen-nitmgen bond distance and HNNH torsion angie in H2NNH2, and 

the oxygen-oxygen bond and HOOH torsion angle in HOOH, mPWlLYP yields better 

results than mPW1PW91, BIPW91 and mPW3PW91. rnPWlLYP gives a poorer d t  

for the NMI angle in HtNNH2 than does mPWlPW91. Ail geomeaic predictiom h m  

mPWlLYP are very close to the experimental values. 



Table 5-7 reports the atomization energies predicted by mPWlLYP in cornparison 

with other methods and experiment. The mean average deviation of the atomization 

energies with mPWlLYP for the 32 molecules is 3.2 kcai/mol. This deviation is larger 

than that fiom the mPW3PW91 method but smailer than that h m  the dWlPW91 

approach. For the maximum deviation in atomization energies from experiment, 

rnP W 1 LYP predicted a simila. value to that hom mP W3P W9 1, which is slightly larger 

than the maximum deviation h m  mPWlPW9 1. mPWlLYP does perform better than 

BIPW91 when both the mean average deviation and the maximum deviation for 

atomization energies are considered. 

Table 5-8 s~~ntllarizes the mean absolute deviation for the bond lengths, atomization 

energies, dipole moments and harmonic vibrational fkequencies Erom the mPWlLYP 

functionals in cornparison with other methods. mPWlLYP appears to be among the best 

methods for the pfediction of molecular property. For bond lengths predictions, 

mPW 1 LYP produces the same quaiïty prediction as nom a three-parameter scheme such 

as B3LYP. For the atomiirntion eneigies, mPWlLYP yields oniy slightly i n f io r  results 

to the r d t s  fhm B3LYP, mPW3PW91 and BILYP, but better than the other three- 

parameter method (B3PW91) and the one-parametex methods (BlPW91 and 

mPWI PW9 1) which were tested For the dipole moments, mPWl LYP produces slightly 

infkrior r d t s  to those h m  the other the-paramaetet and one-parameter methods. 

mPWlLYP yields better predictions for the vibrational frequency with rnuch srnalier 

deviation than al1 the methods as listed in Table 5-8, both conventional ab Uzitio and other 

DFT methods (LSDA, GGAs and hybrid). Thus the mPWlLYP method gives diable 

predictions of atomization energes (with the ZPVE correction included since it is one 



part of the total energy). Judging h m  the results collecteci in Table 5-8, mPW 1 LYP is 

one of the best methods for both thermodynamic and hannonic vibrational fkequency 

predictions. 

We also should note that the absolute deviation predicted by mPWl LYP fiom an 

experimentally observed vibrational fkequency is very large (242 CM-' for the hydrogen 

symmetric stretch in H2NNH2). Quantum chernical methods usually do not take the 

anharmonicity into account. The Iargest deviation from a harmonic vibrationai fkequency 

predicted by mPW l LYP is 1 10 cm-' for the stretches of F2. The harmonic vibrationai 

fiequency for the FI stretch is 89 1cm-', while mPW 1 LYP predicts it to be 100 lm*'. 



Table 5-5. Theoretical and experimental geometries of the diatomic molecuIes in the 

reduced G2 data set. Bond lengths in angstroms. AU theoretical values were 

obtPined with the 6-31 IG(à,p) buis set 

H2 

LiH 

BeH 

CH 

NfI 

OH 

FH 

Li2 

LiF 

CN 

CO 

N2 

NO 

O2 

F2 

Avg. abs. ermr 

Max error 

a: From C. Adamo, and V- Barone, J. Chem. Phys. 108 (1998). 664 and G. J. Laming, V. 

Termath, and N. C. Handy, J. Chem. Phys. 99 (1993), 8765. 



Table 5-6. Theoretical and experimentnl geometries of the polyatomic molecules In 

the reduced GZ data set. Bond lengths in angstroms, angles in degree. AU theoretical 

values were obtained with the 6-31 lG(d,p) basis set 

Molecules Parameter B1PW9la mPW1PW9la mPW3PW9la mPWlLYP Expt 



z From C. Adamo, and V. Barone, J. Chem. Phys. 108 (1998). 664 and G. J. Laming, V. 

Termath, and N. C. Handy, J. Chem. Phys. 99 (1993), 8765. 



Table 5-7. Theoretical and experimental atomization energies (kcaUmol) for the 32 

molecules in the reduced G2 data set. AM theoretical vaIues were obtained with the 

6-31 lG++G(3dfJpd) b a h  set at the 6-31 lG(à,p) geometries. The atomization 

energies include ZPVE corrections for the molecules. 



H2CCH2 

H3CCH3 

CN 

HCN 

CO 

HCO 

H2CO 

H3COH 

N2 

H 2 W 2  

NO 

O2 

HOOH 

F2 

CO2 

mean avg. dev. 

max dev. 

a: From C. Adarno, and V. Bamne, J. Chem. Phys. 108 (1998). and G. J. Laming. V. 

Termath, and N. C. Handy, I. Chem. Phys. 99 (1993), 8765. The correct maximum 

deviation for BlPW91, mPWlPW91 and mPW3PW91 shodd be the vdues in brackets 

which were re-caicdated in the present work. 



Table 5-8. Mean absolute deviations of dinerent methods for properties of the 32 

molecules in the G2 data set. Bond lengths (A), and hamonic freqnencies ( c d )  are 

computed using the dJllG(d,p) basis set, atomization energies (Do) (kcaYmol) and 

dipole moments (p) are evaluated with the 6-311++C(3dfJpd) basis set 

Method Bond length Do CL Harmonic m e n c y  

a: From C. Adamo, and V. Barone, J. Chan. Phys. 108 (1998), 664, HF, CCSD[Tl and 

MP2 b m  B. G. Johnson, P. M. W. Ga, and J. A. Popie, J. Chem. Phys. 98 (1993), 5612. 

LSD h m  A. D. Becke, I. Chern. Phys. 104 (1996). 1040. 



5.3.3.2 Noncovaient interactions (mert gas dimers, the water dimer, and the 

Table 5-9. Bond lengths and interaction energies for HQ and Ne nsing the modified 

cc-pV5Z basis set 

Dùner Method r(A) DindeVI 

PW91PW9Ia 2.78 0.0 10 

mPW91PW91a 3.14 0,003 

mPW3PW91a 2.97 0,002 

mPW1PW91a 3.1 1 0.002 

mPWlLYP 2.53 0.003 

I5xactb 2.97 0.00 1 

. . . 

a: From C. Adamo, and V. Barone, J. Chem. Phys. 108 (1998). 664 and S. F. Boys; b: 

From F. Bernadi, Moi. Phys. 19 (1970), 553. 



UsuaUy there is not a great différence among the results from the various functionals 

in the region of the equilibrium geometry of a molecule. Many functionals give 

satisfactory predictions for stable structures. In the region of the equilibrium geometry of 

a system, the electron density is suficiently large to lessen the role of the electron density 

gradient correction. A different case arises in the weakly interacting region, where the 

electron density is low and the change of electron density is rapid Le. the density gradient 

is much mon signincant. The dinerait performance of the different methods should be 

more evident in this region of weak intefaction. The B fiinctional has been show not to 

prtdict a Van der Waals interaction. BHandHLYP shows a very slight weak interaction 

for the inert gas dimer that is related to the large amount of HF exchange mixed into 

this hctiond. In the present work, we compare the resu1ts h m  mPWlLYP for two 

dimers of inert gases, the water dimer, and a charge tram fer complex between ethylene 

and chlorine (Cz&.-C13 with the results from Ref. [3]. 

Table 5-9 reports the d t s  on the He and Ne dimers obtained with mPWlLW and 

correctad for the basis set superposition m r  (BSSE). The basis set used is the modified 

cc-pVSZ In Reference [3], the methods involving the B exchange bctional pndicted 

no binding for these dirners. AU the PW91 and mPW91 based methods predict a 

minimum for both dimers. mPW lPW9l pndicts slightly longer bond lengths for the two 

dimers while the interaction enerpies for the two inert gas dimers are predicted to be 

close to the exact vaiue With the LYP comlation hctional, mPWlLYP 

overestimates the attractive interactions in these dimers. mPWlLYP predicts a bond 

length for He that is 0.44 A shorta than the exact bond length and the predicted 

interaction energy for He by mPWtLYP (0.003eV) is slightly larger than the exact 



interaction energy (0.001eV). For the Ne dimer(Nq), mPWlLYP predicts a slightly 

shorter bond length and larger interaction energy(0.010eV). The exact value of the 

interaction is 0.04eV for Ne dimer. Examining these predictions of distance and 

interaction energies for H q  and Nez, the role of the correlation hctional is significant. 

The lower energy and shorter bond length predicted by LYP (compared to the PW91 

correlation functional) is neither the result of the self-interaction error in PW91 nor the 

deficiency in parallel comlation in LYP. This behavior may be systematic for these 

comlation functionals as was demonstrateci for the behaviors of exchange fiuictionals 

with regard to the total energies of the atoms H, He and Li. Note that the description of 

weakly interacting systems such as charge tninsfer complexes or hydrogen bonded 

systems by the B exchange fiinctional may not be attriiuted from dispersion effects 

which are not predicted by this method. 

A fiuther cornparison of the results using mPWlLYP with other methods is carried 

out for the water dimer, a hydrogen bonded system. Strong anhnumonic effects make a 

precise expérimental estimate of the equilibnum geometry of the water dimer ciifficuit. 

The best estimated 0-0 distance h m  experiment was and the binding energy 

was 5.44M.7kcaVmol more ment experirnentdy derived value is 4.91kcal/rn01[~~~~. 

The equilibrium geometry of the water dimer is describecl accurately by many density 

fiuictional metho&. BPW91, PW91PW91, mPW19PW91, mPW3PW91 and 

@WI P W9 1 with the 6-3 1 1 G** basis set predict an 0-0 distance close to 2.87k With 

the 6-3 1 1 G** basis set, the mPWl LYP fiinctiond predicts a wata-dimet stationary point 

sùnilar in geometry to that h m  other DFT approaches to be a transition state. Incfeasing 

the basis set to 6-31 1*** changes the nature of this stationary point nom transition 



state structure to a minimum. The 0-0 distance is predicted to be 2.89A at mPWlLYP16- 

311++G**, which is slightly shorter than but very close to 2.90& the value fkom 

mPWlPW91 with the 6311G** basis set. At 6-31 1G**, mPWlPW91 predicts a binding 

energy of 7.OkcaVmol l3l, extension of the basis set to 6-31 1++G(3df3pd) lowers this 

value to 4.5kcaYmol (with both BSSE and ZPVE corrections included). Including BSSE 

and ZPVE correction, mPWlLYP16-3 1 l++G(3s,3pd) predicts a binding energy of 2.8 

kcal/mol. From the geometry and the binding energy, mPW 1 LYP appean to be giving a 

similar description to the water dimer as does mP W 1 P W9 1. 

The description of charge transfer (CT) complexes has been shown to be a stringent 

test for both density hctional [431 and conventionai ab initio methods The complex 

berneen ethylene and chlorine, C2&-Ch, is studied to evaiuate the peiformance of the 

mPWlLYP fiuictional. The methods using the B exchange functiond predict too short an 

(3.431 intermolecular distance and too large an interaction energy for such complexes . 

There are several conformations for the C2&-Ch complex, ody the most stable 

conformation (the axial-perpendicular structure) is considemi here. In the axial- 

perpendicular structure, the Cl-CI bond is perpendicdar tu the C-C bond and the ethyIene 

plane and the complex has Czv symmetry. The intennolecular distance m a n i f i  the 

strength of interaction between Ch and C2& in the cornplex. This interrnolecular 

distance is dkctly related to the <r-x electron tramfier fiom chIorine to ethylene. This 

electron transfer weakens the Cl-Cl bond, which mIts in a much lower Cl-Cl stretching 

fkquency than in the free chlorine rnolecde. 

Table 5-10 reports selected geometncal parameters, the CI-CI stretching fiequency 

and the interaction energy in the C2&--Cl2 cornplex. For the intermolecular distance, 



mPWlLYP predicts a better value than the remaining density hctional methods except 

for B 1LYP. PW91PW91 obviously overestimates the interaction and predicts a much 

shorter intermolecular distance. mP W 1P W9 1, B 1 LYP and mPW 1 LYP predict this 

distance (2.834k 2.890 A and 2.871 A respectively) somewhat doser to the 

experhental value (3.128 a. For the CI-Cl stretching ffequency prediction, mPW 1 LYP 

(437cd) does better than PW9 lPW9l (390cnit) and mPW91PW9 1 (379cmV1). and 

slightly worse than the results from the other three hybnd methods. Consequently, 

mP W I P W 9  I predicts a slightly stronger interaction energy (9.3 kcdmol) than 

mPWlPW91 (5.9kcalhnol) and BlLYP (S.Okca/mol). PW91PW91 and mPW91PW91 

obviously overestimate this interaction energy as indicated in Table 5-10. These 

interaction energies are corrected for both BSSE and ZPVE effects. mPWlLYP predicts 

a value very close to experiment. Overaü, the mPWlLYP fiinctional is comparable to 

mPW 1 P W 9  1 and B 1 LYP in predictions on this cornplex. 



Table 5-1 0. Seiected geometncai parameters (A), harmonic Cl-Cl frequencies (cm") 

and the binding energy (W/moi) of the Cr&--Ch complex 

MP2' PPa mPP' mPIPa mP3Pa BIa mPlL Expa 

d(C1-plane) 3.003 2.599 2.627 2.834 2.792 2.890 2.871 3.128 

d(CIC1) 2.044 2.151 2.149 2,062 2.079 2.093 2.097 

v(C1-Cl) 506 390 379 467 450 450 437 527 

a o m p  -6.7 -23.2 -13.3 -5.9 -11.7 -5.0 -9.3 -7.11 

-1 1.3 

The energies are computed at the 6-31 1ttG(3df,3pd) level with 6-3 11G(d,p), and are 

corrected for BSSE and ZPVE effect 

a: From C. Adamo, and V. Barone, I. Chem. Phys. 108 (1 998). 664, experirnental data 

nom H. 1. Bloanink, K. Hinds, A. C. Legon, and J. C. Thom, J. Chem. Soc. Chem. 

Commun. 1321 (1994). H. 1. Bloemink, K. Hinds, A. C. Legon, and J. C. Thom, Chem. 

Phys. Lett. 223 (1994). 162, and A. G. Bowrnaker and P. D. Boyd, J. Chem. Soc. Faraday 

Trans. 83 (1987), 2211, and MP2 from E. Ruiz. D. R. Saiahub, and A Vela, J. Phys. 

Chem. 100 (1996), 12265 

PP: PW91PW91; m PP: PW91PW91; mPIP: mPWlPW91; mP3P: mPW3PW91; BI: 

BILYP; mPL: mPWlLYP 



5.333 Proton trpnsfer in maïonaldehyde 

Table 5-11. Selected geometrical parameters (A) and relative energies (kJfmol) for 

the minimum (M) and saddle points (SP) of the maloaaldehyde rearrangement 

MPr  rnPW91PW91a mPW1PW91a r n ~ ~ 3 P W 9 1 ~  rnPWlLYP E X ~ P  

M SP M SP M SP M SP M SP 

d(0--0) 2.581 2.355 2.518 2.387 2.539 2.353 2.534 2.359 2.587 2.362 2.55 

d(0--H) 1.678 1.197 1.561 1.217 1.632 1.200 1.620 1.203 1.703 1.206 

d(0H) 0.991 1.197 1.034 1.217 1.001 1200 1.006 1.203 0.993 1.206 

AE 0.0 11.7 0.0 3.8 0.0 12.0 0.0 8.2 0.0 12.0/14.5 

The relative energies are computed at the 6-3 1 l++G(3df,3pd) level with 6-3 1 1 G(d,p) 

geometries 

a: From C. Adamo, and V. Barone, J. Chem. Phys. 108 (1998), 664 

b: From M. D. Harmony, V. W. Launt, R L. Kwczkowski, R H. Schwendeman, D. A. 

Ramsay, J. Lovas, W. J. Lafferty, and A. G. Maki, J. Phys. Chem. Ret  Data 8 (1979). 
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Density fiuictiond methods have some difficdty in describing proton tramfer 

reactions and usually undaestimate the activation energy for proton transfer. This low 

barria has bem ascribed to an overestimation of the correlation energy that yields 

excessive conjugation in the molecular skeleton D*451. Study on the H~+ molecular cation 

showed that such underestimation of an activation b h e r  c m  be caused by the self- 

interaction error and is thus mated in the hctional [']. The present studies on simple 

atoms indicate that al1 fimctionds except for LYP are not ~e~interact ion error fiee. This 



SIE may cause different exchange fÙnctionaIs created with the same protocol to show 

similar behavior in characterizhg the proton transfer in maionaldehyde 131. For example 

BPW91 compared with mPW91PW91 and B3PW91 compared with mPW3PW91. 

One should note that in experiment the structure of malonaldehyde is an average of 

the CzY saddle point and the Cs minimum shce only the Cz,, structure has been observed 

in experiment 1461. The average 0-0 distance observed in experiment is 2.55A t461. 

Experiment also indicated that the barrier for this proton tramfer is very low. 

Table 5-1 1 reports selected geometrical parameters and the proton transfer activation 

energy predicted by rnPWlLYP dong with the other predictions h m  Ref. [3]. 

mPWlLYP predicts the minimum energy geometry closest to that fiom MP2 especidy 

for the longest 0-0 distance. MP2 pndicts this 0-0 distance to be 2.581 A and 

mPW1LYP finds a value of 2.587 A. mPWlPW91 fields an 0-0 distance of 2.539A 

which is the next closest to the MP2 value. For the transition state (first order saddle 

point), mPWlLYP predicts an 0-0 distance of 2.362k mPWlLYP predicts a slightiy 

higher energy barrier (14.5 Id/mol) than mPWlPW91 (12.0 Wmol). Other density 

fiuictionai methods predict lower barriers for th*i proton transfer. We believe the reaction 

barria reqorted in Ret [3] has not been corrected for the ZPVE effects. This was 

c o h e d  by repeating calcuiations with the mPW1PW91 fiinctiond on both the 

minimum and transition state. The ZPVE comcted reaction barrier predicted by 

mPWt PW9 1 shodd be 9.6 m o l  rather than 12.0 kJ/mol. The b&er of 12.0 W o l  for 

mPWlLYP is corrected for ZPVE, while this barrier is 14.5Wmol without being 

comcted for ZPVE. It is in agreement with experiment for this reaction barrier to be 10w 

since only structure rather thàn C, has been observed in experiment [461. The observed 



structure might be average of the two equivalent Cs isomers. For this proton transfer 

reaction, mPWlLYP give a suniiar description of the structure and energies to 

mPWlPW91. The mixture of HF exchange improves the performance of the exchange 

functional (decreases the self-interaction error). 

5.3.3.4 The Walden inversion reaction 

The Walden inversion (SN2 reaction) is another stringent test for density fhctional 

rnethods This SN2 reaction is also important in organic chemistry. In the Waldm 

inversion, one chlonde anion attacks the carbon in CH3Cl h m  one side, and the Cl in 

this molecule is displaceci by the aîtacking Cl' and Ieaves as an anion. In the gas phase, 

this reaction starts nom a C3,, pre-reaction complex, passes through a Da transition State 

(first order saddle point) and proceeds to a post-reaction complex identical to the pre- 

reaction complex. The complexation energy of the ion-molecule adduct (Cl---CH3Cl) 

a,,, the activation energy relative to reactants AE', and the overail activation energy 

mw (ciifference between the complexation mergy and the activation energy) are the 

important thermodynamic quantities for this reaction. The most signifiant geometrical 

parameter is the distance of the attacking Cl- to the carbon in methyl chionde. 

The geometries of the pre-reaction complex and the transition state are reported in 

Table 5-1 2. Cornpared with the MP2 results, mPWlLYP gives the best prediction for the 

longer C-CI distance in the complex. MP2 predicts the C-CI distance to be 3.270A and 

mPWlLYP predicts it to be 3.177A. Also mPWlLYP predicts other geometrical 

parameters very close to those fiom MP2. For the transition state, mPWILYP predicts C- 

Cl distances of 2.369k which ire the longest among alI predicted vdues. The C-CI 



distance in the transition state predicted by MP2 is 2.317 A. The effect of the correlation 

hctional on the geometry of the critical point is important judging fiom the change in 

the C-Cl distance at the saddle point in changing fiom mPW 1 PW9 1 to mPW 1 LW. 

Table 5-13 reports the thennodynamic quantities for the Walden inversion reaction. 

The expenmental values for the complexation energy and activation energy are over 50 

klhol. The overall activation energy is relatively low with a large range of experimental 

uncertainty. The MP2 prediction is not reliable for these energies which has large values 

as shown by G2+ prediction ['I. mPWlLYP gives the best predictions of al1 three 

energies. mPWlPW91 is the next rnost accurate method for these energy predictions. The 

GGAs (BPW91 and MPW91PW91) make the poorest predictions and the overall 

activation energies predicted by these two methods are negative. Among the density 

fiinctional methods listed in Table 5-13, mPWlPW91, B3PW91, mPWPW91 and 

mP W t LYP perform relatively weU for energetic predictions. 



Table 5-12. Selected geometric parameters of the ion-cornplex CI--CH3CI and the 

correspondiag transition state for the Walden inversion. AI1 values are obtained 

with the 6-3 1 l+G(d,p) b a i s  set 

Parameters MP2 a BPa mPPa mPIPa B3fa  mP3Pa mP1L 

ion-complex 

BP: BPW91; mPP: mPW9tPW91; mPlP: mPWlPW91; B3P: B3PW91; rnP3P: 

mPW3PW91; mP IL: mPWl1LYP; a: From C. Adamo, and V. Barone, J. Chem. Phys. 

108 (1998), 664 



Table 5-13. Compleyation energies of the Ln-molecule complex Cr-CH3CI, AE,,,, 

activation energy AE' and overaii activation energy relative to reactants hE,, for 

the Walden inversion 

G o n p  44.3 39.2 43.8 42.0 40.8 39.2 39.8 44.7 51.0f8.4 

AEg 10.3 26.6 26.2 43.7 37.6 40.4 40.4 45.4 55,828.4 

A&,, 54.6 -12.6 -17.6 1.7 -3.2 1.2 0.6 0.7 4.24.2 

Ali values Ui k h o l  are obtained with the 6-3 1 l+G(d;p) bais  set corrected for BSSE and 

ZPE corrections. 

G2+: G2+(MP2); BP: BPW91; mPP: mPW91PW91; d L P :  mPWIPW91; B1L: BILYP; 

B3P: B3PW91; mP3P: mPW3PW91; mP1L: mPWI ILYP 

a: From C. Adamo, and V. Barone, J. Chem. Phys. 108,664 (1998); G2+(MP2) fiom M. 

N. Glukhovtsev, R. D. Bach, A. Pross, and L. Radom, Chem. Phys. Lett. 260,558 (1996); 

exp. h m  S. E. Barlow, I. M. van Doren, and V. M. Bierbaum, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 116, 

IO645 (1994). 



533.5 Reaction barrier for the reaction of the oxygen atom ('PI with benzene 

(Cao) and ethylene (C2H4) 

Our smdies on the reaction of the triplet oxygen atom with benzene showed that 

different density functional methods (BHandHLYP, B3LYP, BILYP, BLYP and 

mPWlPW91) predicted different activation barriers for the initial reaction in the triplet 

electronic state. That study elucidated the role of HF exchange in the energetic 

prediction. The attack of the triplet oxygen atom on the beluene disrupts the n electronic 

conjugation. The initial reactant benzene is aromatic and fblly conjugated. This reaction 

may serve as a good test for density hctional methods in reaction bamier prediction. 

The reaction bamer for this reaction is large enough that most methods may be capable 

of reproducing it and it is low enough to discriminate between different methods. Most of 

the data reported in Table 5-14 and 15 were reported in Figures 3-1 and 3-3 in Chapter 3 

and Figure 4-1 and Table 4-1 in Chapter 4. We repeat data analysis here in comparison to 

results h m  the new combination of functionals mPW 1LYP. 

Table 5-14 reports the main geometric feahins of the triplet transition state for the 

initial naction of a triplet oxygen atom with a singlet benzene molecule, the activation 

energy, and the carbon-carbon bond lengths in the reactant benzene. The carbon atom 

attacked by oxygen in the transition state is Cl, the carbon atoms connecteci to C 1 are C2, 

etc.. In the transition state, the most significant geometrk parameten are the OC1 

distance and the carbon-carbon bond Iengths in the benzene ring. BlLYP predicts 

geometries of the transition state sunilar to rnPWlLYP and B3LYP. B3LYP predicts a 

longer C-O distance (1.8831() than BlLYP (1.870 & and mPWlLYP (1.870 A). Except 

for the C-O distance, mPW3PW91 performs similariy to mPWlPW91 in structural 



predictions for the transition state. mPW3PW91 predicts a slightly longer C-O distance 

(1.904 A) than does mPWlPW91 (1 -893 A). The angle of attack (OClC4) for the oxygen 

atom relative to the benzene ring is about 100" by d l  methods. The difference between 

correlation bctionals is illustrateci by the structure of the transition state predicted by 

rnPWlPW91 and mPW 1 LYP. mPWlPW9 1 predicts a longer C-O distance (1.893 A) and 

shorter C-C bond lengths than does mPW1LYP. The major difference in the structures of 

the transition states for al1 methods is this C-O distance. The C-C bond lengths in the 

benzene ring change dong with the change in C-O distance. The similarity in the 

structural prediction by the methods aiso is reflected in the C-C bond length prediction in 

b e n e .  Bl LYP and B3LYP predict similar C-C bond length for benzene (1 -3934 and 

1.3939 A respectively). rnPWlLYP predicts a slightly shorter C-C bond length (1.3928 

A). mPWlPW9 1 predicts the shortest C-C bond Length for benzene (1 3898 A). The best 

estimate of the equilibnum C-C bond length in benzene is 1.39 15 A 14? Taking the basis 

set effect into account, BlLYP, B3LYP and mPWlLYP make the best prediction for the 

benzme C-C bond length although the difference among different methods is very srnail. 

The activation energies pndicted by al1 methods also are reportecl in Table 5-14. The 

expaimmtal value for the activation energy of this initial reaction of triplet oxygen with 

benzene is 17f2 Id/mol Not dl methods predict this quantity well. BlLYP does best 

but predicts the activation barrier to be 5.6 kJ/mol. BlLYP and mPW lPW91 predict a 

positive reaction banier. mPWlLYP predicts a reaction barrier close to zero although 

very siightly negative. The two three-parameter protocols (B3LYP and mPW3PW91) 

predict negative reaction barriers for the initial reaction. The reaction barriers predicted 

by mPWlLYP and mPWlPW91 'demonstrate the role of the correlation ~c t i ona i .  



Table 5-14 Geometries of the transition state and activation barrier (kJimo1) of 

C a 6  reacting with triplet oxygen atom. Bond Iength is in A and bond angle is in 

degree. The activation energy (Mlmol) are cakulated by 6-31 l++G(3dfJpd) basis 

set at 6-31 1 G** geometries including ZPVE correction 

Cc" BI B3 mP3P mPtP mPlL  EX^.^ 

TS(Geometries) 

O-C 1 1.870 1.883 1.904 1.893 1,870 

Cl -C2 1.43 1 1.429 1.422 t ,422 1.430 

C2-C3 1.381 1.382 1.381 1.379 1.380 

C&(Geometries) 

C-C 1.39 15 1.3934 1.3939 1.39 12 1.3898 1.3928 

AE 5 -6 -2.4 -4.5 2-9 -0.4 1 7+2 

r the C-C bond lnigth bas been determined by CCSDO/cc-pVQZ in combination with 

the reanalysis of the experimentai rotational constant in 3. Gauss, and J. P. Stanton, J. 

Phys. Chern. A, 104.2865 (2000) b: fiom A. G. Urefia, S. M. A. Hoffcmann, D. J. Smith, 

and R. Grice, J. Chem. Soc., Faraday Trans. 2,82,1537 (1986) 



Table 5-15 The main geometrical features of the C2&0 transition state and the 

activation barrier &J/mo[) for Ci& reacting with triplet oxygen using 6- 

3 l l++G(3dfJpd) basis with ZPVE correction 

CBSa BH B1 mPHB MPHC mPlP mPlL Exp. 

O-C 1 1.996 2.030 2,179 2.075 2,022 2.431 2.096 

Cl-C2 1.355 1,347 1.345 1.340 1.372 1.333 1.352 

O-C2 2.574 2.607 2.609 2.613 2.660 2.493 2.587 

AE -2, 1 7.3 -10.7 5.2 20.0 -10.5 -16.5 5-t2 

B 1 : B 1LYP; BH: BHan8FLYP; mPHB: mPW91HandHPW9 1 with local correlation; 

mPHC: mPW9 1HancîKPW91 without local correlation; mP1P: mPW IPWW ; mP 1 L: 

mPW1 LYP 

a: h m  B. S. Jursic, J. Mol. Stnict (THEOCHEM), 492,85 (1999) 

Exp.: Eom R E. Huie, and J. T. H r o n ,  J. Phys. Chem. Ref. Data, 2 267 (1973) 

Another more &gent case for ab hitio meîhods and density hctional methods 

involving x electrons is the reaction of triplet oxygen ( 3 ~ )  with ethylene. The activation 

energy for the initial reaction is S B  kJ/mol IM1. This reaction has been described by a 

spin uncouphg mode1 followed by inter-system crossing fiom the triplet to the singlet 

electronic state IS? The single point calculations for the singkt and triplet state of the 

open OCHzCHz in Chapter 3 confinned this reaction mechanism. In the triplet transition 

state, the two unpaired electrons are mainly on the oxygen atom, and the interaction 

310 



between oxygen with the r electrons causes partial electron transfer fiom the oxygen 

atom to the ethylene which causes the fractional occupancies of electrons in this 

transition state. 

Table 5-15 reports the main geometric features (heavy atorn bond Iengths) and the 

activation barriers of the transition state in the initial reaction of triplet oxygen with 

ethylene. Density functional methods are compared with Petersson's Cornplete Basis Sset 

(CBSQ) method [491 and experirnent iSO1. The structure of the transition state for the CBSQ 

method has been optirnized at the MPZ6-31G(d0) level and the activation energy has 

been calculated at 298K by Jursic Ih9]. 

The three-parameter pmtocols (B3LYP and mPW3PW91) fail to locate this transition 

state. Ail three of the one-parameter protocols (BILYP, mPWIPW91 and mPW1LYP) 

locate a transition state, BlLYP and rnPWlLYP predict sunilar structures for this 

transition state while mPWILYP predicts a slightly looser geometry Le. the transition 

state is much closa to the separated reactants. From the predicted structure of the 

transition state nom BILYP, mPWlLYP ( a h  MP2 in Chapter 3), the oxygen atom 

obviously attacks a terminai carboa The vibrationai fiequency calculations c o b  this 

mechanism. The structure predicted by mPWIPW91 resembles one for transfer of an 

oxygen atom fiom one carbon atom to the other, an the two C-O distances are close to Q 
each other even started h m  the structure as other rnethods. This transition state is 

different h m  the one described in Chapter 3 by other methods. Location of this 

transition state by mPWlPW91 indicates that different methods yield different potential 

sdaces  for the system. Examination of the eigenvector for the imaginary mode in the 

vibrational frequency calcdation codirms this andysis (a', i34c1.d) for mPWIPW91. 



MPW IPW9 1 failed to locate a sirnilar transition state to that predicted by B lLYP and 

mP W 1 LYP. The fine difference between correlation hctionais in transition state 

structure characterizaùon is revealed again by this case. Among the three one-parameter 

protocols, BlLYP makes the best prediction of the transition state judging fiom the 

structure and the activation energy. In accordance with Hammond's postulate for an 

exothermic reaction [S21, the energy for the transition state is close to that of the reactants 

and the transition state structure is similar to the reactants. Expenment c o n h s  the very 

small activation barrier The negative activation barrien nom CBSQ and other 

methods suppoa at least a very low reaction barriet. For cornparison, BHanâHLYP, 

mPWHandHPW91 were employed to study the activation barrier. In one of the 

mPWHanWW91 protacols, local correlation is omitted to examine the role of local 

comlation on the prediction of the transition state. BHandHLYP and mPWHandHPW91 

(mPWHB with both Iocal correlation and gradient correction) reproduce the activation 

barria very well. These two rnethods ais0 predict similar transition structures to that from 

Bl LYP and other methods. BHandHLYP predicts the activation energy to be 7.3 kJ/mol 

and mPWHandHPW91 (rnPWHB) predicts a 5 2  kl/mol barrier. The half-and-half 

approach is not as reiiable for sûucturai predictions and vibrational kequency 

calcdations as for the prediction of the activation energy ["l. This scheme usually is 

recommended for very low reaction barriers. Judging h m  the overall performance of the 

half-and-half protocol, this hmctional is still qualitatively useful. Another half-and-half 

protocol mP WHandHPW9 1 (mPHC in Table 5-1 5 without local correlation, the original 

PW91 contains both local correlation and gradient correction) is employed here to 

examine the role of local correlation. Without local comlation, mPHC predicts a stronger 



interaction between oxygen and ethylene, which results in a shoaer C-O distance. Also 

mPHC predicts a much higher activation energy for this reaction than rnPWHB (with 

local correlation) and other methods. This change manifests the role of the correlation 

funciional in l o w e ~ g  the activation energy. 

in cornparison, in the case of the oxygen atom reacting with ethylene, mPWlLYP 

perfoms slightly better than mP W lPW9 1 for the prediction of low bamer reactions. 

533.6 Electronic spectra 

The most popular bctionais contain parameters fit to geometric or themodynamic 

experhental data (for example the B exchange bctional) or are constructeci to include 

physical constraints (for example the P86 and PW91 exchange functionds). None of 

these bctionals has been developed explicitly for excitation energies. Most functionals 

have been developed within a tirne-independent forrnalism and an excitation energy is an 

example of a the-dependent property. The Hohenberg-Kohn existence theorem ["I and 

Kohn-Sham theory hold for the ground state of a system and most functionds are 

based on these two theorems. The formal foundation for the-dependent density 

fùnctiond theory (TD-DFT) by Gross lSSl gives a sound and practical way for the 

application of density fwictional theory in time-dependent examples if the exchange- 

comlation functional for the tirne-dependent problern is known. Applications of tirne- 

independent functionals in predicting the excitation energies gave promising results for 

molecular systems, [56Jq which indicate that the functional for a ground date is a good 

approximation to the the-dependent fiinctionai. The implementation of TD-DFT in the 

Gaussian 98 package P81 dows  the calculation of the excitation energies of a molecule. 



Thus predictions of the mPWlLYP method for the excitation energies of formaidehyde 

@&CO), acetddehyde (H3CHCO) and acetone (CH3COCHs) are exarnined and compared 

with results fiom other density functional methods 1591. CIS gives poor excitation energies 

for acetone and TD-DFDT has been shown to be better than CIS in this case 1591. The 

minimum basis set required for satisfactory reçults for excitation energies fiom TD-DFï 

has been shown to be 6-3 1 l++G** IS9l. 

Table 5- 16 reports the excitation energies of fomaldehyde predicted by mPW l LYP 

with the 6-311++G** basis set. Compared to expedent and the predictions by other 

methods, mPWlLYP does the worst for the excitation energies in formaldehyde. Al1 the 

predicted values fiom mPWlLYP are lower than those fkom other methods and fiom 

experiment The largest deviation fkom experiment is the 'A, (n-x*) excitation, 

mPWlLYP predicts to occur at 5.18eV and the experimental value is 6.0 eV. All the 

excitation energies predicted fiom mPW 1 LYP an significantly lower than experiment. 

Table 5-17 reports the excitation energies of acetddehyde predicted by mPWlLYP 

and other methods. The predictions h m  mPWlLYP are close to experimmt and are 

comparable with B3P86 which is the best method in predicting excitation energies for the 

three molecules, and is even better than B3P86 for some excitation energies for example 

for aii the triplet excitations and most of the singlet excitations. For most of the excitation 

enagies, mPWlLYP predicts the energies slightly higher than experiment. 

The excitation energies of acetone are reported in Table 5-1 8 for mPWt LYP along 

with other methods and experimentai values. For the higher excitations, mPWl LYP 

predicts very close to the higher excitation energies compared with experhent. At the 

lower end, mPW1 LYP still underestunates the excitation energies compared to the 



Tabie 1 1 6  Transition eaergies (in eV) of formaldehyde (H2CO) predicted with the 

6-3 1 f ++G** basisi set 

State Methods 

' A ~  (n-n*) 3.93 3 -96 3 -95 3.95 3-96 3 -90 4.1 

Trip lets: 

3 A2 (n-n*) 3.25 3.27 3.23 3.25 3 -23 3-16 3.5 

7.42 7.50 7.53 7.8 1 7.55 7.34 8.14 

3 Bt 7.52 7.57 7.72 7.9 1 7.63 7.33 7.92 

7-89 7.92 7.88 8.09 7.9 1 7.77 

3 A2 8.37 8.44 8.56 8-82 8.52 8.2 1 

mPlPW mPWLPW91; M I L :  mPWILYP. a: M. E. Casida, C. Jamorski, K. C. Casida, 

and D. R. Saiahub, J. Chem. Phys., 108,4439 (1998); b: J. B. Forsman, M. Head-Gordon, 

J. A. Pople, M. J. Frisch, JPhys. Chem., 96,135 (1992). 



Table 5-17 Transition energies (in e.V.) of acetaldehyde (H3CHCO) predicted with 

the 6-31 l-t+G** 

State Methods 

S inglets: 

Triplets: 

' A  (n-n*) 3.67 3.69 3 -63 3.65 3.65 3.45 3.97 

rnPlPW: mPWlPW91; mPIL: mPWILYP. a: h m  M. E. Casida, C. Jamorski, K. C. 

Casida, and D- R Salahub, J. Chan. Phys., 108, 4439 (1998); b: M. E. Robin, Higher 

Excited States of Polyatomic Molecules, Vol. 3, Academic Press, New York, 1985 



Table 5-18 Transition energies (in e X )  of acetone (H3CCOCH3) predicted with the 

6-311++G** basis set 

- 

S tate Methods 

B3PW91a B3P86a mPIPWa rnP1L Obsb 

Singlets: 

i Az (n-n*) 

'BZ 

'A, 

' ~ 2  

I 
B2 

l AZ 

Triplets: 

' ~ 2  (n-n*) 

3 Ai (na*) 

'Ai 

3 ~ 2  

rnPIPW: mPWlPW91; @IL: mPWlLYP. a: h m  M. E. Casida, C. Jamorski, K. C. 

Casida., and D. R. Salahub, I. Chem. Phys., 108, 4439 (1998); b: fkom M. E. Robin, 

Higher Excited States o f  Polyatomic Molecules, Vol. 3, Academic Press, New York, 

1985; and C. M. Hadad, J. B. Foresman. K. B. Wherg, i. Phys. Chem., 97,4293 (1993). 



experimental values. m e r  TD-DET methods display similar trends as shown in the three 

tables. 

Overall, mP W 1 LYP gives satisfactory predictions for the excitation energies for al1 

three molecuIes. Generally TD-DFT methods underestimate the excitation energies at 

lower energy and slightly overestimates excitation energies at higher energy. 

5.3.4 Concluding remarks 

The numerical examination of mfWlLYP on the reduced G2 data shows that this new 

combination of functionals does well for geometries, vibrational frequencies, and 

energetic predictions for ground state molecules. The performance of rnPW 1 LYP on inert 

gas dirners, charge-transfer complexes, the proton transfer reaction in malonaldehyde, the 

Walden invasion reaction and the initial reaction barriers of triplet oxygen atom with 

ethylene and benzene, indicates that mPWlLYP cm describe weaker interactions but 

slightiy overestimates the interaction energy. The slight overestimation is mainly due to 

the role of the particular functional, LYE! rnPWlLYP can locate the transition state for 

the initial reaction of triplet oxygen atom with ethytene due to this overestimation of the 

interaction. This method is recommended for systems in which the weak interaction is 

important. 

The caiculations on the electronic spectra of formaidehyde, acetddehyde, and acetone 

reveal that mP W 1 LYP can give satisfactory excitation energies. in acetaldehyde the 

results are slightly Uiferior to these h m  other density hctional methods. mPWlLYP 

(and other density fiinctional methods) underestkate the Iower excitation energies and 

overestimate the higher excitation energies. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions 



6.1 Chemicai Applications 

6.1.1 The reactions of a triplet oxygen atom with Cm fragments 

The structures of the Cm fhgments are more constrained as they become larger. They 

are weakly arornatic molecules judging fkom the NICSs (nucleus independent chernical 

shib). The addition of an oxygen atom to the carbon-carbon double bond affects the 

aromaticity in the region which was attacked. The forniaton of oxides of the Ca 

fragments nom the reaction of a triplet oxygen atom is exothemic. Cornparison of the 

heat of formation and the reaction barrier for the oxides of the Ca fragments indicates 

that the largest fiagrnent studied, C2ai2.  has a similar reactivity to that of Ca. The 

reaction barriers and heats of formation for these oxides are similar to those for ethylene 

oxide* A preliminary conclusion is that the double bond in Ca is a constrained carbon- 

carbon double bond rather than an ammatic carbon-carbon bond* 

6.1.2 The reaction of a triplet oxygen atom, o(.'P), with benzene and the 

isomeirization of benzene oxides 

6.1.2.1 Reaction of a triplet oxygen atom, O(%), with benzene 

Amoag the severai initiai possible paths for reaction of a triplet oxygen atom ( 3 ~ )  with 

benzene, the pathway to form benzene epoxide as shown in Figure 6-1 proceeds through 

a triplet transition state (4-2) with a reaction banier of about 4 kcaVmol to form a triplet 

intemediate (4-3). In the transition state (43), the oxygen atom attacks one carbon atom 

in the bernene ring. This intermediate connects via an inter-system crossing USC) h m  

the triplet electmnic state of the intermediate to the suiglet ground state (44). A 

transition state (44) which involves the "waik-around" of the oxygen atom on the 



benzene ring is formed followed by formation of the benzene epoxide (4-5). This reaction 

mechanism supports the experimental observations. The triplet transition state (4-2), the 

triplet intemediate (4-3) and the singlet transition state (4-4) have similar structures 

involving a singly bonded oxygen atom to one carbon of the benzene. There exists an 

open shell singlet ûansition state (4-40), with a structure similar to that of the triplet 

intemediate (4-3) and a closed shell singiet transition state (4-4). Both of them are 

transition States for the oxygen "waik" on the benzene ring and for the epoxide ring 

closure. The open shell transition state (440) and the closed shell singlet transition state 

(4-4) have sllnilar force vectors for the reaction coordinate. The existence of this open 

sheil singlet transition state (440) indicates a lower reaction pathway for ring dosure 

h m  the triplet intermediate (4-3) to the benzene epoxide (4-5). Starting fiom the open 

shell singlet transition state (4-40) or the closed shell singlet transition state (4-4) but 

proceeding througb another open shell singlet transition state (4-39), the oxygen atom 

migrates fiom the initially attacked carbon atom acmss the benzene ring to form a bridge 

with the fourth carbon atom. Thus, 7-Oxa-norbomadiene (4-13) is formed. The system 

requires approximately 20 kcaVmol of mergy to form this 7-Oxa-norbomadiene (4-13). 

This reaction provides an example where a ''transition state" connects stationary points 

but not necessarily comect two minima on the potential energy surface. 

From the closed singlet transition state (U), whîch is the critical point for the "walk 

around" of the oxygen atom on the benzene ring, an additional 15 kcaVmol is required to 

reach a second order saddle pomt (4-38) leading to the other transition state (4-21) and 

the eventual formation of benzene oxide (4-5) or cyclohexadienone (4-22). This second 

order saddle point (4-38) has a simila. structure to the triplet intermediate (4-3) and the 



4-1 4-2 Triplet TS Cs 4-3 Triplet Cs - 
4-40 Open Shell 

4-13 C2v Singlet TS Cs 

4-39 Open Shell 
Singiet TS Cs 4-38 Open Shell 

Singlet SOSP Cs 

4-21 TS Ci 

Figure 6 1  Illustration of the initial reaction of triplet oxygen atom @) with 

benzene 



open shell singlet transition state (4-40). The similarity of these stationary points suggests 

the cornplicated nature of the potentiai energy surface in this region. 

6.1.2.2 Isomerizations of benzeae oxides 

The major isomerization pathways of benzene oxides are summarized in Figure 6-2. 

Benzene epoxide (4-5) isomerizes to other structures by the breakhg and fornation of 

carbon-oxygen or carbon-carbon bonds. The carbon-carbon bond in the epoxide structure 

(44) breaks to form an oxepin structure (4-7) through a transition state (4-6) with a low 

reaction barrier of approximately 5 kcalhnol. Oxepin (4-7) inverts to its symmetry- 

equivalent isomer through a pl- transition state (48) even at low temperature and the 

activation barrier is predicted to be only 3 kcdrnol. 

The formation of four and five membered ring structures (4-10) nom oxepin by 

bonding of two carbons (comting nom the oxygen) requires a large amount of energy 

(ca 120 kcallmol) and thus is impossible thermally. It may be photochemically feasible. 

An open sheIl singlet reaction pathway through 4-9' for this isomerization has a barrier 

which is lower by approximately 10 kcai/mol. This four and five membered ring isomer 

(410) could m e r  isomerize to 3-Oxaquadricyclane (4-12) by two carbon-carbon bond 

formations. The activation enagy is less by about 10 kcallmol. The reverse isomerîzation 

h m  3-Oxaquadricyclane (4-12) to oxcpin (4-7) is more thermochemïcdIy feasible due 

to a less activation energy. The two f$ carbons (counting nom the oxygm) in benzene 

epoxide (4-5) bond to form a "Dewar benzene oxide" (4-15) with two four-membered 

rings and one three-membered ring through a transition state (4-14) with Cl symmetry 

requuuig 80 kcal/mol of activation energy. The oxygen atom could migrate fiom one side 



Figure 2 Iiiustration for the isomerization pathvmys of benzene oxîdes 



to the other in Dewar benzene oxide (4-15) , however, there is a very high activation 

energy (ca. 120 kcallmol). 

The a carbon on one side of the oxepin (4-7) could bond to the P carbon on the other 

to form a furan denvative: 2-oxa-bicyclo[3,2,0]hepta-3,6-diene (4-1 8) through a 

transition state (4-17). The path obviously involves bond breakhg and fonning between 

the a carbon on one side and the fJ carbon on the other. The activation energy for this 

isomerization is about 60 kcallmol. The carbonoxygm bond closest to the four 

membered ring in 2oxa-bicyclo[3,2,0]hepta-3,6-diene (4-18) could break to form 

bicycIo[2.1 .0]-2-pentene-5-carbaidehyde (4-20) through a transition state (4-19) with an 

activation energy of about 35 kcallmol. 

Cyclohexadienone (4-22) could result h m  the rearrangement of benzene epoxide (4- 

5) through a transition state (4-21) with an activation barrier of about 35 kcal/moI. The 

structure of this transition state (4-2î) (of Ci symmetry) is similar to that of the transition 

state (4-4) for the oxygen 'k&-around" on the benzene ring and to that of the second 

orda saddle point (4-38). The CC bond between the CO and the CH2 group in 

cyclohexadienone (4-22) breaks to fom a butadienylketene (BDK) (4-24) over a barrier 

of approximately 40 kcallmol. The existence of this pathway rationahes the 

expaimental observation of BDK (4-24) from the reaction of triplet oxygen atom with 

benzene in an argon matrix. BDK (4-24) could mer isomerize to a bicyclic three and 

four membered ring ketone: bicyclo[3. l .O]hex-3-en-2-one (4-26) through a transition 

state (4-25) with an activation energy of appmximately 30 kcdmol. 

Cyclohexadienone (4-22) codd isomerize to a symmetry -valent isomer by the 

migration of the hydmgen on one C& group h m  one side to the other through a 



transition state with Cs symrnetry (4-27 in Figure 6-1). Another possibility is that one 

hydrogen in the CH2 group in cyclohexadienone (4-22) migrates to oxygen and forms 

phenol(4-29) through a transition state (4-28) with an activation barrier of 50 kcal/mol. 

The rotation of the OH group in phenol requins little energy to reach a transition state (4- 

30) connecting two equivalent phenol rotamers. This transition state (4-30) for OH 

rotation serves as a stationary point which can be relevant to the hydrogen migration fiom 

the oxygen atom to the carbon atom across the benzene ring to fom 2,s-cyclo- 

hexadienone (632). Before the system reaches 2.5-cyclo-hexadienone (4-32). there is a 

transition state (4-31) between the transition state (4-30) for OH rotation and that for 

rearrangement to 2 J-cyclo-hexadienone (4-32). This hydrogen migration has a very high 

activation energy of 110 kcaVmol and thus is not chemically feasl'ble. The transition date 

(4-31) as shown in Figure 6-2 for hydrogen migration is another example of a ''transition 

state" that does not necessarily connect two minima. 

Figure 6-3 Illustration of the isomeriution pathway for benzene oxide with C2 

sy-etry 



A benzene epoxide (4-33) of C2 symmetcy codd result nom the reaction of a triplet 

oxygen atom with benzene. This C2 benzene epoxide is about 50 kcdmol higher in 

energy than the benzene epoxide of Cs symmetry. In a simila. manner to the Cs benzene 

epoxide, the Cr benzene epoxide can isomerize to an oxepin (4-35) of C2 symmetry 

through a Ci transition state (4-34) with an activation barrier of approxhately 10 

kcal/mol. The two carbon atoms could bond to form a bicyclo ring structure with a four 

and five rnembered ring (4-37) with Cz symmetry through a Ci transtion state (4-36) with 

an activation barrier of 65 kcalhnol. This isomerization pathway shows that the transition 

state does not necessarily have the s m e  symmeûy as the reactant and product even 

though the reactant and product are of the same symrnetry. 

6.2 Evaiuation of Exchange-Correlation Functionals 

6.2.1 The evaluation of the predictions of various exchange-correlation for chernical 

reactions 

Several hybrid density fimctionals (BHandHLYP, B ILYP, B3LYP and mPThrIPW91) 

as well as other methods (BLYP, HF, MP2 and CCSDO) were employed in the shidy of 

the reaction of the triplet oxygen atom with Ca fragments and with benzene. Increased 

HF exchange was f o n d  to increase the reaction bamer and to change the nature (Le. 

minimum or saddle point) of some aitical points. BHandKLYP gives the best 

performance for the reaction barrier and transition state characterization especially for 

reactions with low activation bamtn. With similar amounts of HF exchange, the hybnd 

methods (B 1 LYP, B3LYP and mPWlPW91) give comparable performance to MP2 for 

the potential energy d a c e  ch&cterization both for energies and structures. For some 



reaction pathways Uivoiving an open sheil singlet, BlLYP has the best performance 

among these three hybrid methods with a similar percentage of HF exchange. The general 

gradient approximation (GGA) based methods (for example BLYP, G96LYP, 

mP WP W9 1 and P W9 1P W9 1) sometimes predict different some stationary points 

(minimum or sacidle point) than those h m  other methods (LSDA, hybrid and 

conventional ab initio methods). These GGA rnethods can even predict a virtud orbitai 

energy Iower than an occupied orbital energy which is un-physicai. On the basis of the 

performance of density functionai methods, BlLYP is recommended for chernical 

reaction modeiing. For some chernical reactions with very low reaction barriers, 

BHandHLYP may be recommended. 

63.2 Detailed anaiysis of exchange and correlation functionnls 

The ptrfomance of exchange comlation functionals on the atomic systems H, He and 

Li was studied. Most hctionals (Slater exchange, B, PW91 exchange and correlation, 

G96, LG and mPW) are not self-interaction free. The comlation functional LYP is self- 

interaction free but does not take paraDe1 electronic correlation into account. 

In hybrid methods (Le. the exchange fhctional has HF exchange included), mPW9 1 

exchange, B, G96 and LG, there is a hear relationship between the weight of the HF 

exchange and the total en= and the mergy components (kinetic, potentiai and electron- 

electron interaction energy) as weil. PW91 exchange does not vary Iinearly with the 

weight of HF exchange especially for the energy components. The reason is unclear. For 

the orbital energy, exchange f'unctionals tend to destabilize the occupied orbital energy 

and decrease the HOMO-LUMO energy gap. The inclusion of HF exchange and the 



addition of a correlation bctional lowers the occupied orbital energy. This is especially 

conspicuous in the prediction of the orbital energies of anions. The anion is unbound with 

the use of pure density functional methods. For neutral systems, density fiuictional 

methods still predict occupied orbital energies which are far too high. Al1 the exchange 

fiuictionais show similar performance in predicting orbital energies. 

6.23 A new hybrid exchange-correlation functionai, mPWlLYP 

The geometric and thennodynamic predictions on the reduced G2 data set with 

MPWILYP dernonstrate tbat this method is one of the best hybrid density hctionai 

approaches for structures and energies. The predictions on Van der Waals and weakly 

interacting complexes indicates mPWlLYP does mode1 the Van der Waals interaction 

and slightly overestimates this term thus predicting shorter bond distances and larger 

interaction energies. The location of a transition state and the rqxoduction of the Iow 

reaction barrier in selected chernical reactions reveal that mPWlLYP is capable of 

predkting low activation barriers. mPWlLYP is satisfactory for the prediction of 

electronic excitation energies as indicated by the d t s  on formaidehyde, acetaldehyde 

and acetone. This functional is recommended if the chernical reaction has a low 

activation energy or if van der Waals interactions are important. 

6.3 General Conclusions and Suggestions for the Improvement of 

Density Functional Methods 

Inclusion of exact exchange (HF exchange in term of the computation) in density 

fiinchonai methods, yielding the various schernes, improves their overall performance in 
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chemical modeling. The one-parameter hybrid methods perforrn better than the MP2 

mode1 in the prediction of chemicai reactions, structures, and properties with MP2 

requiring greater computational resource. The inclusion of HF exchange in the hybrid 

method should take the properties of the exchange and correlation fiuictional into 

account. Al1 available exchange and correlation functionals are approximations to the 

exact functionals and are fit to physical constraints or chemical data in their construction. 

One reason for the improvement caused by the inclusion of HF exchange in hybrid 

methods is that most of the exchange correlation functionais are not self-interaction enor 

fke. HF exchange itself is fiee h m  the seKinteraction e m r  and one way to improve the 

hybrid density method is to reduce this error. AU the exchange functionals show similar 

behavior in the prediction of the highest occupied orbital enagies. 

Improvements to and creation of new density fimctionals are necessary for more 

accurate application of density ~ c t i o n a i  methods in chmiistry. One direction involves 

the inclusion of higher order gradient corrections ['l. Numericd difficdties must be 

solved for these higher order corrections (a) and there seems to be Little improvement in 

chemicd predictions Kinetic energy density dependent approximations to the 

exchange energy may be an altemative to, and an improvement over, the present 

exchange functionals. 

Al1 quantum chemicai methods desmie the same physical system corn different, but 

related, points of view The combination of different methods with theu respective 

strengths rnay r d t  in new, mon promising rnethods [4a1. The hybrîd density h c t i o n d  

Ui practice is a combination of a density fiinctiond based approach with the HF method, 

dthough this combination has' a physical origin [q. Another combination involves 



Hartree-Fock exchange with a correlation functiond 161 but takes the electron density 

from a high level ab initio coupleci cluster c ~ m ~ u t a t i o n ~ ~ .  In density hctional methods, 

the exchange functional rnainly considers the aondynamic correlation and the correlation 

functional determines the dynamic cordation. A perturbation correction to the exchange 

fiuictional is another way to take dynamic correlation into account, and may have 

advantages over MP2 due to the smailer spin contamination in density hctional 

methods, 

Although uarestricted density fiuictionai methods may simulate the multi-configuration 

problem, multi-configuration based methods are still preferable in such a situation. Such 

a combination of derisity fùnctionai methods with multi-configuration methods yields the 

CAS-DFT l8] or DFT-MRCI Igl methods. These methods are also good for the accurate 

prediction of electronic excitation energies. 

Although static density functionals has been show to be a good approximation in 

the-dependent problems, the new fiinctionals including the the-dependent eEect are 

expected to give improved descriptions of excitation energies and photochernical 

reactions. This field is nlatively new but a promising one for the application of density 

functional theory. 
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Appendices 

Total energies of the systems studied in Chapter 3 (with BHandHLYPI6-3 1 G* otherwise 

specified) and Chapter 4 (with B 1 LYP/6-3 1 G*) are list below. 

Chapter 3(BHandHLYP16=31G* unless otherwise specified) 

3-7 

3-8 

3-9 

3-10 

3-1 1 

3-12 

3-13(CJCi) 

3-14 

3-1 S(HF6-3 1 G*) 

Energy (in a-u., includig zero-point vibration energy) 

-153.518861 

-153.518819 

-153.560928 

- 153 S 6  1347 

-153.633691 

-23 1.995864 

-307.026989 

-307.050 197 

-307.1 O 1205 

-307.089039 

-307- 1 O3275 

-385.498884 

-460.5 19676 

-460.53 1 IW-460.530864 

-460.571 382 

-457.945860 



3-1 6 

3-17 

3-1 8 

3-19(CJCI) 

3-20 

3-21 (UB3LYP/6-3 1 G*) 

3-22 

3-25(UB3LYP/6-3 l G*) 

3-26 

3-27 

3-28 

3-29 

3-3O(CJCi) 

3-3 1 



C hapter 4 (BlLYP16-31Gf) 

Compounds Energy (in au., including zero-point vibration energy) 

-232.01 l644/-7S.O4S 153 

-307.054049 

-3 07,0727 1 8 

-307.073573 

-307.132397 

-3 07,123707 

-307.L3484O 

-307.129805 

-306,9355 12 

-307.03 1 1 19 

-307,023522 

-307.069 125 

-307.100107 

-3 06.993 240 

-307.049299 

-306.863669 

-307,060970 

-307, IO963 1 

-307.05 1552 

-307,077548 

'-307.062596 






